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Maelgwyn's Journey

1. Son of Agrippa
My father, Agrippa, was born in the service village, called a vicus, but without any name
of it's own, outside a mid-level Roman fort at Leucarum. He was born to agricultural
slaves producing food for the Roman army, specifically the auxiliary forces to the XX
Legion, Valeria Victrix.
His birth was breach- hence the name Agrippa, “feet first”.
He never told me his father's name, but his people, his tribe, were called Silurnae by the
Romans. They had resisted the Empire ferociously at first, but over generations had been
tamed. My father's family had served the fort for generations.
He grew up speaking the Roman language, not learning Gaellic until he met my mother,
when he was a man.
Their lives were not harsh and though they worked hard they also earned their own
money by keeping chickens and tilling a small plot at the edge of the vicus.
My name is Maelgwyn. More about me later. This part is about the world I was born
into.
Father never knew the date or year of his birth but it must have been around 1100 AUC,
Ab Urbe Condita (from the founding of Rome). He knew that it was in the summer and
that he saw 8 summers of relatively dependable and peaceful life.
That was before Leucarum was targeted by Imperial forces for supporting Magnentias,
the governor of Gaul and Britannia who had declared himself Emperor of the region.
I didn't learn many of these things growing up, because my father's perspective was
limited, but when I did learn it I found a new respect for my father and his family. They
were hard-knock survivors.
The fort had already fallen on hard times due to the general instability in the empire with
multiple competing and false emperors, coupled with being at the very edge of the
civilized world, across from wild Hibernia. For a long time there had been few supplies
coming from Rome. Wages had not been paid regularly in years. Even before
Magnentius, they had begun to make their own copies of Roman coins at the fort from
bronze they forged themselves.
Then, under Magnentius, soldiers were reallocated to places of expected conflict with
Rome. This left the fort with inadequate numbers to actually maintain it, let alone
defend it.
At first, this meant more work for slaves, which were brought into the walls from their
huts in the vicus. After local tribes had seized on the opportunity to begin attacking
Leucarum, slaves were given weapons to help defend the fort. When the first attack by
local tribes had killed a third of the defenders, the remaining soldiers quit the army and
began the long trip back to Espana, where most were from.

By the time the armies of Constantius II came to beat up everyone who had supported
the rebellion, they found the fort deserted.
The remaining power of the Empire swiftly departed this end of Britannia as well, though
a couple large Roman towns persisted in the south, by the Severn Estuary.
The area at the mouth of the river Loughor, which the fort had been situated to guard,
was being contested by multiple tribes. My father says his family, now including 2 other
small children besides myself, wheeled a loaded cart along animal trails and tried to
avoid settlements until they had gotten a couple days walk west and north beside the
coast. They were done being slaves.
That was how my grandparents came to live in the lands of the Demetae, in the lush
country called Duloath by the locals. Coming upon a recently abandoned villa, they had
stayed there. The family staked their claim and made it work through sheer
stubbornness and determination.
And some foresight.
My grandfather, before leaving the fort, took tongs, hammers and bellows skins as well
as copper, tin and zinc disks that had been used to make coins. It was a good stake.
Since there were enclosed fields at the abandoned villa, they had farmed. His father had
also taken with him wheat and oats from the fort.
The family was successful. It wasn't long before my father took a wife from one of the
nearby clans and built his own house in the villa enclosure, the home I grew up in with 3
brothers and 4 sisters.
My mother's name was Egdyl and I always found her beautiful. She had long dark hair
that she wore in braids. I knew that when I married I would want a woman like her.
I grew up speaking a mix of my father's Latin and my mother's Gaellic.
His brothers married and brought their wives into the family. His sisters wedded into the
local chieftain's family. Everyone in the clan spent their days either in farm work or forge.
The household business had grown and supported our many related families.
Both copper and zinc ores were plentiful in our neighborhood. My father spent much of
his remaining childhood gathering zinc ore from the streams and copper from the many
ancient mines dug into the hills. He'd go out in the morning and gather what his father
told him he needed and return at night.
That was something he passed down to me, his way of finding the ore and knowing the
good from the bad.
Zinc was gathered from the sediment in the streams in a process of capturing the
heavier parts and washing out the lighter particles. It was hard work and you had to
wash through a whole bucket of mud for a couple tiny pieces most of the time. As long
as you moved around and were in the right stream you couldn't help but find it but it
took all day to get a couple fists worth of the dark material.

When it came to copper ore, my father taught me how to find the places in the hillside
where they had already been removing ore for thousands of years. Sometimes he would
dig away at a spot that had come up from an uprooted tree or a flooded stream-bank to
find more.
My father told me that he had liked gathering copper ore, even if it was raining and even
though it meant him carrying about a third of his own weight for miles of hill and dale. It
gave him a sense of accomplishment. But, he understood if I hated it.
“Like it or hate it,” he would say, “it has to be done.”
The Roman wall around the villa buildings and the field walls were still standing when I
was young. The villa itself had long ago become uninhabitable and the family had built
multiple stone roundhouses using it as a quarry. Our clan had the nicest homes in the
area.
One of the systems still working from Roman occupation was the ceramic pipes that
brought spring water into the villa. My grandfather had been responsible for repurposing the fallen bathhouse as a fountain and water trough.
My family had multiple kilns and furnaces within our main walled enclosure. Some were
made of stone and some with hand-made bricks or just clay, depending on how it was
used.
In our enclosed fields we now had cattle and pigs, in addition to wheat and oats. There
were not a lot of livestock in the area but over time the family collected some calves and
baby pigs when we married into the right families. Now one of our high value products
was cheese. We ate the pigs.
The big advancement in the family metallurgy business that my father contributed was
the smelting of iron. Iron was very valuable but difficult to make in much quantity. It was
hard to sustain the high temperatures needed to produce a bloom, let alone a solid
ingot.
All of these things had taken a lot of work and it was good that the women of the family
had produced many children. I had 7 younger brothers and sisters who lived in the same
house as me with our parents. When I was growing up our clan included 3 dozen living
within the old villa wall in multiple roundhouses and 2 uncles who lived with their
families within the old field walls.
Once a week, when I was a child, we would bring our wares into the market town up the
old track. We started at dawn and it took us all morning to get there. I walked with the
donkeys pulling our wagon and my father rode on our horse.
I loved my father. His hard hands, calloused from working the forge, were always gentle
to me. The market trips were my favorite. I was the oldest and it pleased me to get away
from the rest of the kids, traveling with my father and learning from him.
We always left market after selling out. My father had an eye for the value of bartered
goods and little tolerance for taking longer than necessary. The 2 things he couldn't

resist were a beaker of ale and a story. It was likely dark when we returned home,
especially in the winter time.
The market was held at a settlement that had originally served the Roman fort called
Muridunum. The fort had been “punished” by Constantius II and only the stone walls
were left. A couple villas that had been nearby had also been torn down, dismantled and
everything either useful or beautiful had been removed.
The locals still called the area Muridunum after all the Romans had retreated east.
On these trips my father was either completely silent or talked non-stop telling me
stories he had heard growing up. Sometimes he would trade stories along with metal
goods and tell me the new one he had heard. Some were about treasure, most had
talking animals.
The main lesson I got from these tales was never mess with dwarfs, fairies or talking
animals. For god's sake do whatever they ask you to do.
This particular trip came when my mother had fallen ill and taken a fever. It wasn't our
usual day to go. She told my father he had to go to the herbalist and get some medicines
she needed. I don't know what they were but my father did. We set out before dawn and
my father said we'd be back early. We were only taking metal goods.
We sold our buckles, pins, knives and and other bronze items made by the family that
week. In return he took gold, silver and used metal they could melt down. An iron
hammer was traded for two broken Roman swords my father would melt down and
reforge.
He was trying hard to sell an iron sword and a shield with an iron boss but these were
extremely valuable and he was not getting the the gold he wanted for it.
One of our earlier customers had come back to our wagon with a beaker and a story so
we sat and listened.
It was the story of big crow and little crow.
Big crow and little crow were out gathering nuts in the trees for the family dinner. Big
crow called out, “Little crow! Have you got any nuts yet? A basket? A thimble?”
There was no reply.
Big crow called out again, “Little crow! Have you found any nuts? A cup? A bowl?”
Little crow did not respond.
Big crow climbed out of the tree to see better what was going on. He found little crow
lying on the ground with his head split open.
Little crow said, “I was gathering nuts and fell from the tree. Help me bind my wound so I
may live.”
Big crow ran immediately to the nearby farm and went to the calf.
“Dear calf,” he said, “Will you please give me two hairs from your head that I can use to
bind the wound of little crow, who fell from the tree while gathering nuts and split open
his head?”

The calf said, “If you get the cow to give me milk, I will give you two hairs from my head.”
Big crow went to see the cow. He said, “Dear cow, will you give the calf milk, so he will
give me two hairs from his head, so that I can bind the wound of little crow, who has
fallen from a tree while gathering nuts and split his head?”
The cow said, “If you tell the farmer to put me on a new field, I will give the calf some
milk.”
Big crow went to see the farmer. “Dear farmer,” he said, “Would you please let the cow
into a new field, so that she will give the calf milk, so that the calf will give me two hairs
from his head, that I can use to bind the wound of little crow, who has fallen from the
tree while gathering nuts and split his head?”
The farmer said, “If you go into town and tell the shoemaker to make me a new pair of
boots, I will let the cow into a new field.”
Big crow went to see the shoemaker. You see where this is heading. It goes on to involve
a pig, a maiden and a carpenter. Finally the carpenter marries the maiden and builds her
a house and it all falls together.
Off went the carpenter to build a house for the maiden, off went the maiden to give the
slops to the pig, off went the pig to give the bristle to the shoemaker, off went the
shoemaker to give the farmer some boots, off went the farmer to give the cow a new
field, off went the cow to give some milk to the calf, off went the calf to give two hairs
from his head to bind the head of the little crow who had fallen while gathering nuts.
And by the time they got back, the little crow's head was stinking and he was dead!
Now, mind you, we are just listening to a story at the market but you would think
someone had hit my father in the stomach. He doubled over and vomited up the ale he
had just consumed. He raced to the herbalist to get the medicines for my mother and
ordered me to load the wagon and begin getting the animals moving back towards
home.
The heavens opened and the rain came down hard. One section of the path we had
taken earlier in the day had included a mild stream crossing but was now fully inundated
by fast water. We had to retreat and take another track.
The resulting trip was more miserable than usual and took longer. The sky, already dark
with rain clouds, turned to pitch black long before we reached our home and we had to
go very slow to make sure we stayed on the trail.
It was almost morning when we pulled up to our home gates to find torches lit
throughout the compound and wails of grief. My uncle ran to meet us telling my father
that his wife was dead.
An ancient barrow mound on a nearby hill was the local graveyard. The hole was lined
with pebbles. All the families living within a mile or so came to feast. A hole was dug into
the ring ditch where the soil was softer with just enough room for my mother to lie
down on her side, a little curled up.

A pig was roasted on a great fire and shared among the celebrants. His father drank
beaker after beaker of strong ale. My father said he also drank more than usual of the
“children's ale” that was made from the 3 rd soaking of the grain.
Egdyl was dressed in her best clothing with a brightly colored wool shawl my father had
given her as a wedding present. She wore an amber necklace, a silver bracelet and a
shiny bronze brooch. Her hair was braided and when she was laid into the grave it was
draped over her shoulder. She was laid down curled on her side, like she was sleeping
and whole pig leg was laid against her stomach before the grave was filled.
The cooking fire had been fed and turned to a bonfire because the day had turned cold.
After the last bits of soil went into the grave my father drained his drink, walked to the
bonfire and strode purposefully into the middle of it, standing with his arms up as he
quickly became a bright candle.
The fire was so hot there was nothing left in the end but some charred bone and his belt
buckle.

2. Servitude
I was the oldest child in my family but I was 12 summers old and not yet a man. My
younger brothers and sisters were easily accommodated by my uncles' families. I was old
enough to be useful but without my father there wasn't as much work.
I stayed in our house but others moved in as well. It turned out that one of the most
useful things I could do was to find and bring in ore from the countryside and the other
was to assist my uncle in his new job taking metal goods and cheese to market.
On this spring morning we brought all of the iron my father had forged including ingots,
swords, hammers and bloom. No one else in the family made iron. Bronze and copper
items were much easier to make.
News had already reached the town about my father's death. He had been a weekly
fixture in the market as had I. My uncle sold the the good iron tools and weapons quickly
for too little treasure. There wasn't much interest in the iron ingot or bloom.
Then came the tall man wearing a dark hooded cloak and a yew staff. The crowded
market parted for this man and whispers began saying, “Druid.” He walked right to our
wagon, where he first stood and gave me an appraising scan from head to toe.
Then he turned to my uncle and said, “I have need of iron for my forge and a servant to
help me to serve the gods.”
“I'll take all the iron and the boy. His father's dead, he's become a burden. I'll give you 2
gold pieces for the iron and I'll take the boy off your hands for free.”
I could see my uncle calculating if this could come out badly for him in any way but it
didn't take him long. “Let me see your gold,” he said.
The tall man smiled and handed him 2 Gold Aureus, the most valuable of coin of Rome,
worth 25 silver Denarii. Their value and quality were unquestionable. My uncle didn't
even bite it to be sure.
He said, “This is more gold than I have ever seen. I'll throw in the cart and donkey if you
want. Please take good care of him; his father was my brother. He could do worse than
servin' the gods.”
Turning to me, “Maelgwyn, I'm sorry. Without your mother and father we just can't
manage all the kids. You're a good boy. Work hard for this man and I'm sure he will treat
you well.”
We traveled first on the well worn track but then took a turn where there was no
apparent road of any kind. It was difficult at first getting the donkey to pull across the
hardscrabble hillside but soon we came to what appeared to be a somewhat even and
easily traversed trail leading to a path paved with cobbles.
The cobbled road took us across a bridge into a bog and then as a narrow road, across
the fens to a promontory that could be seen in mist across the water. Soon I discerned
dark stone walls overgrown with ivy reaching up 3 times my height.

We approached a gate with an immense wooden door, which interrupted the wall.
Hanging from chains on poles projecting from the wall were several cages filled with the
well decayed remains people.
My new master said, “I don't care for visitors,” and taking a large key from his cloak, he
inserted it into what I later learned was a lock and he opened the giant door, which
swung very freely on its hinges, opening onto a large courtyard darkened by trees and
stone walls. It was a garden with water running through but I had never seen such a
thing. I walked through and when it closed it was with a click of finality that I felt in the
pit of my stomach.
That was the beginning of my tutelage under the druid Merlyn.
It took me a couple days to learn my way around the place. It was quite large and very
formidable- to the rear, the main buildings butted against the hill rising to the east and
ending in cliffs. The walls and fens protected the front and sides.
There were others here but the only one who stayed was an old woman who never
spoke. She prepared meals and tended chickens and a vegetable garden. She also rode a
donkey to market once a week.
Sometimes she brought a young girl or boy back with her and they would be there for a
few days helping her in the kitchen. I never saw one stay for more than 3 or 4 days
before they would apparently wander back to town.
Those first days were filled with marvels. There was a magnificent furnace with a water
powered bellows. There were buildings with floors on top of other floors. There were
tunnels going into the hill. There were water fountains and basins. There was even a
place where you could shit in private that was away from the living area but not in the
rain- an actual room for shitting!
There were places I could not go. He had a tower that was half open and half roofed at
the top. It was where he watched the stars and did other things he did not share. I
learned to use the tunnels and the small door in the north reach of the wall. I also
avoided the front of the fortress at the gate where the ruined bodies of men hung to
warn off travelers.
I had a very basic understanding of Latin from my father. The druid taught me more. He
taught me the alphabet and how to read. He told me stories about how the Romans had
at first suppressed and later massacred all the druids wiping them out on an island
northwest of us.
Merlyn said that, even under such suppression, he had made himself invaluable to them
through his knowledge of metallurgy and alchemy. The druid was able to produce iron
that was harder, sharper and resisted corrosion better than any produced in the empire.
He said most of his knowledge didn't come from the druids or the wisdom of his
ancestors but through his close contact with the gods.

My daily work involved a little bit of many things.
I cared for some of the animals; the horses and the ass that were stabled in the walled
enclosure. Once in a while I would round up sheep from the hillside where they grazed. I
think these were sacrificed because he had me deliver them to the tower where he
would then lead them inside up the staircase. The nameless, silent kitchen woman cared
for the chickens.
I cut and hauled wood. I built the frame, set up the kiln and made charcoal which was
used in both the kitchen and the forge.
Gathering and curing ore was exactly the same as when I was back home but the quality
of the ores was much better here. I was able to find copper, tin, zinc and iron ore
throughout the area of the fortress.
I set eel traps in the fens. The druid had traps but they looked pretty simple; just a sort of
cage made of twigs and branches that was easy for them to swim into and impossible to
get out. I could set them one day, come back the next and have a half dozen for the
kitchen woman. We ate a lot of eel.
We grew no grain but the woman brought sacks of it from the market. My job was to
turn it into ale and bread. I had watched my uncles making bread but really received no
instruction. I can't say it was good. My ale was better.
Merlyn would become very angry if I asked too many questions so I only asked things I
could learn from and did that sparingly. When I asked about the gods and what I could
do to serve them he just said to get back to work.
Now and again, in between this and that, I was given assignments for study, reflection
and report.
For instance, as that first spring progressed, he had me watch the frogs in the fen
outside the walls when I was done with my chores, notice as many things about them as
I could. I even made clay figurines showing how their parts go together. Then he spent
hours telling me all the things I didn't know and hadn't noticed about frogs. These
included not only things about their life cycle and physical qualities but also their
meaning and importance within the druid belief system.
Frogs are messengers of the gods because of their ability to live in many worlds- in the
mud, in the water, on the land and even in the trees. They are harbingers of
transformation because of the metamorphosis they manifest. He taught me the names
of the gods with with they were associated.
Birds, crickets and certain plants eventually got similar treatment. When he talked about
the gods of the natural world, it was always seemed without any real reverence.
That spring and summer my voice began to change. I thought I could feel hairs growing
out of my face.

In the winter, that first year, as my body began to change, the master ordered me to fast.
I had only ale to drink and no solid food. Then he didn't speak to me at all for 7 days
other than to correct my work or have me do something else.
Then after a week of fasting, he came to find me where I was stacking iron ore into a kiln.
He told me to follow him up to the tower. The tower staircase was longer than anything I
had ever seen. At the top was a door that led out to a half domed space with a variety of
unrecognizable tools, bottles, frameworks- it made no sense. The thing I did recognize
was that there was a person chained to a heavy chair.
It was a young man who seemed to have little flesh, just skin and bones. Merlyn went to
the chair, unlocked and removed the chains.
He said, “Take him over to the wall. Use the wicker basket. There's an empty cage on the
north side of the gate. Use the walkway on the rampart- there's a lever that brings the
cage over to where you can put him in it.”
With that he turned away and went to a chair in front of a big table and studied a huge
book spread across it. I gathered up the body into the basket and headed down the
tower stairs. It was not heavy.
He called after me, “Come back when you are through. Bring the basket.”
I did as I was told. From the ramparts I could see the cages all in a line. There were
several more occupied than I remembered. Some appeared fresh. I found an empty
cage, I pulled it over using the lever and stuffed this skeletal body into it and swung it
back out.
I remembered the kitchen helpers that always disappeared after a few days.
I thought to myself: I have to leave now but my family wouldn't take me back. They have
been paid for me and they don't want me. I could build a hut and live in the woods but I
haven't the slightest clue how to build a hut or live in the woods. I could forage for food
but I've always had my meals prepared by my mother or by the kitchen woman. You
have to get out. There's nowhere to go.
It was circular and made me dizzy.
In the end I returned to the tower and climbed the stairs, carrying the empty basket.

3.

Transmission

When I returned to the top of the tower the old druid had me place the basket in a
corner and motioned for me to sit in the chair. I hesitated, then complied. As I sat down I
asked him, “Are you going to kill me? Torture me?”
Placing the chains around me, he said, “I don't intend to kill you, but you see what's
happened to most of my servants. My experiments are important. I have been touched
by gods. They have guided me.
“Torture?” he seemed to ask himself, “Again, it isn't my intention but I must admit that
that could be the result from your perspective.”
I asked, “Why do you have to restrain me? I'm not going to overpower you.”
“Controlling people is easy,” he said. “I really don't need to do this. I choose to because it
sends a message that I want you to receive.”
When he finished I was fastened securely at the arms, waist and legs. He sat down in a
chair in front of me.
He kept talking. It was already more than he had spoken to me for weeks.
“How old do you think I am?” he asked.
“Old,” I said. I don't know my numbers. I think they say my grandfather was 50 summers
when he died. You could be 60.”
“I was a young man, a boy, really, when the Romans came to this land. That was over 300
summers ago.”
This was beyond my comprehension. I just said, “I never heard of someone that old.”
He said, “I was given to the druids as a baby because I had marks that looked like the
symbols for sun, moon and earth. I was already in the priesthood the year I grew my first
beard and met my first Romans.
“The local tribes had put up a vicious resistance but the Romans were equally vicious
and better armed. It began to look like coexistence might not be such a bad alternative
when the invaders decided that the druids were their enemy.
“I was sent to talk to the Romans on behalf of my Grove. I was probably chosen because
they thought if I was killed it wouldn't be a big loss.
“I was received with courtesy by the military commander for the region, Severus
Something on that visit. They gave me food and wine. They wanted us to stop sacrificing
people.
“I thought, like that's going to happen. I kept my face neutral.
“They wanted us to settle in cities. It made them nervous having us up in the woods
worshiping our trees. Civilized people, Romans, lived in cities.
“They sent me home. They received me one more time with courtesy and after that they
burned down our woods and put many to the sword.

“We persisted. The local people brought gifts. We were supported by the simmering
hatred of the Roman army.
“I served the highest priest when I was young. I got things he needed and assisted in
rituals. I had the favor of the head guy until he died and I became the head guy.
We had, at this point, been driven to the holy island. I remained the highest priest of the
surviving druids. We were starving when we gathered for our midwinter rites.
I went to sit under the high oak on the hill while my brothers slept.
“That was when a Roman came to our camp. He wasn't dressed like a Roman soldier
because he was a mercenary. He came in the night and slaughtered everyone while I
prayed beneath the wood.
“When I came down from the hill I found him sitting in the midst of my fallen brothers
warming his hands on a fire. He stood as I approached, I assumed he was about to kill
me. Instead he told me a story which I now relate to you.”
I, Ur, son of El, am done working for the Romans. It doesn't please me to kill any more
people. I have been killing for others for longer than you can imagine.
I was born 10,000 years ago. My father was leader of a very successful clan in the time
before anyone else had any metals. He was the first who smelted copper and made
weapons that were invincible. He was the first who wove armor that could not be
penetrated by stone points. He had commanded the standing of carved stones.
He was called El.
Our clan thrived and enslaved all those around us. We sons had food, horses and gems,
but El alone got the women. Forty generations of his sons and daughters lived and died
and only El was allowed to father children. This he did prodigiously with captives and
with his own daughters.
Any children who managed to be born not from his seed were killed. El was said to be
ten centuries old. He drew his power from Gods that spoke to him alone. He alone was a
God on earth.
All the people near us were became our slaves. They grew our food, cared for our
animals. They were not allowed to bear children either. When they died we went out and
got more.
It came to pass that the rains stopped. On the heels of that, even the sun refused to shine.
The rivers and lakes had dried up. The people, for as far as we ranged, had starved or
migrated. Our own slaves could not raise any crops and starved as we, the sons of El,
eventually butchered them for meat.
After an unsuccessful hunting party, we, the sons, came back and killed El. Every one of
the hundred of us who were over 12 summers old took part as we cut him up and served
him to each of his children.
I ate of his flesh and that is why I can't die.
The process of transformation killed most of us. It was years before we even awoke.
Unlike El, we found we could not father children anymore. Everyone remaining was

cursed to be servants of El's gods, the Shadowmakers, but our clan and our bloodline
was over.
Our new bodies recovered quickly from our starvation and we found we had new
sharper senses. None aged, developed or matured beyond the age they were when we ate
the gods.
We could be stabbed, blinded, lose blood, starve, have our limbs chopped off; we
wouldn't die and everything grew back. As such, we were nearly invincible soldiers.
Regardless of who's army we work for, it's the Shadowmakers we serve.
Ten centuries went by. No one ever came along to kill and eat us. Lots of other things
happened. More centuries, more killing but we still stood. It was rare that we were killed
in the completion of our work and burned on the spot or smashed into so many pieces.
Mostly we died at the hands of our brothers.
Ten times ten centuries. Some of us got tired of waiting to ever be freed from the
Shadowmakers. We imagined that we could just quit and become farmers.
We formed a community in a rich land where we grew crops and kept animals for many
years. We traded and interacted with neighbors instead of killing them.
It took the gods ten years but they sent the other sons of El against us.
That is how I know that a half century of my immortal brothers perished. Our farms
were not only razed to the ground. The entire region of our settlement was laid waste,
the inhabitants killed and the fields sown with salt.
My brothers' bodies were utterly annihilated before my eyes. It is how I want to be
wiped out.
I was spared at that time because of my size and my skill at fighting. Farming was not to
be. The Shadowmakers only allow us to be takers of life. That was a hundred years ago.
It is clear that there is nothing satisfactory in this life. Chasing the wishes of the gods has
become repugnant to me.
I will spare you.
“The Roman became quiet for a moment and then said,
I'm tired. I can't kill myself; I've tried. I want you to cut off my head and immediately
burn every part of me and take the ashes and burn then in another fire. It's the only way
to be sure I won't come back.
“I told him, I swore on the sacred grove, that I would do exactly what he had said.
“I gathered a pyre. The one thing our grove were rich in, was well dried materials for
burning. He gave a nod, signaling both his approval and to get on with it.
“Then, I cut off his head with his heavy sword but instead of burning him, I ate him.
Every bit. Without even cooking him. I was starving. I became very ill and passed out.

“I had no dreams in the ordinary sense but instead experienced a quiet awareness that
there were tiny gods deep within everything around me. These gods were so tiny they
didn't even live in our world but both within and beside it.
“It doesn't make sense to you now, boy. Soon you'll see for yourself if you are still alive.
“When I finally awoke I lay in dense foliage. It appeared as though I had become part of
the earth. I was covered in vines. I became aware of a family of mice in my beard.
“I stood up slowly and shook them out with some hard words but gentle shakes as there
were babies. Looking around me I could see some of the skeletal remains of my brothers
intertwined with what had to be at least a couple of years vegetation.
“I couldn't spare a thought for the bizarre circumstances. I made my way to the spring. I
was so thirsty I could think of nothing else.
“It was overgrown but still held flowing water which I drank until I vomited then drank
again more slowly. I fell into a deep dreamless sleep.
“I awoke at dawn. I felt wonderful. I had no sensation of illness. I felt hungry but not
painfully so. I looked at my body, made of skin and bones; still held together and
somehow stronger.
“Before I ate the Roman, I had begun to experience the deterioration of age. My bones
hurt all the time. My knees and hips made performing the rites difficult and painful.
Now, though I looked anything but healthy, I felt marvelous.
“I recovered from that unhealthy appearance soon. It was odd at first to be my age and
to feel so well.
“In time I began to have dreams of the Roman where I met him and we talked in a field
of light with no other objects around us.
“He pretended at first to be the soul of the Roman sent to guide me on behalf of the
gods. I knew this image to be their creation. I had seen their form in my long sleep and
now, in my visions, I could see that the dream Roman was made of tiny lights flashing on
and off in a field of light that was itself also flashing on and off.
“The Shadowmakers don't care about whether you believe their fictions. They aren't
capable of telling the truth. Their nature is to with-hold. I worked well with the shade of
the Roman, who insisted in my dreams that I call him Ur, because he told me how to do
things.
“It's worked out well for me. I wasn't going to be so helpful as a mercenary. They wanted
me to carry out experiments that they could not do on their own. They also gave me
access to secrets that kept the Romans from exterminating me. I'm not just talking about
the finest iron in the world, there are many wonders I'll tell you about if you live.
“I don't want to talk you to death before we start. We'll get this going.” He stood up.
I spoke up, “I am so thirsty. Could I please have some ale? Or I'll drink water if I need to.”
The old druid continued, “They want me to try and make another immortal. I want to do
it without being eaten in the process. At first I tried feeding the subjects my blood. It

didn't work. I tried supplementing with sheep's blood since there was only so much of
mine I could squeeze out.
“At a certain point my body just sort of kept it in.”
Then Merlyn went to the table and retrieved a glass beaker filled with brown liquid.
“Ur gave me the answer,” he said. “Drink this. I put honey in it.”
With that he held it to my lips while holding my head back and closing my nose with his
fingers and he poured. It was shit.
I gurgled and spat and gulped but in the end I took at least half into me and the rest onto
me. I had never experienced anything so awful. Briefly I could smell myself with horror
and I shrunk away from the taste. I felt myself swallowed by darkness.
In the darkness there was no time but a thought arose that the nothingness was made
up of tiny lights that were flashing on and off.

Bad Carl

Rick Snook
11/18/21

Chapter 1:
Dear Diary
Carl woke up with a familiar sense of hunger and anxiety. His bedside clock said 6:45. He
put on his robe and went to the bathroom down the hall where he emptied his bowels,
washed his hands and face and wiped up the counter with the paper towel he used on
his hands.
On seeing his reflection he saw behind him his dead wife. “You're not here,” he said.
“Neither are you,” she replied and immediately transformed into a red cartoon devil.
Returning to his room his mind was absorbed in what he needed to do to get some
heroin. And some coke. Sandra had said they needed some coke, and she had a way to
get some money. It was still before 7:00 a.m. so he got dressed, found 7 quarters in his
change jar which made him feel very good.
You can always benefit from saving change, he thought.
His skin felt prickly. Not too unpleasant yet. He made sure he had a lighter, some foil and
and pen in his pocket and went downstairs to the payphone.
He called Jordan and asked to borrow her car when she was at work. She agreed under
the condition that Carl refill the tank. Carl agreed.
Jordan was the sister of his dead wife. She felt some duty towards him.
He called another number and Jose answered. Carl asked him if he wanted a driver and
Jose said that today was a good day for it because he had a lot of stops.
“We'll be drivin' all day, so I give you two bags,” he said.
Carl asked that one of them be white (as opposed to the black that was his usual desired
item) and Jose remarked on his odd purchase but said that that would be fine, that he
had some today he could bring.
He checked the time. Not even 7:15 and Jordan didn't go to work until after 7:30. Her
condo was only 6 blocks away. He stepped out into the morning air and the coolness
woke him up as well as a cup of coffee.
Which was good because he couldn't afford a cup of coffee.
The sun was just peeking up over the mountains. Walking quickly it astounded him how
quickly the scenery changed going from his dilapidated hotel room to the ritzy condos
that took over the empty warehouses nearby where Jordan lived.
She met him at the door, all ready for work. She was short and stocky but looked very
much in charge in her smart blue pantsuit and designer briefcase. He told her he needed
the car to help a friend. When he dropped her off at work, she admonished him to be

safe and to please fill the tank this time.
He headed for highway 30. He heard someone in the back seat. It wasn't her; it was the
demon. Looking wasn't necessary- he knew exactly what the creature looked like.
“I have never met a human who was more of a waste of air. At least you're not breathing
air anymore,” he said from the backseat. “The world is a better place without you, that's
for certain.”
“You aren't real,” Carl said.
“Pot and kettle,” said the demon.
Carl drove to Scapoose to pick up Jose at the Safeway there. Jose said that their first stop
was at 135th and Division (“at the Jesus store” he said) and so that was where they went.
On the way, Jose opened his knapsack and rummaging around as though he lost
something for a minute, pulled out a deodorant container.
Holding it up he said, “Right Guard.”
He took off the cap and screwed the deodorant bar all the way forward, so it fell out into
his hand. Underneath the bar were little bags. He pulled out 2. “One brown, one white.”
Afterwards he was silent, as usual.
“What's at the church store? Are you religious?” Carl asked and immediately felt
improper for asking.
Jose laughed and said, “Only Jesús Malverde!” In saying this he took a locket out from
his shirt where it hung around his neck. Carl presumed it was a picture of his saint but
didn't ask any more about it.
They stopped at what appeared to be a store specializing in Spanish language evangelical
christian sermons on videotape. Posters showed they had dubbed Billy Graham and
some others, but most appeared to be ministers with Latin names. Jose got out of the
car and went inside.
Carl opened the small bag of brown sticky heroin and took the foil and pen out of his
pocket. Screwing the barrel off the pen he pressed the foil into a bowl shape at one end
of the empty barrel. He broke a very small piece off of the heroin and smeared it on the
foil.
A voice behind Carl said, “You don't belong here.” It was the devil.
Carl didn't turn around. “You don't belong. Leave me alone. I have to take care of
business,” he said.
“Your business is to die,” the demon said. “Which you've already done. So, mission
accomplished. Dead dead dead.”

Obviously, Carl's approach to getting the little fucker to shut up was not working.
Carl considered this for a moment and then replied, “You just don't like to be awake.
You'll be fine in no time.”
There was quiet. Ah, thank God, Carl thought.
Flicking his lighter under the foil he gradually heated the heroin which soon reached a
point where it vaporized. He always tried to make it go as far as possible by not heating it
too fast.
Inhaling the vapor through the barrel he felt the sensation in the very back of his skull: a
slight buzz followed by a gigantic weight being taken off of his head. He got 2 hits. It was
enough and really all he wanted was enough.
The peace he experienced was not one of blank euphoria but rather just an acceptance
and appreciation for things just as they are. The way they are has, in Carl's recent
memory, mostly been a horror show.
Carl looked in the back seat. Nobody there.
“Good”, he said out loud to no one.
Eventually Jose came back with a whole shopping bag full of videotapes. Putting them on
the floor he pulled one out. Holding it up he said, “This one will save your soul. Head for
16th and Belmont.”
He popped it open and inside was a tightly packed brick of heroin, maybe a few ounces,
not yet broken into salable bags. He put this in his pack and tossed the bag of videotapes
in the back. “You can have these,” he said. “Head for train station on Sandy.”
Jose rolled the window down. The weather blowing in from the Gorge whistled and
hissed. They drove off. Carl could hear the demon laughing in the wind but not in a way
that was unkind.
With that they meandered all over Portland making deliveries, setting up meetings. Jose
had a flip phone and kept on it the whole time. Some of the time he went inside a
building and Carl waited in the car. Sometimes They would meet people at a transit mall
(when he wasn't being driven, Jose would take public transit around to deliver product).
Carl did another smear of heroin before they were done for the day. He still had most of
it left.
Feeling pretty good about things he drove the car back to Jordan's condo and stuck the
keys in her mail slot. He had not filled the gas tank.
Carl rode the bus to Sandra and Jerry's apartment in southeast where he was soon
sitting at the cluttered dining/ living room table. Jerry was at work on an overnight
janitorial crew at the Regal theaters.

Sandra opened the small bag of cocaine he brought her. She lit a candle on the table. She
narrated while she worked.
“Okay, first we add some water to the coke in this big spoon. Then we take just a bit of
this baking soda, just about the same amount as the coke, maybe a little less. This is a
nice bag! We heat it up. Now, watch it start to form a bit of a slick on top, we back off
the heat, let it cool- now, see? Watch the crystals start to form and voila! Now let's get it
off there and let it dry.”
She used a toothpick to scrape the crystallized substance onto the cover of a book.
“While that's drying we'll take a look at our equipment here,” she said, picking up a small
open glass tube with what looked like a wad of copper pot scrubber jammed in one end.
“This is your basic crack love flower tube you can find in any convenience store. The
brillo is just from a copper scrubber that you burn the plastic off of before using. I'm
telling you, you don't want to torch that plastic and get it in your lungs, Shit'll kill you.”
With that she took a small piece of the white crystal from where it had dried on the book
and applied it to the copper material at one end of the tube, put the other end of it in
her mouth and brought up a lighter to crack end of the pipe and inhaled. I could see a
white smoke going through the pipe. She took it in deep but not for long, exhaled a
cloud. She smiled and said, “Not bad.”
Carl did it next. After he exhaled, he felt his heart beating very fast and he ran to the
bathroom and threw up. Yet, when he came back, he wanted to do another hit.
“Wow,” Carl said, “I can't say I like the feeling, but I want it again. That is wild, Sandra.”
“Yeah,” she said, “When you don't have it it's no big deal because, shit, you don't even
really like it but it keeps calling you. And, no joke, if you smoking this shit you can suck
dick all night long.”
There it was. The reason Carl was there. Sandra had a gig, a john who was a Dominican
crack dealer who had expressed a desire for a duo including a white dude. No butt stuff
was the deal, but he wanted oral sex from a man and woman at the same time. And he
liked to smoke a lot of crack. And Carl was to get $200 for 2 hours. That was way better
than the maximum $10 a pop he got giving blowjobs at the adult bookstore where he
often got nothing.
Carl had said, “But I'm impotent. I haven't had an erection in over a year. Since the last
time I kicked smack.”
Sandra had said, “It doesn't matter. You don't have to have sex, just help me suck him
off.”
Sandra had wanted to practice with the crack first because she though Carl was a
lightweight who was likely to barf right out of the gate. He had not disappointed; he

made it to the bathroom first anyway.
He got the hang of it quickly. It was nerve wracking but also felt good while you did it. It
made you want to flex your arms and work your mouth. Yes, he thought, I could suck
dick all night with this.
They spent about 30 minutes smoking up that little bit of crack. Sandra showed him how
at the end you could push the Brillo back through the tube (Sandra used a long iron nail),
scraping off the residue and presenting it as a fresh hit on the other side.
“It's like magic,” she said, “This is the cadillac. It's the best.” And with that she smoked it
and he followed suit with his little pipe.
After about 15 minutes from the last hit Carl said, “This feels shitty. I'm totally nervous
but not happy. I want more.” He began to look around in the carpet below the table.
“Maybe I dropped some. That looks like some right there.”
“That's a bread crumb,” Sandra said.
He smoked it anyway. “Yeah. You're right,” I said.
Carl spent the next 5 minutes trying to smoke a speck of baking soda, a piece of what
could have been kitty litter and one very small piece of crack he found still stuck to the
book cover.
Sandra said, “Look, I don't have any money for drinks, or I would have had some booze. If
you don't have heroin you gotta have something to help you come down. I've got some
clonopins if it's bad. Manny will have good liquor.”
“I have a little smidge of heroin,” Carl said, “but I didn't want to do it in front of you since
it's not enough to share.” Sandra had been shooting heroin for 15 years and she didn't
fuck around with remnants from $20 bags.
“Don't worry,” she said, “I'm cool and I'm buying an eight-ball later tonight.”
It took smoking the rest of his bag to calm him down by the time Manuel Montblanco
(“Call me Manny”) showed up at her door at 8 o'clock. Punctual, thought Carl, now quite
chill. They rode together in Manny's silver SUV back to his house.
He had a duplex apartment in Northeast. It was well furnished with modern but
comfortable stuff. They went to the living room, Manny put some porn on the huge
television, brought a bucket of ice, some glasses, bottles of Crown Royal, Dewers and
soda. He handed out two-hundred-dollar bills to Carl and four to Sandra.
A pile of crack in little twisted plastic bundles, prepped for sale, sat on one end of the
table with pipes and lighters. A bowl of corn chips sat at the other end.
Everyone gradually took clothes off, got drinks, opened the little packages and smoked

crack (in no particular order). Carl and Sandra went down on Manny together doing a
variety of tag team maneuvers, trading positions on his adjacent anatomy and rather
large member. As they had discussed, Carl let her do all the deep throat though Manny
insisted on making him gag some of the time. When Manny was fucking Sandra, Carl
would grab his testicles or rub her clit. Sometimes Manny wanted Carl to lick Sandra's
clit and his shaft while his penis was inside her. They would take breaks while doing
these and other things to smoke more, drink more and comment on the porn action on
the television.
Carl never got hard but Manny ignored it. Carl got better at smoking the crack and
knowing how Manny wanted to be touched, licked or sucked.
By the time Manny finally came and ended the party Carl's mouth was getting sore.
Sandra was tired. Manny dropped them both at Sandra's where Carl stayed long enough
to buy an eighth of an ounce of heroin from Sandra's connection and left just as Jerry
was coming home from work at two a.m.
Carl took the bus home to his room, smoked some heroin and felt good that he had a
stash that would keep him for several days.
A little less to worry about next time he was in the mood for worrying. Maybe a little
time to think about how to get out of this life, if any of this was real. If he was actually
alive, it didn't seem so bad now.
The demon, unseen but his voice coming from behind Carl, said, softly, “This isn't so
bad.” His voice sounded to Carl just like his mother's.
Another little voice in his head said, oh, and you've forgotten that you just had to spend
the whole evening gagging on dick. His mother's voice said, “Hey, I'm talking about right
now, right now is not bad.”
With that, quicker than counting sheep, Carl fell deeply asleep.

Chapter 2:
Carlsbad
Carl Rowland had a full name he rarely shared with others as an adult. Carlsbad Peyote
Goddess Revealed Infinite Wisdom Rowland was named by (all) the most High Elders of
the Rainbow family. His earliest memories were of traveling with the family. Grateful
Dead playing in the meadow. Parties in the woods.
When he grew a little older his mother, Angela Rowland, settled down in a very small,
small town in the mountains of Southern Oregon. Sometimes other Rainbow Family
members were there, sometimes they went to the big annual parties in the woods. It
was great to be a kid, he often thought when he was older.
One of the men who would come to visit paid special attention to him- Jesus Frank.
Jesus Frank would emerge from the woods a couple times annually to get supplies.
One time he brought Carl an animal carving necklace made from bone and leather.
Another time came with a bracelet made of animal hair strung with interesting rocks he
found and had somehow drilled holes in. Sometimes he just brought a rock. Frank called
these gifts “Totems”. Carl always thought of them as Frank-Totems.
Carl wondered if Frank was his father. He had nothing but good feelings about Jesus
Frank. “That would be okay,” he thought to himself.
Frank had no modern clothes. He never touched plastic or money. He wore animal skins.
After years of living in the forest his look became more and more extreme. On those
occasions when he returned to the small community, even these tolerant old hippies
were known to exclaim, “Jesus, Frank!” at his outlandish appearance. It stuck.
Takilma was miles from anywhere on the road to somewhere else. Post 1968 it became a
center of the back to the land movement from the cities. The original, red-necked
residents eventually got fed up with the newcomers and moved away. By the early 80s it
was long full of women in peasant dresses walking horses by the side of the road and
men with long hair. If you didn't go into the “City” of Cave Junction, a literal crossroad,
you could get most of what you need in Takilma where people paid for everything from
vegetables to medical care with eggs, chicken and marijuana. There was a multi room
geodesic dome in which the community operated an accredited school serving kids from
kindergarten to high school. It had a medical clinic staffed by doctors who had moved
there from the Haight-Ashbury Clinic in 1968.
The residents of the town also grew an enormous amount of marijuana. In the time of
prohibition this made them a wealthy community, though you wouldn't know it unless
you looked closer. The rough shacks without electricity or running water often had new
4-wheel drive trucks parked nearby. This pre-internet isolated town kept in touch with

everyone by radio and had a communications center based in the Takilma Free People's
Clinic.
The grow operations were as high tech as they could be for the time. Watering systems,
alarms and even some traps had been installed often deep in National Forest land.
It was a simple life without much worries.
The biggest drama of his life at that point was when the community chose to boycott the
Cave Junction merchants and felled a tree across the only road leading to Takilma. This
happened after the Sheriff's office in Cave Junction began using access to federal funds
to launch helicopter raids on grow operations with armored police and assault weapons.
That was the origin of the chain launchers used later in local herbicide protests and later
in California. They weren't actually deployed in the Cave Junction boycott era because
the boycott worked. When they were used by SOCATS (Southern Oregon Against Toxic
Sprays) they sent warnings to the local government that it would be dangerous to send
helicopters anywhere near them. They also used flare guns as warning shots.
No one had gotten hurt in the raids but people were frightened. Often the Sheriff's
intelligence was wrong, and they freaked people out who were not anywhere near a
grow. The community responded with the boycott.
Within 2 weeks the sheriff's office had an agreement to stop using helicopters and to get
a community representative at the Takilma Clinic to accompany the raid. The clinic could
then radio the grower and have them get out of the way. The rebellion lasted 12 days,
the tree disappeared from the road.
When Carl was 9 years old his mother and 2 other men from Takilma took him along to
be part of an anti- herbicide spraying action in Northern California. In order to keep the
helicopters away they brought a home-made chain launcher, made in Takilma.
In southern Oregon the helicopter pilots didn't come in range of the launchers. That was
the point. This was not their first rodeo.
Unfortunately, no one bothered to tell the California pilots about the launchers. The day
was bright, and the pilot and his passenger were park rangers monitoring the protest,
not sprayers of poison. It was a sunny day, and they didn't see the flares. This led to the
death of one forest service employee and paralytic injury to another.
All the protesters were arrested, and all were initially charged with murder.
Carl was watching when it all happened. He saw his mom and the others rush to rescue
the pilot and pull the already dead passenger from the wreck. Carl would never forget
the horror he saw in his mother's face when she realized she had participated in killing
someone and the way she turned herself over to the authorities as soon as they arrived.

In the end the prosecution settled for murder convictions on the two Oregon prisoners
who provided the weapon. The others were convicted of various charges from reckless
homicide to trespassing depending on their level of perceived leadership in the event.
Carl's mother was convicted of murder, sent to the state prison in Sacramento,
California, and would not be eligible for parole for 25 years.
After a couple years being passed around by court appointed providers in California
while his mother's case and his disposition wound through the courts, they decided he
was a resident of Oregon, and he should be their problem. He came into the foster care
system in Portland at the age of 11 where he met Bob and Helga Rheinsplaz who would
keep him in their home for the next 6 years.
His foster parents took him down to the Penitentiary to visit her once the first year he
was with them. They encouraged his relationship with her and never asked him to call
them mom and dad. They were a little too easily shocked, for Carl's taste, so he learned
to give them the best version of what he felt. He called them Bob and Helga.
He remained close to his mother, and they kept up an active correspondence and spoke
on the phone weekly. It was not enough.
Carl grieved deeply and felt as though he did not belong anywhere.
At school, he was constantly in trouble for lack of attention. He was the focus of, if not
the instigator of, many fights over his long hair and Frank Tokens (which he continued to
wear in spite of instantly knowing they were “weird”).
Entering on his first day to the John Brown High School which occupied a 1940s era
building in the Northwest part of town, he was greeted by an older black man in yoga
pants, afro, bushy beard and a rough cotton shirt.
The man saw the necklace with the bone carvings and said, “Wow, man, I bet there is an
amazing story behind that. I hope you'll tell me some fine day.”
The man beamed. Carl felt so good he almost cried but he kept it barely in check. The
man was Dave.
It was months before he heard his last name-Brattin. It was the end of the year at the
annual celebration that he learned it was Dr. Dave Brattin.
It was an auspicious beginning to what became his reasonably successful high school
years.
JBHS was designed by a group of Yale PhDs as a pitch to the Portland district at a time of
late-peak baby-boom high enrollment, high drop-out rates and well-funded programs. It
was meant to meet children where they were at and to keep kids in the system. They
were given an older school to play with.

For certain, many of his school chums used their relatively easy school to goof off and
Carl was no saint. He smoked weed, took acid a couple times during school hours but he
was generally very applied. In truth he was less interested in drugs than his fellows but
did it to fit in. By the end of his freshman year, he no longer actually inhaled the pot and
he rarely drank the alcohol
His foster family had grown on him- they were really very caring, and he appreciated
their kindness. He had learned to easily hide from them the things that would worry
them.
When he was 15, Carl's mother was diagnosed with cancer. His foster parents were
notified initially, and they had spent a couple days worrying about how to tell him. The
moment they chose to tell him was they day he came back from passing his written test
for his Learners Driving Permit.
Picture Carl, buoyant with the sense of freedom it gave him to think of driving a car, even
if the permit required that he have a legally licensed driver over 21 as his passenger. He
would still be driving. Then, when he's 16 he can go anywhere.
Picture Carl devastated from losing his mother a second time.
His foster parents had reason to be scared about sharing the news. She was already on
chemotherapy and the prison social worker, a courteous but timid sounding woman
named Marsha, had told them the outlook was very bad.
They had said they would arrange a phone call but she wanted to schedule for a time
when Angela Rowland was breathing better and could speak more than one sentence.
“The best time would be on Wednesday, the day after her steroid infusion,” she said.
On Wednesday morning Marsha pushed a wheelchair through the lower security area at
the Correctional Medical Facility, where Angela was essentially on Hospice care in a
room she shared with a comatose woman.
“Do you think you can talk today?” asked Marsha.
“I think I have to,” replied Angela. She got into the wheelchair and they went to the
phone room.
Carl had only the one phone call with her before she died.
“Carl, I'm so sick,” she said.
“I'm afraid I won't be able to talk with you again. I'm so sorry I left you alone to face this
world. You are the best child- I couldn't ask for better.”
She went into a spasm of coughing. Carl began to cry. She went on.
“I know you have wondered about your father,” she said quietly as she got her voice

back.
Long pause.
Carl's ears picked up and he stopped sobbing. Here was some information he should pay
attention to.
“The truth is, I don't know who it is. Around the time you were conceived I had not had
sex for a few weeks because I was breaking up with someone. Then I ended up being in
the hospital for 15 days.”
“To be honest, though I never told him so directly, I allowed the man who I had broken
up with to believe you were his son. That was Frank.
“I sometimes wonder if that's what drove him nuts!” she said, and then began laughing.
Her laugh made Carl laugh and they laughed together until he realized she was coughing
uncontrollably.
After they both quieted down, she said, “Actually I think it was Vietnam.”
Long pause.
“I'm writing you a letter. I love you. Never forget me, please, and think of me as good.”
He never spoke to her again after that call. She held on in the prison hospital, eventually
had to be on a ventilator. He was notified the week before his 16th birthday that she had
died, putting a damper on driver's license joy. Her ashes arrived exactly a week later, the
same day as her last letter. It had been dictated to the social worker who had signed it
saying that she had shown the letter to Carl's mother who had indicated that it was
exactly what she wanted to say.
It said:
Take me into the earth.

Chapter 3:
Good Carl
It came to pass in the year after his mother's death that Carl decided to fulfill her wish.
As it happens, he took one of his rare hits off a joint before becoming convinced of this.
Upon this realization also came resolve. He didn't have a plan yet, never having been in a
cave.
First, though, he brought up the idea with Bob and Helga and they were horrified. Helga
suggested that he instead think of taking the ashes to the ocean.
He said, “My mom didn't love the ocean, she loved the Earth. I was named for a cave.”
They both pretended he had said nothing. “Or the mountains. We can go up to
Timberline,” added Bob helpfully.
Carl had already decided not to argue over it. He didn't day another word.
The other thing that had come to pass in the year after his mother's death was a driver's
license. He was even allowed once in a while to use the family car, a 20 year old
Studebaker, to “take his friends up to Rooster Rock State Park to go swimming”. In Carl's
mind this was a euphemism for, “We're going wherever and doing whatever”.
Because his friends were all driving, some who were 17 or 18 had their own cars, they
didn't just go to Rooster Rock. They owned the Columbia Gorge, hiked all the trails. They
had their own special cliff below the road at Crown Point where they ate watermelon
and spat the seeds into an abyss dropping 600 feet.
They had recently gone to a place near Mt Saint Helens called Ape Cave. Carl's friend
Eric, being aware of his name and it's speleological association, on his birthday took him
there with 4 of his closest buddies that had all crammed into Eric's Plymouth Fury.
They walked through the main part of the cave on sturdy steel ramps with handrails,
much of the way lit with electric lights. They had one flashlight and hardly had to turn it
on the place was so full of tourists.
Carl was vaguely disappointed but still had a good time. He needn't have worried. Eric,
who had alerted them to this attraction, had spent some time at the library and the next
part of the excursion was going to be a search for one of the unmarked caves which
were supposed to be in the area. Eric led us to a packed dirt parking area about a mile
away from the Ape Cave attraction. There were no other cars.
Studying a map, Eric said, “There should be a cave within a mile of this parking area. One
of the trails here could lead to it. This is called the 'Lava Cast Forest'. The cave we're
looking for is on old forest service maps as 'Lake Cave'.”
We set about exploring. The area was full of holes in the rough basalt ground. Places,

Eric said, where lava flowed around immense trees and then solidified. A living few trees
dotted the ground and some low shrubs but it was fairly open and we soon spread out
rather than keeping together. The trails were all interconnected and dispersed in sort of
organic looking patchwork through the creepy landscape. We seemed to naturally stay in
eye contact of each other.
Carl saw it first. There was a living tree on a ridge of lava rock over the outline of a large
tree-cast hole. Peering into the shadow as he walked a little closer, he got a chill when he
saw the drop-off where the tree-cast became the opening to a cave.
He yelled and soon everyone was there. Eric had the flashlight. They inched into the
darkness closer to the edge where it became clear that their was a drop of about 10 feet
and then a dark opening. There was, they found, a rope ladder that had been nailed to
the upper edge of the hole with a set of large spikes.
They all climbed down, one by one. Where they stood had a dark opening on one side.
Entering it became immediately darker than the touristy cave they had been through
earlier. The ground was also very uneven, with immense grooves and large boulders
blocking the way.
It became difficult to move forward. One person trying to climb over the boulder or
other obstacle needed the flashlight as much as the next person. They had to stop.
Eric said, “If we had a lantern instead of this crummy flashlight we might make it.
Someone will get killed going over these rocks. Let's stop here for a minute.”
“I want to turn off the light, see what it's like.”
Everyone agreed that that would be cool. Eric said, “Okay,” and turned off the light.
None of them had ever seen such darkness. Instinctively, no one spoke. It was as if no
one wanted to pierce that dark silence. The only sound was the dripping of water,
ceaselessly echoing down into the cave before them.
Carl felt an energy-like connection with his friends in the dark. His friend Park, his closest
companion and Park's girlfriend Kimberly had been his oldest friends at JBHS but Greg
and his brother Brian were also like his family. Along with Eric, in the dark, he felt it as a
current flowing through all of them.
Their eyes, searching for meaning in the dark, began to fill with patterns and fantastic
shapes. If you ignored the cold rock against your hip or whatever, it was like floating in
outer space subject only to the great wheel that moves the stars and utterly subject to
that wheel.
Carl loved being in his life at that moment. He also felt the presence of his mother in the
cave with its hypnotic dripping and darkness. He knew this was the place for his mom's

ashes. He would need a lantern and use of the Studebaker for the day. This was doable.
After a long time someone said, “Whoa, guys, I'm getting creeped out. Turn on the light
and let's get out of here.” After Eric turned on the light, they got out of there, walking,
climbing, stumbling mostly in silence toward the entrance. The light from outside
became apparent much deeper than they had experienced going the other way. Soon
everyone could see the entrance with the rope ladder, and they emerged into the
sunshine.
Somehow they had not noticed all the huckleberries when they wandered the area
looking for the cave. Now they could see the berries were everywhere. They ate their fill
and Carl was certain these were the sweetest things he had eaten in his life.
No one spoke again of the silence and the connection, at least that Carl heard. It was too
holy to talk about.
Each of them was thinking: Was that real? Did this just happen? Did anyone else feel it?
The following week Carl mowed lawns until he had enough money to buy a white gas
lantern, fuel and a couple mantles. On Friday night he asked Bob about using the car to
take his friends to Rooster Rock. Bob said he thought that would be fine but to ask Helga.
This is how it always went.
Saturday morning, he asked for and got extra eggs and bacon, made extra toast for Bob
and Helga and some for himself. He ate everything and drank a quart of orange juice. It
seemed like his body was preparing for a momentous journey. He stashed his lantern
and supplies into a duffle, put his mother's ashes and a canteen of water in his knapsack
and got out to the car without having to explain the extra gear.
An hour later he arrived at the unmarked parking area where his friend Eric had parked
last week. Once again it was empty. He got out, checked his equipment, opened the
lantern, installed the mantles and filled the fuel tank. He clipped his aluminum canteen
onto his pants, checked for the box of wooden matches in his coat pocket, locked the car
and headed into the lava cast forest going right to cave as if drawn by a magnet.
At the bottom of the rope ladder, he pumped the lantern, opened the gas and used a
match to ignite the double mantles. The brilliant light illuminated into the area at the
cave entrance much better than the flashlight had. Carl thought, this is cool, and went
down into the steep slope of the cave which was like a giant had dug out a trench with
his finger, leaving sharp stoney ridges that seemed to try and deliberately skin your legs.
With the lantern he could see that the huge boulders and breakdown strewn across the
floor of the cavern had come from the roof, now about 25 feet above him. When he got
beyond the initial rocky area that had stopped his friends there was a bit that had the
grooved floors again and then another cavernous breakdown area that looked like more

than one lava tube had fallen in together.
Then the cave did something extraordinary. It widened out and the floor became sandy
and sloping gently. In the middle was a small creek flowing from underneath the
breakdown area. All that dripping must go somewhere, thought Carl.
There was another breakdown area, but the sandy floor and its little waterway
continued on the other side. Carl was getting the hang of these boulders but liked the
sandy floor better. He noticed that the ceiling was getting closer and the sand deeper.
The water became a pond, and he reached the point where he couldn't travel further.
Here he sat his lantern down on the sand and his body on a not uncomfortable rock.

Chapter 4
Into the Earth
Carl sat without moving for a long time, his lantern etching bright shadows on the walls
from the intervening boulders. He slowly stood and took the plastic bag of ashes from
his knapsack. Holding it over the water he poured it slowly and imagined an hourglass
marking the time. Not much of an hourglass he said to himself as the ashes ran out and
he shook the bag. Some of the ash hung in the still air and he thought it smelled like a
campfire.
He sat back down and not knowing why, he reached over to the lantern and shut it off.
The mantles still glowed for a few moments but soon it was completely black all around
him. After several minutes his vision began to compensate for the lack of stimulation and
the delicate geometric patterns played games with each other, chasing and flowing into
each other all around him. The dripping sound all around him gave him the feeling that
he could sense where the walls of the cave described the edges of this world.
He thought he would test out his feelings about where the wall was. Walking carefully
and gingerly, avoiding the boulders he remembered, he felt towards what he thought
was the nearest wall. Despite his care his foot caught on a dip in the floor and sent him
sprawling into a cave wall that was much closer than he had thought it was.
“Ow,” he said to no one. “That wasn't the best idea.” He thought he heard laughter in
the dripping water.
On his hands and knees he found his way back to the lantern, fished out the matches,
pumped the tank and lit the mantles, bringing the visual world back with intensity. His
hands were scraped and he felt a trickle of blood where his face had broken his fall
against the wall. He sat quietly again.
“Bye mom,” he said some time later. “I miss you and I'm doing the best I can to make it
without you. It's been really hard but I'm in a good school, I have cool friends and
Bob and Helga have been super nice. I think it will be okay.”
He had already decided that he would leave a Frank-Totem with his mother's ashes. It
was a pair of beaver's teeth on one of Frank's hand-made strings. He knew that his life
was going off in a new direction. Mom and Frank and the Rainbow Family were not going
to be there. They would always be in the past.
Carl began the walk, climb, walk process back through the cave. His lantern swung and
rocked as he traveled, making outlandish shapes radiating out everywhere. In the
breakdown zone about halfway through the cave he estimated he was about ¾ of a mile
from the entrance. He took a different route over the boulders than he had coming in.

Finding his footing alongside the rough wall he looked into a crack in the rocks below
him. It looked like it went further down than the floor of the cave. It was a narrow
passage with sharp turns and points- he moved the lantern to get a better look.
Yes, he thought, it goes way down. And there's a larger space below. Maybe it's a whole
other cave. Carl lowered the light into the opening but couldn't get a better view due to
the rocks jutting from the side of the crack in the basalt.
He decided to explore it and see if there was another cave. It was wicked narrow and
looked like it would catch on his clothing so he took off his coat and laid it and his
knapsack on the sandy area below the hill of boulders.
Climbing back up onto the breakdown he found the crack and began to climb down into
it backwards, quickly became stuck then came back up and lowered the lantern into the
hole before climbing in after it face first.
Carl could see where the bend was and maneuver around it deeper into the hole. He
inched the lantern down before him. There was a wider space he could see about 12
feet down but there was another sharp curve that kept him from seeing into the dark
area. He was definitely below the floor level of the main cave now and progress was
becoming very slow.
His body upside down, Carl felt the blood pulsing in his head as he struggled to bring his
right arm forward to move the lantern another space. As he did this his hip, which had
been hung up on a rock, slipped free and he dropped rather abruptly about half a foot
where it caught again. His right hand shot down flailing to break his fall and connecting
with the lantern sent it end over end down into the dark hole, where it disappeared
from view with a crash and tinkle of breaking glass
The dark hole below him was somewhat lighter now but dimming. Carl knew that the
mantles would not last long even if they were not broken when the lantern fell. He
thought, I'm fucked now.
With the light gradually turning dark he tried to gauge his situation. There appeared to
be a larger space not far below him and it was closer than the top of the breakdown
where he entered this crack. Unfortunately it was difficult to see how he could fit
through the final bend in the crevice.
He tried to work himself backwards, got both hands down in front, pushing off the sharp
walls of the broken basalt rock. His hips were now wedged where they had broken his
fall.
He was seized by terror. He could not move forward or back. Carl was surrounded by
thousands of tons of rock. He suddenly felt like he couldn't breathe. Screaming, he heard
his voice absorbed by the emptiness and began to hyperventilate. A violent spasm went

through his body and he felt a very sharp rock against his ribs tear through his clothes
and skin.
Okay, he thought, I need to calm down. He began to try and moderate his breathing. He
tried letting out all his breath to see if it improved his mobility in this rather tight space. I
got down here, he said to himself, I can get back out.
His efforts brought him inches, back to where he had slipped, but did not get him
appreciably further out. As the light from the dimming broken lantern faded he decided
to try and get all the way down into the wider space. Maybe it would be possible to
climb out head first if he could turn around. The effort was exhausting.
He didn't know he had fallen asleep. He was with his friends at their spot below Crown
Point on the Columbia Gorge. They were laughing and rolling around on the ground, a
rather narrow cliff ledge hanging over a 200 foot drop. It was raining and the wind was
howling. Sometimes one of them would roll off the cliff and the wind would blow them
back, still laughing.
Waking, he imagined he was in his bed and tried to stretch his legs and arms, causing
instant pain that brought him back to the hole in the ground that was now his life. He
was in complete darkness, his lantern having given up the ghost while he was asleep.
He thought, I'm going to die down here. I'm only 16. I've never had sex. He began to cry.
When his tears ran out he crawled as far as he could into the crack below him, trying to
reach the wide spot. Less than a foot down, his shoulders would not let him through and
he only succeeded in pinning his left arm against the rock. Goddamn puberty he
thought. A few years ago he would have been able to climb in and out of this hole
without a problem. He imagined himself as a child and saw in his mind that child easily
defeating the cave.
Then he remembered his mom- the reason he was down here. He thought, I brought
you in and it looks like I will be staying with you and he began sobbing again.
Carl couldn't tell if his eyes were open or closed. He felt pain in his ribs and the cold rock
gradually sucking the heat from his body. He heard the constant dripping of the cave
above him but he also thought he heard it below.
All his efforts to move just tore his clothes and skin, leaving him in tears. He was only
going back and forth in a very limited space, not making progress either way and not
achieving enough room to even turn over to his left or right.
A cramp tore through his midsection, sending bright shards of pain through all the places
his skin was jammed against sharp rocks and he simultaneously shit and peed. The foul
mixture dribbled down toward his head but managed to drip off his back first. He
vomited but nothing came out. Instead, the effort made him jerk forward and opened up

a new cut on his head.
Day and night was all the same and Carl lost all track of time. It was as though he had
been underground for years. He felt that he was becoming one with the earth. It was
appropriate, he thought, it was fate. Fucking goddamn Rainbow Family.
The geometric patterns that occupied his waking visual field when he first encountered
real darkness had long ago merged with dreams and resolved into other kinds of
pictures.
A school of fish swam by him. Fairies danced in the deep. A man on horseback offering
him a cigarette. Jesus Frank brought him a Totem that turned into his mom's ashes.
Early on, he spoke once in a while just to hear a voice. Later, finding the steady drip
dripping of the cave above him could be heard as a slow, musical voice, he learned to
have deep slow conversations with it.
But the dreams and flights of imagination eventually brought him back to where he was.
Cold, bleeding and trapped. A repeating cycle of hope, effort, exhaustion and sleep
mixed with an increasing thirst and hunger and a sort of acceptance.
As the earth, Carl imagined he could feel the sunlight on the trees and meadows above
him. He gradually became aware that he was also the sunlight itself, that everything was
actually connected by touch. He saw his human body, crusted now in dried shit, buried
deep underground was connected to the rocks, connected to the groundwater. The
earth itself, Carl thought, was connected to the air, the sun and stars.
He remembered a lot of the folks in the Rainbow Family and the good citizens of Takilma
believed in astrology. He was skeptical but was also open to the possibility that things
were connected on a larger scale.
His body unable to move, his breathing slow, Carl believed he could feel the turning of
the earth, the moon holding onto it at arms length, the sun far beyond bathing them
both in light. These were, he knew, also all connected and moving together.
The long, slow voice of the cave said, “Do you know me, Carlsbad Peyote Goddess
Revealed Infinite Wisdom Rowland?”
The cave always used his whole name when addressing him.
“I know you are not just a cave,” said Carl. “You are the water dripping down that has
filtered from above. You are the trees and the animals with their roots and burrows
digging toward your roof.”
“I am ultimately everything,” the cave said. “As are you. It is very unfortunate that your
organism is in such an inhospitable situation. I think you need to look at it as a loss at this
point.”

It had taken the cave a very long time to say this but Carl had no words for time
anymore.
“I get that,” said Carl. “I can see that everything I use to define myself as separate, as an
individual, is actually the place where I interact and blend the most. I think it is probably
good to realize these things before you die. So that's lucky.”
Carl experienced ecstasy as he beheld that all things were not really separated by their
surfaces, and he was not separated by his skin from all of creation. All the things that
make me an individual in a world of differences are my intersection with a world of unity,
he thought.
He considered the idea of his person-hood in a world where things seemed to happen to
him and then saw it from another perspective, where he was just a reflection of the
apparent things around him which were also reflected in his individual form. His last
thought was of infinite mirrors. He dissolved in this sensation.
Time ceased to exist and became circular all at once. He was mostly unconscious. It
really was beyond description.
Over time, the voice of the Cave became a whisper and disappeared. Other beings,
imaginary he supposed, came and went. Rocks and the occasional beetle were his main
companions.
One of his visitors was a red cartoon demon with a pointy tail that would both berate
him for being stuck and insist that he was dead and in hell. It looked identical to that
devil that would sit on Goofy's shoulder opposite an angel when Goofy had an ethical
dilemma. In the cave there was no angel to go with it.
Sometimes he was lonely enough he'd talk to the demon for something to do.
It would go like something like this:
Demon: Boy are you fucked. Have you considered that you are already dead and in hell?
Carl: Hey big fella, your skin looks especially red this fine day.
Demon: Days and nights are all over for you, kid. You get to be here forever because
you're already dead.
Carl: Okay. What else you got?
Demon: That's it. I'm a one trick pony.
Inevitably Carl would return to his body where he experienced time again in excruciating
slowness, along with pain, despair and again, gradual acceptance and eventual ecstasy.
There was no way to know how long this took or how many times the cycle repeated.
Then it changed. There was light and new sounds, human voices. Carl could only see a

bright orange yellow light. Was someone talking? He drifted away.
He was aware of being strapped onto something, carried. The bright orange light was all
he could see. He tried to speak but could not make a sound. He drifted away again.

Chapter 5
Out of the Earth
Carl must have been asleep because he woke up, startled by the brightness of the pink
light that seemed to surround him. He tried to speak and it came out as a croak,
unintelligible. The effort caused a spasm in his limbs that hurt like hell. Something
crashed to the floor and someone exclaimed, “He's waking up!”
He felt pain all over but differently than he was used to hurting. He tried to speak again,
or maybe he just thought it. He fell back asleep.
The next time he woke to the pink light it was less bright. He tried to speak again and
was able to make somewhat human sounds. “Hey! Where am I?” he croaked, sounding
more like “Heh. Wheh aaa I?”
Someone answered, “You are dead.”
It was the demon.
Carl said, “Why is it so pink?”
The demon said, “Oh, that. You have your eyes closed. Open them and you'll see that
your mind is imprisoned in a hospital.”
Carl opened his eyes and saw that he was in a bed and the only light came from the
machines that fed him fluid and another attached in several points by electrodes. They
seemed unbelievable bright and beautifully colored. He turned his head and looked
around the room, finding the little red devil sitting in a chair that was apparently there
for guests.
The demon continued.
“This is how this story goes. They found you in the cave. At some difficulty they
extricated you from your stone tomb. Miraculously, in spite of being stuck there for
almost a year, you were still alive. They have been monitoring your heart and giving you
intravenous fluid and nutrients.
“It's all a sham. You are not here.”
Carl said, more clearly now, “It feels real to me.” He immediately felt some sense of notrightness in the back of his head.
“Puh-Leaze!” said the demon. “Let me tell you another story. I guarantee it is as plausible
as this stupid hospital.
“Lets say you are not here in this hospital bed, not stuck in a cave and not actually in hell
exactly, but only because the word is so very imprecise. Instead of any of these things,
you are actually the God of Dreams.

“As the God of Dreams you can create as many dreams and make them as realistic as you
want, they can last less than a second or as many years as you want.
“As a 16, 17 year old boy I know exactly what kind of dreams you would create first.
That's the kind of thing the God of Dreams does.
“So that's you. It is super cool. Anything you desire can be in your dreams. But you are
doing this literally forever so you make dreams that are more elaborate and you even try
to make them so real that you yourself can forget who you are and that it's a dream.
“Eventually you are succeeding so well that each part of the dream is having its own
perspective and has totally forgotten yourself, the Dream God. Being so far from the
predictable scenarios of your early attempts, there is a realm of the dream universe
where the perspectives of organisms represented by the likes of, say, Mr. Carlsbad
Peyote Goddess Revealed Infinite Wisdom Rowland, citizen of earth, are as Hellish as the
Dream God can make.
“This, Carl, is where I propose you are living. It goes way deeper than you know, deeper
than the deepest cave. And darker than any mere 'vision' of hell.”
Carl said, “That's a pretty story.” There was that sensation in the back of his head again.
“I always thought you were a one-trick pony.”
“There is,' the demon replied, “only one trick.”
With that Carl was awakened by the morning light in his room. He was very slow in
opening his eyes. He got a good look at himself and his surroundings. He thought, just
like I dreamed it. He moved his arms and legs, surprised that they worked, though not
well, and were not impeded by rocks.
A man coming by the room saw his movement and opened eyes. “Hello Mr. Rowland.
We are so glad to see you awake.”
Carl carefully croaked, “Hi. Are you a demon?” (Came out as “Ha, ah oo a demon?”
“No,” said the man, who smiled, “I'm your nurse. Name is Daniel. I've been monitoring
your fluids and cardiac activity. I'll notify your doctor that you are conscious.”
The man put a little water in a glass and handed it to Carl. This will help you speak. Your
throat hasn't been used in a long time.”
Carl drank the water and, concerned that he had hurt the man's feelings, said, “It's not
you. It's been a long time since I talked to anyone who wasn't a demon or a rock. You're
fine.”
His speech was almost completely intelligible.
The nurse came back with the doctor a few minutes later. The doctor did a variety of

things all at once, checking the cardiac graph, checking the fluid log and engaging in
useless banter that made Carl's head ache.
“Well good afternoon Mr. Rowland! It is wonderful to see you awake. Will you bend this
elbow? You are some kind of miracle, sir, I'll tell you that. Bend here, stick out your
tongue. What a perfectly gorgeous day you chose to wake up. David said you had some
water. How was that?”
Carl started to speak but the doctor had already moved on to dictating a timeline to the
nurse for introducing liquids and foods. “It will be a while before you can eat solid foods,
I'm afraid,” he said.
When he had finished doing all his checks, he sat down on the chair next to the bed. Carl
noticed that it was the same chair used by the demon. The doctor looked Carl in the
eyes and spoke slowly and calmly.
“May I call you Carl? Yes? Good. I'm Dr. Frank Finders. Call me Frank.”
“Carl, what has happened with you is just amazing. You appear to have been in that cave
for over 11 months. You lost almost half your weight but you stayed alive longer than
anyone would have thought possible.
“You are at the Medical School Hospital in Portland. You were brought here by helicopter
when you were found last week in a fissure off of the Lake Cave on Mt. St. Helens.
“You are not out of the woods. All your body's systems are gradually coming back but
most are sluggish. You have been unconscious in this bed for 15 days while we rehydrated and fed you intravenously. How do you feel?”
“I feel very strange,” Carl said, “a little bit removed from myself. I feel very weak. I can
sort of move my arms and legs but I probably can't do much else. Someone should call
Bob and Helga, my foster parents.”
Frank and Daniel exchanged a sad look.
“I have some bad news,” the doctor said, “Bob and Helga were both killed in a collision
with a drunk driver last Christmas.”
Carl felt a flutter in his chest and a sensation like wind blowing. The room took on a slight
echo.
Daniel spoke, “You have some friends who have been calling to check in- we'll let them
know you're awake and can have visitors.”
He liked Bob and Helga and he would miss them. He also felt clearly that he had been an
orphan for years. This was not new.
Carl asked to see himself in a mirror. He saw an older looking man with deep lines in his

darker colored face and a full thick beard. At the time he went into the cave he had only
just started shaving weekly to clean up the scraggly fuzz. Who was this Paul Bunyanlooking mother fucker? His eyes, once very green, were now bright blue.
He let out an involuntary shriek at the sight and saw the monster in the reflection do the
same. The doctor tried to assuage his fear:
“You actually looked much worse when we brought you here. More like a mummy or bog
body than a person. With the way other tissues are coming back after their extended
hibernation, we expect your skin tone and smoothness to return to something more
normal for your age with time. If you don't like the beard we can shave it off for you.”
Carl kept looking at his image in the mirror before he said, “Yeah, the beard is cool. I'll try
it for a while.”
That evening he tried drinking a half-cup of warm apple juice. It tasted great but then his
stomach turned. He felt like throwing up but he kept the 4 ounces of sweet bland liquid
down. He did not have solid food for a couple more days.
Eric, Park, Kimberly and Greg all came to visit the next day. Brian had to work. The others
had skipped school. It was the next to the last week anyway.
They spilled into the cramped hospital room with an explosion of greetings, tears and
careful touches (Carl looked extremely thin and delicate). Park and Greg both made
comments along the lines of “Jesus! What happened to your face?!” before being
shushed by Kimberly.
Carl told them that the doctor said it would get better but they really don't know what
will happen.
“I guess I'm super lucky to be alive,” said Carl.
“Everyone thought you were dead,” said Eric. “That cave had been searched back when
you were first missing. They say you were in a fissure off of the main cave. The fuck were
you thinking? I'm glad you're alive but I want to kill you.”
They talked, Carl mostly listened. His throat felt hoarse very quickly. All the news and
changes among his crowd were amazing.
Park and Kimberly had broken up but were still best friends. Park had come out as gay.
Greg's brother Brian had finally been kicked out of his school (not JBHS) for repeatedly
rearranging the letters on the school reader-board to spell out indecent suggestions.
Carl remembered one from what must now be a couple years back. The board had read
“PUBLIC AUCTION for our PTA!” With the removal of an “L” and a “U” it had become
“PUBIC ACTION for our PTA!” The real coup here was that the sign stayed up for a week
before the school realized it had been changed.

Apparently, he had become more creative as well as ambitious in his works of chaotic
public art. A reader-board that said “Wonderful Weather For Ducks!” became “We are
real Fucks!” “Annual Exams Week” became “Anal Exams Week”.
Kimberly, at this point, interjected, “Too bad they never had an 'annual fancy duck
dance'.”
When the reader-board was covered up, Brian had gone on to paint neatly written
inscriptions that greeted students above the entryway doors. “Abandon all hope ye that
enter here” was the last straw.
Brian's brother Greg had graduated the year Carl had disappeared. He applied for over
100 grants and scholarships (this took him a couple weeks straight of constant work) and
received a generous student income from his efforts, a patchwork of mostly smaller
grants. Greg had moved out of home, gotten an apartment and was going to Portland
State University studying business and taking Chinese language classes.
Eric, the guy who was often the driver for their excursions, had been riding his bike
everywhere. He was graduating in a week and going to run a marathon in Eugene and
would start school there in the fall.
Park had auditioned for a part as a child in a road production of Long Days Journey into
Night and found he had been selected for the summer company.
Kimberly was working weekends at the pet store on Burnside next to Kienows.
Everyone had been going on, doing new things. Becoming themselves. Carl thought it
wasn't fair. He was feeling sleepy and losing track of the conversation. The air
conditioning vent seemed really loud. He could almost hear a voice...
Greg was waving his hand in front of Carl.
“Hey, Carl. You in there?” he asked.
“So glad to see you guys,” Carl said, “I am super tired. Don't know why. Been asleep for
almost a year.”
As he spoke, Carl heard his voice begin to waver and fade. His tongue felt thick. The last
part sounded like “Beh seep mos'yeh”.
His friends stood and sat around for a moment after Carl drifted off. Kimberly said, “Geez
you guys, I can't believe you said that about his face.”
Eric said, “He does look wicked old. And the long hair and beard! Holy Moly, he's like
some desert prophet out of the wilderness.”
As Carl slept his friends found their way out of the intricate warrens of the medical
school complex on Pill Hill. As those things can go, they never managed to come back as

a group while Carl was at the hospital, though Kimberly stopped by a couple times. Eric
stayed in touch by phone. Greg called once but was super busy that summer with
scholarship related projects.
It was 2 days before he ate his first solid food which triggered his first bowel movement.
The contents of this excretion, black and tarry and laced with hard brittle shards, did
some damage on its way out. In a week he was regularly getting out of his bed and going
to the bathroom using a walker. His face smoothed out gradually but a sort of leathery
color remained. Carl kept the beard.

Chapter 6
My so called life
Carl stayed in the hospital for 5 more months. During that time he turned 18 and since
he had been a ward of the state and he now had both his majority and resources, his ass
was on its own.
Only high school stood in his way. He had lost almost 2 years which meant most of his
mates graduated during his early days in the hospital. They all either had jobs or were
going to school.
While his friends continued to come by, they came with decreasing frequency. His new
friends were nurses, physical and occupational therapists And one psychologist. As the
weeks dragged into months, everyone was encouraging. Carl was disinclined to feeling
encouraged.
Carl felt like a very small boat riding a very big wave. He had confided in the elderly
psychologist, Dr. Durin throughout his stay here and he requested a visit.
“I can't focus. How will I live on my own? I can't read more than a few paragraphs and it
becomes too tedious. How am I going to be able to go to school? Am I just going to be a
drop out?” opined Carl.
Dr. Durin said, “We have done all the testing and there's no reason you should worry
about school. You are out of practice, is all.
“We are watching your brain very closely because it's return to normal after such
prolonged dehydration is nothing less than astounding. We are trying to understand you.
The research people would like to keep you here forever but that is not in your interests.
“I also know you are still troubled by feeling disconnected from things. Well, how could
you feel connected? This hospital is not real life. Despite your fears, you will do fine. Just
get out there and do the things that come up to do. Show up. Especially for your follow
up with Dr. Tazanian.
“I'm also really pleased that you have not seen or heard the devil you told me about. The
fact that the psychosis subsided so quickly after you became conscious- within the first
week, right? We think it was nothing less than your incredibly resilient brain keeping
itself barely alive with jolts of activity.”
“Carl, back when you were still not conscious but it was clear that against all known
science you had survived without food or water for nearly a year, we checked into your
background for any previous signs of this kind of survival in your family.
“I told you about the researchers who would keep you if they could? They had already
started to swarm before you woke up. You've met 'em. I won't name names but, like, all

those interns that don't introduce themselves as doctors but describe themselves as
faculty.”
Carl's mind flashed through the faces of the people he was referring to.
“Shit, I'm on the faculty but that's a different job. Anyway, we looked into your
background and couldn't find your father. We found someone who said he was your
father but he wasn't. Couldn't have been by anyone's account. A real mystery
“In fact, at the time you seem to have been conceived, your mother was recovering from
a bomb explosion. She had sustained severe trauma to the front of her body exposing
her abdomen including the intestines, stomach and uterus, which, itself, the uterus, was
punctured by debris in the bomb.
“One of the wilder theories about your parentage is that your mother picked up dna
from someone else who had been closer to the center of the explosion, maybe the
bomber himself.
“What matters is that somehow you are something nobody has seen before. With
potential advantages. Huge advantages.
Carl said, “Why you telling me all this now?”
Durin replied, “Get out of this place while you still can. The University is already
patenting things they learned from you in hopes that it becomes money even if they
don't have something yet. I'm not kidding.”
That was his last visit with Durin before his discharge.
Someone came from JBHS to make plans for his return to school. It was not someone
Carl knew. The man introduced himself as the school psychologist, Dr. Damien.
Carl asked him, “How is Dave?”
Dr. Damien said, “I don't know a Dave. But I've only been there for 6 months. There were
a lot of changes before I came on. You've been gone a while.”
Most of his time not in therapy was spent watching television and wondering what
would happen to him now.
The O.T., Sandy, was the one tasked with taking him home. Sandy had an old reputation
as the go-to person in the O.T. Department. If you could get her. For the past couple
years she had been completing her doctoral coursework and working on her
dissertation.
She was especially a good fit for this transition because she had worked with him in the
hospital on his plans for return to life. She had volunteered to work on his case and had
been given the assignment out of sheer surprise that she volunteered.

She stopped and they bought some groceries and cleaning supplies on the way at the
Thriftway. After she helped him put food away they went through the house opening
blinds and curtains, raising a ridiculous amount of dust. He opened the front and back
doors allowing a soft breeze to traverse the house.
Sandy and Carl sat down and listed things to clean first and talked about what else he'd
need to do and appointments he had (one with an attorney regarding the estate of his
foster parents and another follow-up with doctors on the hill).
Sandy said, “You have all the phone numbers we talked about at the hospital in your mini
planner from the hospital. Use that for now but I'd suggest going to an office store and
getting something more sophisticated. You're just 16 in your head and you have an
adult's body and responsibilities. They're expecting you at school in 2 weeks but if you
take longer it won't be a problem. I'm advising don't push it.”
Carl said, “Didn't they tell you? I can only control my money when I graduate from high
school. Until then I only get room and board.”
Sandy stayed all afternoon until Carl finally said, “I got this. I'd like you to go so I can just
let the other shoe drop. I'm going to be here alone, time to get it over with. Anyway, my
friends are coming over in about an hour with booze and I don't want old people
around.”
Sandy's jaw dropped and she looked horrified and Carl said, “I'm sorry, man, I'm just
yanking your chain. That sounds mean and I didn't mean that. I mean, I didn't intend to
be mean. You know what I mean.
“I know you aren't that old. Probably 30? My friends won't be here until 7 and I have no
reason to think they'd have booze. Or even if they'll show. I only told them last week
when I learned my discharge date for sure. I had to have all those tests and scans.”
He thought a moment. “And shit I look way older than you.”
That was true. Carl still looked like a much older man. He had improved during his time
at the hospital but he reached a point where the improvements became harder to see
until he had what seemed to be his new forever face. He appeared as a rugged man,
someone in their early 40s maybe, but who's face was carved, like driftwood in the sun
and wind. It was a harder face than he had before.
Carl felt bad. Sandy felt bad, visibly, but she verbally forgave him. She thought to herself,
Well, at least I don't have to come out and see him. He seems so sad.
It must be noted that many people seeing Carl interpreted his rough lines as sad. Sandy
knew that Carl had not seen the sun much in a very long time. She knew that whatever
happened to Carl in that period beyond which he had no business being alive had left a
cruel mark.

She made a mental note to add that last part to her dissertation somewhere. It had
sparkle. She made a mental thank you to Carl for being the most interesting medical
phenomenon of the 20th Century.
Then Carl said, “I really just want to feel what it's like to be alone. It's been a long time. I
need to get my bearings.”
Sandy gave him some last minute assurances about how well he was doing, told him to
go to his appointments and she went home. Carl was alone. In his house. With no
parents. Carl had a detached thought that he'd make a film about a teenager who comes
into an inheritance... but the thought died before he could give it any flesh. He lost
interest.
That seemed to happen a lot. Oh well, he may have thought, if he could think that well,
Dr. Durin says Carl is doing great.
One of Carl's appointments Sandy had reminded him of was with an estate attorney who
was the executor of the last will and testament of Bob and Helga, written in the first year
of his stay with them.
Bob and Helga had no children of their own and the house was left to Carl along with a
seperate trust that would pay Carl's expenses until his graduation from high school. Then
he would receive the remainder of the Rheinsplaz estate consisting of savings, life
insurance. In the current market, 1988, that was about $40,000 after home payoff and
taxes. He could also roll it over into a perpetual trust with small annual payout and less
tax bite.
High school just didn't thrill him anymore, not what Carl felt like doing. It seemed
tedious. He tried to gear himself up to go anyway. In two weeks.
The time slipped. When Carl looked at the clock in the kitchen he had about 15 minutes
before people were coming over.
He made sure he had clean glasses and wiped them out again with a paper towel. He
made a mental note to wash all of the towels and linens. Dusty, he thought. He wanted
to wash them.
Before he could put them in the wash, the doorbell began to ring crazily. It was just a
buzzer but it was being operated like by a pack of monkeys. Whoa, thought Carl. My
sense of time is screwed up.
He wasn't even sure who was coming. Carl opened the door and saw Kimberly standing
there with a bottle of champagne.
“I was trying,” Kimberly burst out, “to play 'God rest ye merry gentlemen' with the
doorbell. Came out like the beginning of 'Helter Skelter'!” and she rushed in the door

hugging him almost off his feet.
Carl got his clean dusted glasses and they opened the champagne.
“I don't think anybody else is coming tonight,” said Kimberly. “Park is on the road.
Everybody else is either working or out of town. They'll come by later now that you are
back. I worked today but the store closes at 6.”
Carl opened the chips he bought on the way home from the hospital and they sipped
and ate, Carl telling her about life in the hospital and Kimberly talked about changes that
had been made at JBHS.
“The school district fired the principal and the new guy got rid of almost half the
teachers,” she said. “Dave is gone. You know they've wanted to clamp down on things
there for a while. Too much freedom. I was glad to leave when I graduated last year.”
It had been quite a while since he had alcohol. One glass and he was feeling very wobbly.
Kimberly picked up the bottle to pour a second glass.
“I don't think I can drink more of this,” Carl said, “I worried about my ability to stand up.”
“Well, I'm having more,” Kimberly said as she filled her glass back up. “I've been working
since 8 o'clock and I'm super excited to see you back home. Is it odd being back here
with your foster parents gone?”
“It's very weird,” said Carl. “It's like they are still here. Nothing is different. I expect them
to come in the door any moment.”
Kimberly drank her glass down in one gulp. Carl looked pensive for a moment.
“I want you to tell me something, Kimberly,” he said. “I look so different. I don't even
recognize myself when I see my face in the mirror. Am I really ugly?”
Kimberly gave him a long and direct look before she spoke.
“Not a bit,” she said. “You look much older, but to be honest, you are super sexy. You
look like a man's man. And the beard is – well, movie star hot.”
She took his hand in hers.
“I have really liked you for a long time. When I was with Park I used to fantasize about
cheating on him with you. There. I said it.”
Carl's head was swimming from the booze but her words sent it spinning.
Without thinking he said, “I'm a virgin.”
“Park and I never went all the way,” said Kimberly, “I think he just really didn't want to.
But I'm a pretty good kisser.”
With that he leaned toward her and their lips met. She climbed up in his lap and kissed

him hard. He tentatively reached for her breast and she grabbed his hand and pressed it
against her. In moments they were laid out on the couch and hesitancy was out the
window.
Their clothes still on, it was by far the most excitement Carl had ever felt. His erect penis
strained against his underwear and jeans. He was humping against her legs and,
amazingly, she was grinding against him. There mouths were glued together. It was fairly
soon then that he ejaculated and groaned with a combination of pleasure and
disappointment. He fairly collapsed in Kimberly's arms and she hugged him tightly.
“I'm sorry.” he said. “I couldn't stop.”
“Oh my god,” said Kimberly, “That was awesome. I never had a make-out like that
before. Carl, I am so glad you like me. It's much better to be with someone who likes
girls!”
They talked for a couple more hours. She told him about working in the pet store and
how it was fun to learn about different animals. Kimberly got him to drink a little more
but it made him nauseated.
When she left (“I have work in the morning and I still live with my parents.”) Carl walked
her to the door and hugged her again. His balance was impaired enough he thought it
best to lie down on the couch before going to bed.
Reaching the couch he saw it was inhabited by a familiar little red cartoon devil.
“Did you miss me?” said the demon. “Hmmm? Dead boy?
“You can't really have hell without visions of paradise. Count that as one of your last
peeks.”

Overthrow the Stars
Rick Snook

1. Marvelous
Maj
I'm Mildred Agnes Jones. Everyone calls me Maj. Even my family.
Mildred is my great aunt- about the same age as my dad but from an older branch of the
family. Agnes was the name of my father's mother who died when he was a baby.
I was born in 1953 in Seoul, South Korea the daughter of a marine Gunnery Sargent who
taught hand to hand combat and a young Korean woman he met at a dance for Gis. He
married her and she would have left with him in 1955 when he was stationed at a new
post except that she became ill and died when I was too young to remember. There
wasn't a lot he would say about her but once in a while if he had a few beers he would
talk about how much she loved me and I her.
He didn't like getting emotional. Typical for a marine but with him it was more than
testosterone poisoning. He had an acceptance of joy and laughed loud and often but
rarely cried. He didn't talk about her because he knew he would cry, is what I always
thought.
I lived on military bases throughout the world but mostly in Asia until I was 9, when my
father retired and we all returned to his hometown in Portland, Oregon.
My dad, Rafe (Raphael) Jones had been a marine for 15 years when he shipped into the
Korean police action.
He had been orphaned at a young age and lived on the streets hustling for his survival. In
one of his hustles, as a young man of 14, he had been employed at the Saphire Hotel as
a bellhop, a job that also gave him the role of underworld concierge. He let patrons
know where to find gambling, women and booze and since the information he provided
was good and straight, he earned a reputation in addition to his often generous tips.
Sometimes when he'd been drinking he would tell me stories from his days as a
purveyor, or at least, facilitator, of sin. He was more likely to tell these stories than any
about my mom. He often came across in these stories as both clever and unreasonably
lucky. I used to think he had made it all up but now I think he was telling the truth.
In the second half of the 1930s Portland elected a slate of moral reformers to city
government. The many gambling joints and bordellos were driven underground or out of
business. The Chinese “social clubs”, run by the Tongs, just stopped serving whites and
speaking English.
Bell hop wages weren't looking so good and dad started to think he was made to be a
marine. It wasn't like there was a war in 1936.

His story is worth telling and I'll get to it. This is where I begin to tell mine. Set the stage,
so to speak.
Being a service kid was not easy but it also wasn't hard. The military took care of its own
and we never wanted for anything. Sure, I resented constantly moving, getting used to
new schools and friends- I cried many nights when we had to go to a new posting. My
dad, not a crier himself, never criticized my tears. He would hold me and tell me he was
there and would always be there.
In the aftermath of one of my crying spells I would say something along the lines of, oh,
If only it were this way or that way- like, If you weren't a marine we could stay here in
(Germany, Australia, Philippines) we wouldn't have to leave.
He would say, tenderly, “Honey, if I just had this shnoz fulla nickles I'd be a damn
millionaire.”
Still, as much as I grieved when things changed, I spent even more time marveling at the
amazing and exotic places we went, felt excitement about the all the different kinds of
people I knew would meet.
The base was always like a small town where everybody worked for the same guy and
everyone literally knew everybody. Base living was predictable, the kids I met were all
just as lost as me but most knew the rules. My dad was respected as a trainer of Judo,
Karate and hand-to-hand combat.
When I learned we were moving to Portland I admit to being a little frightened. These
would be kids that were established. They'd have no reason to be including me. I was a
real outsider.
Before we left the marines I don't think I had ever consciously been scared before. I've
always been really confident.
There were skirmishes- it was military after all and the base culture reeks of masculine
values. Every time on a new base required reestablishing your place in the pecking order
and I didn't intend to move down. I always held my own but friendliness and being kind
goes a longer distance than being the better fighter.
The one time I had to dominate someone physically it was easy and harmless. It was
when I was new at the Philippine base at Subic Bay. I had befriended a younger boy and
was playing catch with him. Up walks Clancy, like he's done this a hundred times and he
pushed the boy down, took the boy's baseball glove and threw it over the fence.
Bullies make me so angry. I took charge.
My dad was always telling me to not get angry because it wrecks your concentration but
I didn't care about concentration. Nobody got really hurt, though pain was inflicted and

the glove was retrieved by the one who threw it.
We all ended up great friends and Clancy was the one I missed the most when we left
the Philippines.
I went to base schools but my dad had a completely separate tutelage he put me
through. It involved beginning to learn classical Greek when I was 7. The point was so
that I could read classics of Greek philosophy. By the time he died we had entered that
stage and I knew he planned to have me study the philosophical classics of the Romans,
the European Renaissance and so on.
We never got so far.
The main thrust of our extra-curricular studies were Martial Arts, especially Aikido, from
a young age. Wherever we were posted there were always new fighting forms under
various teachers somewhere nearby. I had a knack and he had a passion for teaching me.
One thing I could do that nobody else seemed to know how is that I can practice
something in my head and its just as good as doing it with my body- I can actually feel it
in my muscles. That was one of the first weird things I noticed about myself- I discovered
in these dojos and schools that other kids couldn't do it.
I also remember everything. Every Thing. I can't seem to forget anything ever.
I asked my dad because I always asked him whatever I was thinking about. He said it was
a family trait and that he expected I would be capable of doing all kinds of things he
couldn't imagine. At the time it seemed like a non-sense answer. Now I'd say that's fair.
We came in through the air force base in Portland in October of 1962. I remember the
wind was whipping up leaves in big swirls of leaves as I watched out the window of the
cab. Such a peculiar place. Not at all the kind of trees or the weather like I ever saw.
The truck with the rest of our belongings would arrive later. Our destination was my
great aunt's house on the side of Rocky Butte. Her property included a cottage we could
use until my dad got us our own place. I heard him on the phone saying he “wouldn't
take family money”.
The house, a 1920s vintage place, had a terrific view of the Columbia River. A garage/
workshop had been converted into the home I would share with my dad. My aunt was
generous but not interested in being that close to family. In the calls where I could only
hear my father's side he was always assuring her that we would be out of her hair “likkity
split”.
He really did say “likkity split”. It was the way he talked. His speech was peppered not
just with pre-war slang but many pidgin words used in his various ports of call; he
possessed a generous vocabulary, for example, of obscenities in languages you've never

heard of.
My dad was hilarious. I do an imitation of him at parties.
My namesake aunt met us at the cab. She wore a old-fashioned looking dress and a
cooking apron and was wiping her hands on it.
“Well if it isn't Mildred the lessor,” she said in a deep smooth voice. “Last time I saw you
you were knee high to a merry grasshopper and running every which way at a funeral.”
My dad greeted her but turned his attention to gathering as many suitcases as he could.
The windows and doors of the main house were all open. Fresh air throughout. Gusts of
wind came and blew curtains elegantly. Something baking wafted from the main house. I
ran from the cab to look for our new home. Going around the outside of the main house
to the guest cottage I saw the pond.
Aunt Mildred was coming around behind me. “Not too close. I don't want to have you
fall in and get all wet,” she said. I got closer.
There were frogs! Perched all around the pond they quickly scattered when I came up
either into the water or out to the wooded area under the cliffs of Rocky Butte. I stood
still and saw a fish in the pond. It was big- a catfish at least 8 inches long.
Aunt Mildred said, “That's the one they call grandpa. Named after great great grandpa
Liam.”
My dad appeared, carrying the luggage from the cab, “I haven't told her diddly squat
about Grandpa Liam. He is not welcome in my head. I've been away a long time, not that
its really possible to get away from you busybodies.”
“Nope,” she said, “You can't, can you. And here you are in person. Put those down and
give me a hug. I haven't seen you since your dear wife's funeral. I wish I had known her.”
Such was the introduction to my new home and I began to relax- I even felt a little
elated. This would be okay. As the grownups went to Mildred's house to talk I unpacked
my buck knife, the book I was reading (Wrinkle in Time) and I put the few changes of
clothes I had away in a flimsy pine chest in the small corner room with the smaller bed
and I lay down.
Sometimes on the breeze I caught a whiff of what my aunt was cooking- it smelled like
pie crust and jam.
I was not a pretty child- eyes too big, buck teeth and big ears- but I was sort of cute in a
little kid way. Not more funny looking than most. Short for my age at just over 4 feet,
nobody found me threatening.
I had a way of charming other kids and in most bases I lived on I was well connected and

liked. I could fit in here. Who knows? Maybe it will be a hoot.
Lying there on my back I let my mind drift with the winds blowing through the cottage. I
had a vague sense of my dad and my aunt talking in the house and felt it as a
conversational river that once in a while let a word out that blew into my space.
The words may have been too disconnected to understand or maybe I wasn't paying
attention because it was grown ups talking but I can't recover what they were talking
about. I have some idea, though, from what I've learned since.
I go back in my imagination and listen. With most memories I can go right to it in my
mind and tell you exactly what is being said. With this one, there's just a sense of this
river of sound and the wind and blowing curtains.
Do you remember being a kid and the voices of grownups are like the sound of an
unintelligible burbling stream rising and falling in the background?
I go back there a lot.
I heard dad yell from the house, “The truck have arriven. Get your scrawny little butt out
here and help de-load this shipment!”
Mildred was calling after him, “The apple turnovers are ready when you're done!”
I really did have a positive vibe coming on. I felt open to a new and welcoming future.
I got up and put my buck knife in its scabbard on my belt. It's always handy to have a
knife when dealing with moving boxes into a new place- I've been down this road before.
I erupted from the cottage, ran around the house to the road in front.
As the road came into view I saw the truck and immediately was glad for my knife. In
typical style the navy movers had wrapped things in so much fiberglass tape that each
box would nearly impenetrable.
My father stood with a hand on his hip at the rear of the truck. As I watched and walked
toward him he began to turn. I thought he was turning to me but he wasn't.
I see it in my mind in slow motion. For me it took forever.
His gaze passes me to something else. I'm aware of a loud roaring like an airplane. My
father's gaze connects with something and I'm stepping and turning to see what he sees.
The edge of my vision finds the accelerating car. The car is leaving the street, bouncing
up over the curb, my father running now towards me at an angle and the car coming
towards me over the small lawn.
I can't move- or I can't fathom what is happening and take it seriously- I am rooted to the
spot when the car hits my body. Coming over the walkway, with the bounce, it catches
me in the pelvis, knocking me down and driving over the top of me. One of my hips is

shattered in that initial impact. The process of getting pulled under breaks my arm and
shoulder.
Dragged under the car I get snagged on the transmission and my head is ground against
the rock wall of Aunt Mildred's rose garden and then I'm pulled about 25 feet further
where the car ends up against the old willow tree, me underneath.
I'm still conscious. I can even see my fathers legs running and hear the person who gets
out of the drivers side of the wrecked car.
“My lord what in the goddamn hell have you done you goddamn son of a bitch!” my
father is yelling. The driver is saying nothing, not trying to defend himself, not trying to
check on me, stepping slowly out of the car, I see his body now from the waist down,
he's pulling a revolver from his pocket.
It's an ancient weapon- looks like a colt single action. Antique but well cared for.
My father stops. He doesn't try to run or defend himself. Regardless of his martial arts
training he was not able to dodge bullets. I hear the man with the gun say, “It has taken
me over 30 years to catch up with you.”
There were 4 shots and I saw my fathers face on the ground. He saw me, saw my eyes
open and he smiled. I see the boots of the killer but then he crouches down and looks
back under the car where my appearance apparently assures him that I am expired. He
stands back up, walks up to my dad and puts 2 more bullets in his head.
Single action colt- it's a six shooter. He's out of bullets.
As he is going through my dad's pockets I am pulling myself out from underneath the car.
The world seems intensely bright and slowed down. The man stands and empties the
spent shells from the gun onto the ground. I am pulling the buck knife from my belt. He
is holding his gun and reloading with bullets from his pocket.
I take in my dead father. I think, There will never be another Raphael Michael Jones
Many will say that you can't throw a buck knife. “It doesn't have the right balance,” they
say. But I have practiced a lot in real life and even more in my head and if it has a point, I
can throw it and stick it in something. My dad used to say I should do that for the county
fair- as a 4H project- I'd win a blue-fucking ribbon.
I use the hip that isn't broke to lean against the car and give my good arm room to follow
through. The man who just murdered my dad is now turning to see that I am still alive
and moving, though truly the thing he saw was a bloody mess hardly recognizable as
human. He can't really believe his eyes, nonetheless he sees a smile on my face.
My aunt told me later it was the scariest thing she'd ever seen. You could see my skull
was open through the torn groove in my head. With a smile.

What a thing to tell a child.
I threw that knife with all my might and I put it square in his right eye socket where it
penetrated the thin sheath of bone and buried itself deep enough to relieve him of his
life. I fell to the ground at the same time he did and couldn't move anymore.
I heard Aunt Mildred screaming. I saw lights like a police car. Everything got dark and
quiet. The last thing I remember from that day was someone saying, “She's dead, look at
her. And those two. All three of them.”
Well, not quite. I was out of it for a while. I remember Aunt Mildred at the hospital even
before I was able to talk when they thought I was still in a coma. She was the one who
was there the first time I was able to talk.
I became aware. I did a mental check on my body. I felt the broken bones and the torn
flesh. On the side of my head it felt as though a train tunnel was going right through. I
also felt an intense tingling throughout my body that I have learned to associate with
healing from major trauma.
Unfortunately, I have now been in this situation more than once. I am getting tired of it, I
must say.
I opened my eyes all the way, feeling thirsty for light like a drowning woman thirsts for
the surface of the water. I see that I have a body cast, I'm Immobilized; my head is
wrapped in bandages. I think before I croak out, “I'm alive I guess.”
“Your father said you were bright,” said Aunt Mildred, deadpan.
Yep, I thought, I recognize this family.
“Where am I?” I said with slightly more dignity. Then, “My father is dead. I saw them
shoot him. I killed the man with my buck knife.”
“You are currently at the Adventist hospital on Mt Tabor. You are a medical miracle. The
doctors are all trying to figure out how to write a paper about your survival. You have a
rough groove through the skull, scraping out part of your brain, multiple fractures. You
should have ruptured internal organs but everything seems to be working. You lost more
blood than you should even have at your size.
“They didn't think you would wake up. I have been hoping you could stay asleep until I
can arrange a place to go.
“I saw the way you threw that knife with such precision and energy. You got a gift.”
“That's what dad used to say,” was the only think I could reply.
After a couple beats my aunt went on:
“As they ran you down I ran inside to get my shotgun. I half expected them to come and I

had it loaded.
“The people who did this will find out that you survived. Someone will eventually be sent
to follow up. It's how they work. I would rather you be a comatose patient they forget
about, not the miracle girl that gets in the news.
“It's better for you if you can stay asleep,” she said.
“I'm really hungry,” I said. “If I'm awake I'll get fed.”
“Damn. Okay then. But they won't give you meat. This is an Adventist institution and
they are vegetarians,” said Aunt Mildred. A nurse walked in and did a double take.
“Oh my! You are awake! I'll get the doctor!” she shouted, loud enough to be heard down
the hall.
“Get me a sandwich!” I yelled as she ran out the door.
“Why is everyone so loud?” said my roommate who had been silent up to that point.
“I'm trying to sleep here.”
“How long was I out?” I asked.
“It's been 5 days,” replied Mildred. “Killing your father was just a loose end to them.
They were after you.
“The police told me this morning that the body of 'the assailant' has disappeared and
they suspect that confederates of the assassin may have retrieved the corpse. I think it
may have gotten up and walked away.”
The scene soon turned into a big crowded mess when several doctors, nurses and
gawkers came and looked at me from all different angles. Thoroughly awake at this point
and having had 2 grilled cheese sandwiches and 3 small cartons of milk I found myself in
the middle of a conference of medical professionals and a cop looking guy along with
Mildred. And Bob- my roommate, though I didn't know he was Bob quite yet.
The guy who seems to be in charge, his name-tag says Dr. Gacowitzki, says, “The thing is
your survival given the extensive nature of your wounds- your response to our treatment
has been so far beyond our expectations.”
“Whats my biggest problem?” I said, “I know I'm busted up but it can't be that bad. I feel
pretty good.”
“You are on morphine, steroids and antibiotics. Part of your brain got scraped off on your
aunt's garden wall. That's our major cause of concern and surprise though the trauma to
your internal organs must also be severe. Along with a level of blood loss that is almost
always fatal. Yet you have no sepsis, no infection, remarkable recovery of cognitive and
motor functions...

“The main reason you came here instead of the county trauma center is they thought
you were not salvageable. We were close by and it was thought we could stabilize as well
as anyone if it was possible and most likely we would watch you die in our care. This is
not a generally poor or inadequate hospital in any way but we are not as large as others.
“In your case Adventist has done only the most rudimentary of surgeries, bandaging
including immobilization of your fractures and intravenous fluids with some antibiotics.
“You are a marvel.”
“All I'm doing is sitting up in a bed,” I said.
“Exactly,” he said.”You should not be alive and if alive should not be conscious and if
conscious should not be able to speak, etc. You, Miss Mildred Agnes Jones are as I said, a
marvel.
“We are told that there is more to be worried about now, from what your aunt says and
the police have informed us that your injuries occurred in the course of your father's
murder, in which you were nearly killed. While the attacker has also perished your aunt
tells us that you could still be a target.
“We are cooperating with the police and keeping your presence here highly
confidential.”
A nurse came in and pulled Gacowitzki back, speaking in hushed tones. The doctor came
back and addressed the group:
“Typhoon Freda has hit Northern California and is is expected in Portland later tonight.
Schools have been dismissed throughout the city. We will be putting up plywood over
the larger windows including the one in this room. Many of our staff will be going home
early. Some of the patients may need to be relocated.”
The cop looking guy broke in, “I'm Detective Bill Pierce of the Portland Police. I'm
investigating your father's murder and your near murder. It is so good to see you awake
and able to talk.
“We are assuming that your father was targeted by a killer and you just got in the way.
The assailant's identification is forged and the car stolen. Your aunt says she didn't
recognize him either. Can you help us at all?”
I closed my eyes to think. He went on.
“We know you must have been unconscious when your father apparently killed the
attacker before he himself died but anything you remember...”
At that moment I swooned. I literally raised my free hand to my forehead and went limp
in the bed and kept my eyes closed.

Dr. Gacowitzki interrupted, “It's time to give her a rest. If she lives through another day
we can talk then. Really it's ridiculous to talk to her about memories. We know at this
stage the likelihood of peri-trauma memory is very small.”
The other doctors all mumbled something about it being expected that I couldn't
maintain my spurt of wakefulness. Before he left, Dr. Gacowitzki turned to the nurse and
said, “While she's unconscious let's get some more imaging. Turn up the morphine and
schedule the x-ray within the hour before radiology leaves for the day.”
A female voice I didn't recognize said, “The radio just said that we can expect power
outages. The backup generators are tested and ready to go.”
I pretended to be asleep until everyone was gone except my aunt. And Bob. But I wasn't
thinking of Bob yet. Then I fell really asleep and had dreams that changed everything.

2. Immigtrant
Being the memoir of Liam O'Riley Jones
In all my life I was hardly sick a day. Now I'm bedridden, covered with spots and barely
able to talk without coughing up bits of my own lungs. I have no complaints. My life has
been amazing. The things I've seen are extraordinary.
Now I have been asked by some of my children to write down the memories of a
lifetime. As my days draw to a close I find that these memories of good times and bad
are all suffused with sweetness.
First I must explain the names. Throughout the bulk of my life my surname was O'Riley. It
came to pass in later days that being Irish was not smiled on and I was in some trouble
as O'Riley. It made sense to become Welsh. Every Welsh person I ever met (2 or 3) was
named Jones. It was such a common name that I used it more than once to file
homestead claims. Especially in the early days the system was not tough to fool.
I came into America from Ireland at the age of 14 in the summer of 1845 and that's as
good a place as any to begin. I rolled up out of Cork before the blight and just ahead of
the waves of my countrymen who had to contend with more resistance. My family were
good farmers who had divided the ancestral property too many times each generation to
the next so that what had been a substantial land grant to my fore-bearers had been
broken into plots which would no longer feed a family in the best of times. Many
branches in my clan had sold their little plot in exchange for a lease to farm more
hectares for the English lords.
My brother bought me out and I sailed across the sea to find my fortune in America.
I wasn't the first to leave the old country by any stretch. In my own home stories were
still told of my father's great uncle who had migrated back in my grandpas time. The last
we had heard was that he went to the “Ohio country” wherever that was. No one had
received any word since he left New York. The letter, still kept on the mantle at my aunt's
house at the time of my leaving, is a long account of his journey and experiences upon
arrival. He spoke hopefully of an area in the west that had just become a state. He knew
it to be filled with opportunities beyond imagining.
Of course, imagination for opportunities or anything else not poverty and cold, wet
weather, was lacking in the Ireland of my youth, even before the famine arrived later
that year. We treasured that letter and the hope it represented. Still, my branch of the
family was not yet destitute and many supported my journey with gifts. I arrived in New
York almost 40 years later than my uncle without much but my dignity, but I did have
that. I did not need to sell myself into bond servitude.

My plan at that point was to get oriented in New York and head straight to Ohio and look
for kin. My uncle, Caoimhín Ó Maoilriain, had surely settled in and made a good life in
the land of opportunity. I thought it should be easy to find a family member who shares
my name willing to put me up. After processing (including being taken to Staten Island
for unpleasant medical screening) and landing finally in the city I set about to find a
night's lodging- I'd had no rest in the last 48 hours.
It was mid July and hot in New York- and the air was full of a sticky moisture I'd not
encountered in my short life on a small island in the north sea. Neither had I ever seen
so many people or such grand buildings. Everyone was busy- another new thing. There
was beauty and intensity to the place.
I walked into it, half dragging the sturdy suitcase given to me by my older brother who
now had my share of the family farm. Inside, among my few grand possessions, was my
father's wedding suit. I managed to carry that all the way to Ohio and wore the suit on
occasion until I outgrew it.
Seeing some friendly looking faces, two gentlemen, I speak in my best English, “Begging
your gentleman's pardon, I would like to know if you can recommend a high quality but
very low priced hotel?”
They first look at me with wonder, perhaps my accent was too thick- then interested,
then looking concerned, the taller one says, “Irish boy- How old are you? Are you with
your parents?”
They were actually the last people I met in America who questioned my age. I lied.
“I'm fully 18. New in town, just need a place to stay that ain't too expensive. My parents
are in County Cork.”
That last bit was true. And, I thought to myself, I'm tall enough and strong enough to be
18.
I added in my huskiest voice, “My name is Liam.”
The shorter one said, “Liam, if you can help us we'll help you. We got a job. Store down
on New Street closed down a shop in Boston. Some of it is candles. Most is lamp oil but
it's in heavy containers and hard to do with just 2 guys. And big blocks of wax.”
The tall one said, “I'm Jimmy and this is Gus. We need a third to hold the winch and help
move all this whale oil without getting ourselves killed.”
Gus added, “We got a room. You work you can stay with us and we'll all be fed by Old
Van.”
I later learned that they said Old Van to differentiate from Young Van, the proprietor's
son. Theodore Van Doren was a worthless waste of skin who, when he should have been

copying invoices or calculating totals, liked to boss around the hired help.
Jimmy and Gus didn't offer me money but I was only looking for a roof and some food. I
walked and dragged my case behind them as we traveled to the neighborhood where I
was to work. It was an older neighborhood, to be sure, but not too run down. The
buildings were all wood, dry and worn in the summer heat.
In our first day I worked as hard as I could. I could barely stand, having been awake at
least 2 days and I moved like a machine, in a trance.
At one point I saw Jimmy and Gus talking to the owner. We took a meal break. I was so
exhausted I thought I'd die. Jimmy and Gus brought out a loaf of bread, a wedge of
cheese and a jug of beer.
That was my main meal repeated 3 times daily at Van Doren's. Sometimes they'd give us
a sausage. At the start of every day there were boiled eggs and coffee. I felt like a king.
Jimmy said, “Old Van saw you working. He said the way you work we had to share the
pay with you now. But he said he was going to raise it a dollar because we'll have the job
done in half the time he expected. So, it's ok.”
Gus added, “His delivery person quit and he'd like to keep at least one of us on after the
new inventory is settled. But you have to slow it down. Don't work so hard, got it kid? If
you mess this up for us you won't have a place to sleep.”
Sleep came fast and deep that night. The beer probably helped. It was watered down
and not at all like in Ireland but the amount I consumed with my meals made for a
powerful soporific along with the physical exhaustion. In my dreams I walked the
hedgerows of County Cork and dismantled holes between all the adjoining rows. I saw
myself as from above and there were hundreds and then thousands of hedgerows all
now connected.
Waking up I felt a certainty that I was in the right place and doing the work that was
needed and I was called to do.
That's how I came to be employed at J. L. Van Doren, Oil Merchant and Stearin Candle
Manufacturer and working at something less than my optimal pace. Back in those days,
whale oil was the main lighting source for the average person. Candles, too but mostly
whale oil. It was all bulky stuff and consumable so having a large inventory gave you an
advantage.
In case you are wondering, I never knew what the JL stood for because he was just old
van or Mister Van Doren to me.
His son always liked to talk about himself as though he was watching and commenting,
by his full name along with his somewhat questionable naval commission of

Commander. As in Yes, Commander Theodore Van Doren will see you, what do you
lowlife's want now? A peculiar man. I think he perished in the events I'm about to
describe.
I'd been in town 3 days when that very whale oil store caught fire, which became an
inferno of blubber and wax, which in turn spread like a storm for over 10 hours, burned
like the breath of a dragon and screamed like a howling demon.
I don't think anyone knows to this day what caused it. The three of us were asleep after
working very hard for 16 hours each day. It was evident this was normally a job for a
much larger work gang- Old man Van Doren was not a fool but we know he wasn't
accustomed to handling so much flammable product in one location. Then again, Jimmy
said that Young Van was to blame, said he overheard him flirting up a woman about
coming over to the warehouse after dark.
I was awoken that night, along with most of the city, when the nearby warehouse full of
saltpeter (between our room and the whale oil store) first exploded. It was a sound like a
cannon- then followed by a series of cannon blasts and then a roar too loud to be any
explosion I've heard. The windows blew in and flaming bits of stuff were everywhere.
They say it woke them up in Sandy Hook, over to New Jersey. The building shook so hard
I was certain it would fall down before we could get free. Even so I grabbed my case and
the suit inside.
Ears ringing, eyes burning, the 3 of us emerged barely ahead of the firestorm that soon
engulfed the neighborhood and left nothing but char. Our very block was leveled to
smoking ash.
When the fire brigades showed we all 3 of us volunteered. It was just as well since our
jobs and abode were gone. The work didn't stop when the fire was out- I spent a week
on the recovery of bodies and hauling away debris, sometimes finding some paid work.
That fire was something I wish I could forget. After it was doused, working in the
sweltering summer heat, the stinking smoldering wreckage, the smell of burned meat
and decomposition when we were recovering the ones who didn't make it, that was the
worst. What stands out for me about it is how foul was the air. That revolting smoke
hung over the city for the rest of my stay.
I was able as the fire volunteers broke up to hire myself out to people trying to salvage
valuables before looters could get them. In a sad commentary on human value there
were also gangs that preyed upon the elderly in particular by fashioning themselves as a
freelance work crew but in reality they were just thieves.
In, I suppose, another sad commentary, I was taking treasure from them for something
that I ought to do out of Christian charity. I was a big strapping lad, tall for my age, and I

didn't charge anyone who couldn't pay me. I worked all day whether I was paid or not. I
guess I wanted to do good and I ended up doing pretty well indeed.
In the process of recovering some grocery goods for a grateful shop keeper I met
Pádraig. He told me that I should ask for O'Ryan, not Ó Maoilriain- Americans wouldn't
know a Gaelic name from a Connemara pony. He also said to call him Patty. I learned that
Ohio had several good sized towns and several thousands of people but I was not
deterred.
He would have offered me whiskey, he said, but he thought I looked a bit young. I put on
my best husky voice and told him I was 18 but even I thought it sounded ridiculous. He
thanked me and tipped me well, sent me on.
With knowledge gained and a few more dollars in my purse, I left the devastation that
was lower Manhattan and took the train west. I had faith that the O'Ryan family would
be both well known and doing well whether I found them in Toledo, Cleveland or
Columbus. My journey took me through big cities and small towns mostly in in New York
and Pennsylvania but I couldn't tell you if I went through New Jersey.
It was all so wonderful and, having no particular schedule to keep, I got off the train at
every place that suited my fancy. People I met treated me with generosity and respect. I
never had to purchase a meal such were the charitable manners of the persons I
encountered.
Young but big for my age I had the kind of energy most people grow out of. I was a hard
worker and I learned to be smarter. It was the end of summer and I felt so alive I could
have been glowing like a firefly.
I stayed a day or two here and a week there where I could find work, which was plentiful.
Farmers everywhere needed hands to bring in their harvest and my life experience was
all about farming. I found that I exalted in the experience of labor- using my muscles, the
motion of my body, and the sensation of strength. Because I did a man's work my age
and parentage were never an issue.
I slept in barns, fields and orchards, a couple times among rough American men working
off debt or municipal fines who with few exceptions were more gentleman than any
English gentleman I ever met. Not That I knew many English or gentlemen. The American
air (not New York, but admittedly, I was there at a bad time) was cleaner, more free and
totally without English and I had an inborn sense of relief at that.
While traveling I found I had plenty of time to myself and I wrote home frequently,
though getting news back was another thing entirely. Now and then I'd slip a little
American money in with my letters.
As fall came there was more hops, hay and apples than I ever wanted to see again and I

finally put my hands in my pockets and rode the train. Coming into the capital city of
Columbus I felt special and rich- I had more money in my pocket than I'd seen in my life. I
was charmed.
This time when I asked directions for affordable lodging I was given speedy instructions
to go to the Columbus Arms Hotel. I asked further if they knew of any families by the
name of O'Ryan or O'Maoilriain but they had not.
After leaving my bag at my room I wasted no time. I asked at the hotel desk. No. I went
to the adjacent businesses. No. The saloon- No. I went back and slept in Columbus, Ohio.
I was exhausted. I was not 15 but I had come thousands of miles to lie in a clean, warm
bed still on the threshold of my dreams.
I had always been fascinated by dreams. The one that came to visit on the night of which
I speak was this:
I was in the firestorm in New York. I was watching a building fall, killing my new friend
Gus. I screamed but I couldn't hear myself in the noise of the fire. I looked in the sky and
there was an enormous serpent that writhed and pulsed in a way that communicated
sickness. The dragon in some trick of perception was then standing next to me and
speaking conversationally saying, “You know what this is don't ya? Read yer bible lad?
And me- I'm the clue for ya. I'm a dragon.”
The dragon hits me in the head, “This is revelation and it's the apocalypse. What's my
fookin' number?”
That's when I knew it was a dream because it was the voice (and I now saw the face) of
father O'Callahan and in the dream I tried to scream again, trying to wake up and waking
up finally in a cold sweat. Father O'Callahan was dead and Gus was alive the last I knew.
My next day of asking around town had the same results and the day after that with the
added variety of chasing down wrong information to find people named Clampett or
Hunker but no Ryans or O'Ryans. By the middle of the 2 nd day I knew I had to move on
from Columbus.
This routine played out similarly as I went from town to town. Even though I still found
myself the beneficiary of good will, my funds ran out and I had to find work. That ended
up being in Cleveland.
I was walking around the town asking first for anyone who knew the O'Ryans and second
if they knew of any jobs.
The management at one fine new building in particular gave me the once over, I suppose
due to my youthful clean cut appearance. In truth I was a youth and I had gotten my hair
cut in Pennsylvania by the wife of a farmer who needed early apples pressed. I had no
beard to speak of and so always looked clean shaven. He engaged me in some banter

before asking if I had any clothes that were not those of a laborer. I said yes, I have a suit
in my travel case. I came back later and by the end of the day I was in slightly rumpled
but acceptable business attire learning the ropes at the brand new First City Bank of
Cleveland.
Again nobody asked my age but they paid me half what the others got and had me do a
lot of errand type work. I didn't mind. I didn't need much and though I sent some money
back home, in those early Cleveland years I saved what I could, doing little beyond work
and sleep. My position in the bank also put me in touch with the names of most people
in Cleveland and many in the other parts of the state, if they were of any financial
significance, so my vigil continued.
Once I had settled down I began to receive news from family back home. It was all very
bad that fall- the potato crop had failed across the country. Hunger that had been merely
intolerable had become desperate. Over the course of that first year in America some of
my letters began to come back to me. My own kin who had sold out their farms and
gone to leasing were evicted from their homes including my sister and Mum. My big
brother moved to Dublin to look for work, abandoning his farm.
In my second year I lost touch completely with home. I continued to send money in care
of my mothers name at the town church but didn't hear back. I never found out what
became of them.
I lived in a rented room above a barn most of that time. Felt terribly uncomfortable
around people. I adored the workday when I just handled paper. I took my first drink of
hard corn whiskey in the local public house when I was fifteen. Told people it was my 18 th
birthday, ended up being sick and put to bed in the back.
In time I went back to the public house, The Hand and Shears, regularly. I learned to
drink just enough and it became the main way I saw people outside of work and I grew
to like people. It was a place that saw new folk every day. Sure, there were plenty of
regulars, but there was something new every time I went. I was always scared that
people thought I was young and inexperienced, which I was, so I pretended to be always
very calm and casual, friendly and quick with a smile. Alcohol helped.
They rarely had Irish whiskey but they had other spirits I liked. In fact, at that time the
only whiskey I ever had to drink was a thimble-full on Christmas back home.
Sometimes there'd even be Irishmen- more every year-and I would hoist a few to the old
country but nobody from my family. Well, that's not entirely true.
There was a cousin to the man my sister married before she was disowned but honestly I
didn't consider him family. He wasn't even really Irish given that he was from the walled
plantation city of Derry and was a Protestant. Conor McGinn. It must be said he gave me

my first drink of Killbeggan. He ended up staying in Cleveland. I went to his room a
couple times. Can't say I liked him back then but we saw each other around. Cleveland
was booming and he was a stonemason. I think he did pretty well for himself. When he
came to the H & S I tended to leave.
He was, after all, a traitor and a protestant.

3. Orphans
Maj
As my body slept it was moved by orderlies and transported on a stretcher to radiology
in the basement of the building. Outside the storm could be heard with a downpour of
rain falling sideways. Trees creaked and shrieked, power poles and lines were stressed.
Hospital x-ray techs and orderlies tried to take images before the lights went out but
even when the generator kicked on it was only for lights and the equipment could not be
powered up.
I knew none of this at the time- I found myself in a dreamworld that seemed to be made
of bright light. I could discern no color and I soon realized that the environment could
just as well be darkness- it was all the same. I could not see my hands or body. This is not
good, I thought.
Trying to wake myself, I found I could not.
I thought, I just need to focus and I did focus. I tried to look very closely and began to see
an image of myself in the distance. As I focused it seemed to enlarge and clarify like a
window into my hospital room. I saw 2 black men moving me very carefully onto a large
rolling bed. My aunt was not in the room but I saw the other patient sitting up in bed
and paying attention to what was going on.
My focus was broken by a voice I felt immediately beside me. “Hi Mildred.”
With that perception of “beside” I began to feel myself as a physical presence. I held up
my hands and could see them in front of me. As there became a me that could do it I
turned to the voice and saw a rather outlandish looking man with many layers of old
fashioned clothes, a big eyed smiling face with a gigantic beard that reminded me
vaguely of Paul Bunyan only average sized. His eyes reminded me of my dad.
The rest of the space, still seemingly featureless and bright, was not so much colorless as
it was indescribable. As I tried to see the color it would shift beneath my gaze.
He spoke again. “Child, my name is Liam. I'm your grandfather. I'm here to answer some
of your questions and also to see if we can keep you alive for a wee bit longer.”
I said, “This is some kind of dream. I'm on some drugs that are making it seem more
real.”
“True enough,” he said, “as far as it goes. Aye, you are dreaming child but it is also real. I
don't know if you'll believe it yet but I hope so because we have some catching up to do
and you have some very effectively bad people that want you dead.”
“Where are we?” I asked.
“Your mind is trying to make sense of the space I'm speaking to you from,” he said. “I'm
located, if that is even a term we can use, in a different kind of space that is adjacent to
and within the 3 dimensional space where you are a little girl in the hospital. If you tried
to find it, it would be too small for you to enter.”

“How did you get there?” I asked curiously.
“I died. The ones who were already in this space were able to sort of reconstitute me in
here. They did so to use me as an intermediary, to help communicate and advance their
long range plans.
“You are part of those plans. You are also the target of people who are going to try and
kill you. Again. And I right now I am uniquely qualified to help you stay alive.”
“But if you are a teeny tiny spirit locked in your little dimension, what good are you to
me?” I countered.
“The thing about this place is that, yes, it's tiny beyond your wildest dreams, but it is also
everywhere. From in here I can look out on many places in the world. I am watching the
activities of the assassins and while I am not omniscient I'm the best watchdog you'll
ever have.”
“Nobody calls me Mildred.”
“I know. I was just being cheeky.
“The unfortunate thing right now is that the killers are already here. The very fortunate
thing is that you heal much quicker than any human being before you.”
“The unfortunate thing, “ I added, “is that I am wrapped up in a cast over most of my
body back in the world where I live. I'm pretty immobilized.”
“There is a little time,” he said, “and time is barely passing as we chat. You will still need
to act quickly when you wake up. You'll have to just smash the casts against something
hard. It'll hurt like hell but not for long.”
“Tell me again”, I asked, “who it is you are working for?”
“We, “ he said, “are essentially in the employ of an advanced race of alien beings I call
the Light Holders. They have been involved with us humans for a very long time but like
me they are very tiny and able to effect only the smallest of things. They have used that
one ability over millions of years to create beings that would be able to free them.”
He gave me the broad strokes of his vision/ dream of how the Light Holders came to be
so entrapped.
“Sounds like a raw deal to me,” I said. “Don't we get a choice in this?”
“Actually,” he said, “the plan is to give us the ability and then offer us the choice in
exchange for basically granting our every wish. You are actually a huge piece of that
part.”
“Do I have any choice?” I asked. “It sounds awfully shady to me.”
“You might also ask if I have any choice. My honest answer is that I don't know for sure. I
seem to be able to make up my own mind but my mind could be suspect- it's been
artificially preserved.
“Your own feelings and instincts, I would point out, are also certainly influenced by the
race that has modified your genetic profile.”
“What about the killers?” I asked. “Who are they working for? And what's their long-

range plan?”
“This is one of those things that makes me think that the Light Holders are not so closely
involved in our actions- or at least they are imperfectly managing the creatures they set
loose.
“The assassins were originally created by these same beings thousands of years ago to
carry out some short term political modifications. They have been kept around and may
represent a faction of the Light Holders or they are just not seen as a threat to the Plan.
“The Plan is the thing. It has almost come to fruition.”
“What do you mean a faction?” I asked. They aren't in agreement?”
He stopped and thought a moment,
“The problem is that I don't understand them. They tell me things that are obviously
dumbed down as much as they can go. They have said that to them we are basically
worms. They are patronizing.”
“Probably you'd be patronizing when you've been around a few billion years,” I said.
“Probably you should wake up now,” he replied. “Get free of the cast. Don't worry about
hurting yourself- you have to get it off and find some weapons. You need to try to kill
them. They are very tough and they never stop.”
“Weapons? In the hospital?”
“Look for sharp things. Seek and ye shall find.”
In the world outside my head darkness had fallen over the city. The winds up to 170
miles per hour were tearing the electrical grid to shreds. TV and radio towers came
down. Houses blew off of their foundations.
A well bundled up couple came out of the storm and into the emergency bay at
Adventist Hospital. They were met by a nurse who told them that no patients could be
admitted- the hospital had no doctors in the ER at this time.
The gentleman in the large overcoat took off his hat and said, “We tried the front doors
but they are boarded and locked. We are just here to see our dear niece who is
recovering from a terrible accident. Can you tell me where she is? Her name is Mildred
Jones.”
“This is not visiting hours. Do you have a place to shelter? You can't be out in this.”
The woman spoke, “Drove from Pendleton all day. Just got in, we got no place to stay. All
this way to see Mildred. Won't be any trouble. What is her room number?”
The nurse went to the counter and picked up a clipboard. “She's in Pediatrics,” she said
while pulling on her coat and hat, “room 317. The elevators are not working with the
power out. Take the east stairwell. I think there are still staff on duty there.”
The couple walked over and disappeared down the hall in the direction of the east
stairwell.
Bob was lying alone in room 317. The backup power supplied a dim light. He wondered

about his roommate- Maj- they took her out for x-rays a long time ago. Since then it has
been very quiet inside and insanely loud outside in the storm. He didn't know where
everyone was. It felt pretty lonely.
A man and woman came to the shadowy open door of the room. They were wearing rain
gear and overcoats still wet from the storm. They gradually entered less shadow and
smiled as they peeked in.
“Excuse me young man. Is this Mildred Jones' room?” inquired the man.
They looked nice. Kindly and sweet faced. Bob said, “This is her room. She's not here.”
“We've come a long way. Relatives from Pendleton. Where is she now?” he asked.
Bob got a tickle in the back of his neck. The man spoke strangely. Bob suddenly
remembered hearing them say earlier that someone was trying to kill Maj.
“What's your names?” said Bob. “Her aunt was here earlier. She didn't say anyone else
was coming.”
The woman said, “This is Franklin and I'm Betty Jones. That would have been Aunt
Mildred, her namesake. I am sorry we missed her. We have been trying to reach her by
phone for days with no success.”
“I don't know where she is,” said Bob. “She was pretty messed up. Maybe she died and
they took her out when I was sleeping.”
Betty was by his side so quickly he couldn't tell how she had gotten there. “You are not
such a good liar,” she said. “Tell me where she is, please. We have come a long way to
wish for her getting well. We have something for her.”
I awoke. My narcotic sleepiness was gone. One attendant was nearby trying to find news
on a transistor radio and the other was talking. “She's not heavy- but the casts and IV- I d
rather go see when the elevators will be working.” As he walked away the other guy said,
“God dammit to hell there's nothin but static on the radio.”
“Franklin” and “Betty” made their way from room 317 back to the east stairwell and
headed down towards the basement. No words were spoken. The only sound that could
be heard was the incessant cry of the wind, rain and the various flying projectiles they
carried.
Rolling off the gurney, I tried to land firmly on my broken hip to break the cast. I
managed to crack it and for the effort experienced a bright wall of pain that was
momentarily disorienting. Looking around, I saw one of the hospital orderlies running
toward me, dropping a transistor radio on the floor. Further down the hall I saw the door
to the stairwell begin to open.
I grabbed the gurney and pulled myself up with my good arm. I looked around for
something to use for protection.

“Now miss- let me help you. How did you manage to get off of there.... “ began the
orderly.
On the wall was an emergency fire ax in a glass case. I hobbled over and swung my arm
cast and broke the glass. I pulled out the ax that had a pick on one end and a blade on
the other and hefted it in my good hand.
The man and woman coming towards me were smiling. I looked at the shocked orderly
and said, “Help me get out of here now,” and she lurched up onto the gurney, landing
half on and straining the already cracked cast around her middle.
Opening their coats now, the man and woman went to opposite sides of the hall. The
man pulled an old pistol- looks like a colt single action. I'm thinking: Is this the same guy
that killed my dad? No, he looks similar but taller. The woman is raising a sawed off
shotgun.
The orderly finally gets in gear- he doesn't push the gurney but pulls it, trying to get
further away from the strange old couple with guns, leaving me facing them on the
exposed end. The man fired his pistol hitting the gurney. The woman yelled- “Stop right
there. I'll shoot you if you run.”
He stopped and turned, putting up his hands, and stood behind the gurney saying,
“Don't shoot. I'll give you whatever you want. I don't have much money but take what I
got.”
The woman shot him in the face with the shotgun and he fell like a marionette with cut
strings. She said, “I forgot to say I'll shoot you anyway.” She pumped the gun, ejecting a
shell and loading another.
I had rolled with as much force as I could muster against the corner in the hallway
demolishing the remaining body cast. Expecting me to flee or freeze the man and
woman approached and were startled when I launched myself towards them in a whirl
that used the weight of both my arm cast and the ax. My cast hit the woman in the
knees, breaking both of them backwards and sending her to the floor a split second
before the ax took a slice through the mans stomach causing his intestines to begin
spilling out and this making him fumble his pistol as he grabbed to hold them in.
I stopped a second, hunched over, catching my breath.
This was work. I tore the rest of the cast off my arm. The woman still held her shotgun
but with both legs broken was having trouble moving very quickly to point it in my
direction. She was just out of my reach. In the space of a thought I swung the ax around
hoping to use it's momentum to get close enough to hit the killer before she could aim
and promptly slipped in the blood gore that was now coating the hallway floor, losing my
balance and landing hard on my back.
My lord that hurt. My vision shrunk into a small exquisitely detailed tunnel bordered by
the floor and all I could see was a 1 dimensional view of the maniacal woman slowly
bringing the shotgun around, using the floor to brace it, having the most perfect, most

inevitable shot.
The thump that preceded the bang was unexpected but the explosion itself was merely
deafening and non-injurious. My perception began to normalize and I saw this kid from
my room leaning on one crutch and wielding another which he had just used to attack
my would be assassin. In a very short space I could also see the woman making strategic
decisions, reorienting to make short work of this interruption.
She quickly rolled, pumped the gun, sat up and aimed at the unfortunate fellow who, his
body still in motion from his swing, was in the process of landing on the floor. I could see
her expertly follow her target to the floor with the barrel of the shotgun as the ejected
shell flew in an arc away from her.
In that same moment I was moving faster than the falling boy and faster than the
predator about to end him. Her gun arm was the closest part of her to me and that's
where I aimed.
I don't want to brag- but hey, when it's the right thing to do.
I had a brain injury. Multiple fractures. God knows I was fucked up. And, Bam, I hit that
woman with the ax so hard her arm and the shotgun went flying down the hall.
She looked shocked. Blood was spurting out and she just sat there, maybe at a loss for
what to do next. The man was now holding his guts in with his other hand and aiming his
pistol with the other. I jumped in the direction of my new friend, whose name I still did
not know.
Then the dim back-up lights went completely out followed by a big crash as a giant tree
root came into the windows near us. I held onto the ax, grabbed the boy and started him
in motion. Along the way I grabbed the shotgun and tucked it under the same arm, using
my recently broken arm to assist the boy.
It wasn't bad. My broken arm was weak but functional. Similarly my hip had a hitch but it
was working.
I made for the exit- I'm really good in the dark but this time the whole place just seemed
to shine. I saw things more clearly than if it was light.
The man with the loose intestines fired but he missed.
Before we went through the double doors, I turned and yelled, “I'll kill all you fuckers!
I'm Brer fuckin Rabbit and you threw me in the skeevie briar patch!” In retrospect it
seems a tad too much bravado.
Okay, I'll admit I had a mouth. I was a hit at parties even when we were in the military.
Folks would say, “Hey Rafe, you wanta get together with the guys for drinks? Maybe
some cards?” My dad would say, “Let me see who can watch the girl.” The guys would
go, “No- bring the girl. She's a hoot. You aren't that fun on your own.”
After closing the door, I stopped inside the stairwell. It was dark but I clearly saw the
edges of things. There was a door to the outside at the top of the first flight. But it was
another flight to the main floor.

I said to my companion, “Can you get up the stairs on your own? We got to get to a more
public area and get help.”
He turned toward my voice.
“My name,” he said, “is Bob. If you want to thank me for saving your life, you can say,
hey Bob, thank you.”
“Thanks Bob. Can you get up the stairs?” I wasn't having time for this.
“I'm slow. But I can do it.”
I helped him find the rail. I faced behind us, walking backward, with the gun in one hand
and the ax in the other as we made our way up the first flight of stairs. It seemed forever
we were ascending and I waited for the doors to open. They didn't budge and we
reached the landing unimpeded.
I stopped, listening. I heard the storm outside the doors howling and once in a while a
crash. We continued up to the first floor doors without incident.
The new thing on the first floor was that it had some people with flashlights and they
were turning their lights on us. Several converged on our location and began speaking.
“We heard shots…” Then they saw the gun I held in one hand and the bloody ax I held in
the other. Flashlights go out, people are yelling, “Down, turn off your lights!” “Please
leave us alone!”
I’m infuriated but I speak reasonably. “The ones who were shooting are downstairs. We
took this shotgun from them. We barely escaped with our lives. There’s dead people and
killers down there.”
Someone dared to turn their flash back on. They were about 20 yards away.
“Look,” he said in a low, gruff tone, “It’s a little girl. Give that to an adult, dear.” He came
toward me. Something about his walk was familiar. Seeing his face above the light I
noticed he had an eye patch.
I grabbed Bob, and even though he was bigger, I knew how to use my weight. I propelled
him back through the doors. “Get down to the exit door as fast as you can,” I yelled. The
man with the light now clearly also had a pistol as he ran for the door. I slammed it
before he got within reach, backed down the stairs and again kept the shotgun aimed at
the place where the door would open.
But it didn’t open.
In two beats I knew we had to get outside and further away before the man
who had killed my dad figured out a new line of attack. I ran down the stairs and hit the
exit doors hard, throwing them open, and Bob and I spilled into the wild night.
There were no streetlights. No lights at all. Wind screamed and the rain was thick and
hard. Looking down the street I could see that trees and power poles were down. No

cars were out. We went up the hill, staying away from the sidewalk, totally drenched
within seconds, and eventually found our way into a small sheltered clearing surrounded
by blackberries and anchored by a large wide tree that would need more than a
hurricane to move it.
We huddled together, shaking from the cold and from terror.
Bob spoke first.
“Maj? That’s your name right? Maj. What in the hell is going on here Maj? Who are
those people and why are they trying to kill you?”
“I’m not really sure but I think they’re relations,” I said.
“That’s what they said. Your aunt left about an hour ago after the orderlies took you out
of the room. I was in there by myself and it was really creepy because there was like
nobody around. Then that man and woman came in the room. They were asking about
you, said they were from out of town. I didn’t trust them.”
“What did you say?” I asked.
“I told them you died. First thing I could think of. They didn’t believe me. The woman
grabbed my ears like she would rip them off. I told them you were getting x-rays. As soon
as they left I grabbed my crutches and followed behind.”
“I’m sorry they hurt you but I’m glad you didn’t just let them kill me. That would have
totally wrecked my weekend,” I said.
He said, “What are you? About 10 years old? Where did you learn to do that shit I saw
you do back there?”
“I’m precocious?” I replied.
I smelled gasoline. Someone was dousing the blackberries in the direction of the wind.
“Bob, you gotta keep moving,” I said just before the windward wall of brush erupted in
flame. I shoved him in the opposite direction and ran towards the fire through the same
opening we had taken into the clearing.
Upon exiting the flaming blackberries minus some skin and hair, I looked around for our
pursuer. I found the gas can and saw him walking away from me around the thicket to try
and catch me running out the other side of the thorny bushes. He did not see me and
the roar of the storm covered the sound as I followed him around to where Bob was
hobbling out of the bushes. As he raised his pistol I shot him in the middle of his back
and he dropped to the ground.
Bob jumped. He hadn’t realized he was exposed.
The man spoke from the ground, “Tough little bitch.”

I got a good look at the man’s face as he lay there staring up at me. The eye patch was
gone but the wound was still there. I tossed the gun down and said, “I think I killed you
already. You are too much work. This is for my dad.”
Taking the ax in both hands I swung it hard like I was splitting a log and cut his head clean
off.
Bob said, “Jesus, Maj, what in hell happened to you? You look like shit.”
Pointing down at the decapitated body on the ground with the ax I said, “I look better
than him.”

4. Pioneer
Being the memoir of Liam O'Riley Jones
Before I knew what had happened I was an actual 20 year old grown up man. I still
worked at the same bank but now I lived in an apartment above the drugstore. I had an
indoor toilet and shower down the hall.
Despite my advancing age I continued to be awkward.
I had a sweetheart, Cora, but she didn't know it yet. I had only spoken a dozen or so
words to her. I'd known her for years. We had shared tea, I thought it was a done deal.
Her dad was my boss. I had never had a girlfriend and I thought she was perfect.
It was in the H & S I eventually met Raleigh Fairmont, who was on his way to St. Louis to
guide a wagon train across the plains, over the great divide and into Oregon and the
Willamette valley.
I didn't know that at first. I recognized his name from the adventure stories I read
constantly but I wasn't sure so I asked him if he was indeed Rugged Raleigh Fairmont of
the great Tetons. I told him that he looked older than I expected and that I knew a lot
about him.
He said, “Kid, I may be old but I'm still going.”
Raleigh was born to James Fairmont, an innkeeper in Richmond Virginia. When he was
12 his father decided to move the family of 6 children to St. Louis on the edge of the
American wilderness to start a new life. They landed in the middle of the most
devastating earthquake in US history and both his parents and the 2 oldest siblings were
killed, essentially swallowed up by the earth. Raleigh had no relatives of age to care for
him and while he was able to read or write, he had no formal education so he was
apprenticed to a blacksmith.
Four years later, coinciding with a hankering to find wilder places than the blacksmith's
barn, he saw an ad in the Missouri Gazette & Public Advertiser:
TO ENTERPRISING YOUNG MEN
The subscriber wishes to engage ONE HUNDRED MEN, to ascend the river Missouri to its
source, there to be employed for one, two, or three years -- For particulars, enquire of
Major Andrew Henry, near the Lead Mines, in the County of Washington, (who will
ascend with and command the party) or the subscriber, at St. Louis.
Wm. H. Ashley
By May he had joined General Ashley's fur trapping expedition to the upper Missouri

River.
Beavers had become gold. The fashion in Europe was for top hats made with beaver felt.
European beaver were extinct so the Rockies became a center of the US trade in pelts,
competing with the British. The west side of the Rockies had been exploited early by the
Hudson Bay Company and they had wiped out the beaver from many areas to prevent
groups like General Ashley's from gaining traction. The only areas left were essentially
uninhabitable in winter.
Sitting in the H & S Raleigh told me stories about the Mountain Man. Trapping the
beaver, drying the hides, battling the elements and gathering each year for a massive
trading village: the Rendezvous. Hundreds of native people joined by many dozens of
white men for a week long whiskey and money infused outdoor market. Caravans of
wagons were there both to resupply the trappers as well as to take tons of product back
to civilization. The wild men stocked up, often secreting stashes of food, clothing and
weapons in buried and hidden caches. Civilization took those thousands of animal skins
and processed them until only the finest fuzz of the softest fur remained, throwing away
95%, so that this soft fuzz could be made into felt and formed into hats.
Raleigh and most others in that life stayed over the winter, dug into the high country.
They hunkered down after the gathering, when even the toughest natives went into the
valley for the winter. To be able to get into the mountains as soon as it began to melt was
the best. The only way to get enough beaver was to set traps early.
This went on for twenty years before two slow moving train wrecks doomed the hard life
of hard men like Raleigh. First, victims of their own success, each new annual trade
gathering produced fewer pelts since the beaver was essentially being wiped out. Next,
the price of already expensive beaver felt hats went up and hat makers started looking at
other materials and pretty soon fashion says, yes, the beaver is dead to us. Which was
literally true.
Raleigh continued to work some up and down the mountains from Canada to Mexico,
hiring on with the army as a guide, sometimes a translator. Sometimes he was a hermit.
Mostly, I learned, he found that he didn't belong in regular society. He stayed, when he
stayed someplace, primarily among the Crow people of what later became Wyoming. His
body was broken. He walked only with difficulty.
I was interested in his stories because I'd been reading the dramatized versions for as
long as I'd been in America. It was one of my vices at the age of 15 and up. He wasn't a
good story teller but he was passionate. I was more interested in Oregon.
At the mention of Oregon he would only say it was a paradise. And that he knew a short
cut. Because of the shortcut they could leave later in the year- even this year- before

winter made it impossible.
I became temporarily insane and resolved to go tell Cora that I wanted to marry her and
bring her out west. I went to her house- She laughed at me. She thought it was sweet
that I was so infatuated but, really, no, my lord, no, are you joking? No.
I was nearly 20 years old, painfully shy and had never felt such utter loss. I couldn't
compose myself. I left hurriedly. Some keen observers might claim that I ran.
I went from there to the home of the only man I knew who had a bottle of real Irish
whiskey, Conor McGinn, and we destroyed that bottle together. That was how I ended up
teaming with Conor to take a wagon across the continent and claim our promised 320
acres we were each due as single men or go look for a bride among the Indians.
This is what happens when you make plans under the influence of really good whiskey.
This same Conor McGinn who I had basically despised for years in Cleveland became my
dearest friend. It would still bring tears, if I had eyes to cry. I can feel them in the core of
me. We lived in the small space of the wagon together and traveled across the wild
country. Sharing everything, we saw things together you can never describe to another
person. He was the first person I felt real closeness to since I arrived in New York and I
still feel I miss him. In my current state, if me I am, I can easily bring up the most clear
memory of Conor, almost like a vivid dream, but it isn't the same.
As we moved along we had a number of things happen that now fill me with questions.
But mainly I'd say it was clear to more than a couple people that Raleigh was not exactly
a professional in this arena of being a wagon train leader and it was over 20 wagons by
the time we all left Missouri, a sizable group.
Luckily Raleigh had a daughter named Maria, who appeared to be half Indian. She was
young but just had the air of someone older and folks paid attention to her. Dark and
intense looking she did a lot of the organizational work of making the train go. She would
go from wagon to wagon in the morning to be sure everyone was ready to go at the right
time. If we had a breakdown she would ride ahead to have folks stop. She even handled
disagreements and negotiations between families. We didn't stay completely together
but we didn't get too far apart.
Conor was smitten by her. I was too shy to even imagine talking to her.
The plains and even up to the Rocky Mountains we followed the route taken by others in
the past several years that the trail had been most active. I'd surely say we came upon
some marvels but we encountered few other travelers. It was late in the year to begin
the journey. This is where Raleigh's knowledge was crucial. Reaching a fork we did not
take the well worn path. It was before us and we did not take it.
Nearly a week after the cut-off that was supposed to take a week off of our journey we

were no where near the Willamette valley. We had tried to find a route around a
mountain and had ended up in a canyon. Maria could be heard arguing with her father in
her native tongue.
After this she withdrew, seemed despondent. She stopped going to all the wagons,
working to keep the train together and though some of the rest of us stepped up, the
group was strained.
People went to Raleigh, myself included. Some were running low on provisions. I may
have, said If we will arrive soon, we can last by sharing with one another but if this goes
on too long we'll be out of food and winter on our backs. Others may have agreed.
Raleigh said, “A little further. There's a landmark.”
That night he drank the last of his cider and then went, hobbling unsteadily on aching
legs, from wagon to wagon and gathered as many around as possible, sat on the ground
in the middle of the crowd he'd drawn and cried. Maria sat by him and held his hand. He
couldn't seem to speak and his daughter spoke for him.
She said, “My father was told of the quicker route between the Rockies and the Oregon
country by a trusted friend. He had never been there. He regrets misleading you.”
When he was a mountain man was the time he felt that he mattered. But he was never a
leader- he was a worker. He trapped beaver and survived with many injuries. He lived
with my mother's people many seasons but he never fit anywhere after the beaver. He
believed his instincts would suffice to fill the blanks in his knowledge. He has been
watching for landmarks that have not come. He is in pain and he is sorry.”
We know we can't be far from places where people live. We took a wrong fork at some
point and with only a vague idea of where we are and many of so us low on food we
must get help. My father cannot walk and can only ride a horse a short distance.
Someone needs to go and bring back aid while we stay here.”
Conor and I were the only unattached young men and we had stout horses. We believed
if we got to the ridge of the canyon we would find either the landmarks Raleigh was
looking for or a ranch. And we believed we were immortal.
We also had Conor's trusty musket, a Harper's 1841, the one called the Mississippi. It
was the most advanced weapon of it's type when we left St. Louis. Instead of loading
'powder into the muzzle, you locked a percussion cap into the breech and then put the
ball down into the muzzle. It could be loaded quickly and the percussion caps were
easier to store than 'powder.
We got up to the top of the canyon the first day. It was dark and heavily wooded and we
slept before finding that this ridge led to another valley and we went downhill to find
water. Even though it was almost winter it was very hot.

Instead of water we found a harsh ground of sharp hardened lava. Conor's horse went
down in a wicked rut breaking her leg. Conor cracked his head very badly. He slept
through a whole day and I wondered if he would wake. I put down the horse and
butchered some of her meat, camping there for 2 nights. I wasn't sure how to move
Conor. He was so unsteady he couldn't ride but his walking wasn't so good either.
The second night there I awoke to see a mountain lion in the moonlight eating what was
left of our horse and stored meat. Then, a wolf seemed to be at the very edge of the
shadows. Conor slept and I stayed quiet until the big cat quickly left. I knew we had to
keep moving or just die here. I walked by Conor's side to keep him going and led my
horse with the other hand.
We stumbled through a barren landscape not finding any sign of people. Since the fall
Conor was not right. He kept calling me a “papist bastard”. He said I had misled him and
would be telling everything to the pope after leading him into disaster.
Three nights after I killed and butchered his horse he set mine loose, woke me up and
told me Now I'd have a hard time reporting to Rome. Indeed I would.
I pushed him down and took his rifle. He fell hard and I was immediately overcome with
pity when he started crying. He said that he didn't know what was wrong with him but in
truth it was obvious. The injury to his head was swollen and filled with pus. When I bent
over to help him stand he turned away from me and I smelled the corruption of his
wound.
Now we were two hungry men on foot: one armed and very angry, one out of his mind;
one a banker/ farmer, one a mason; in the wilderness. I lost my mind before long so this
is part my memories that feels sketchy. I can't tell you for sure how long this lasted but I
know I kept the musket ready. It came to an end when I shot a squirrel and the top of the
squirrel's head came off.
Without thinking of Conor I got to the little beast and grabbed it. I sucked what was left
of the brain out of the skull. I sucked at the soft parts and chewed at it's face.
I felt a sensation in my head as though I was falling. I laid down. I wondered who I was. I
saw that I was not anyone, don't worry. I dreamed I saw Conor sitting against a nearby
tree and he was a skeleton.
There were many dreams.
Mostly there seemed to be meetings with what seemed to me to be angels. And
stretches of nothing. Even if I wrote it all out the content would not seem to be much
considering the time. My thoughts were very rare and simple. It felt wonderful. I thought
I was dead.
I woke to an extremely loud peeping sound. Gradually opening my eyes to bright sunlight

filtered through leaves. Directly in front of me was a bird's nest in my beard. In my very
large bushy beard was a nest with small birds. I had become part of the very earth itself.
I looked around without moving. Laying still articulated against a tree were the bones of
my best friend Conor. When I sat up a family of beetles fell out of my hair on top of 2
small birds who gobbled them up.
I picked up the birds and their now dislodged nest and set them aside.

5. Lokanath
New Journal of Physics 8/2020
Organic life on Earth is based on carbon compound molecules, and we have already
discussed several biological alternatives to carbon. But in 2007, an international team led
by V.N. Tsytovich of the General Physics Institute of the Russian Academy of Science
documented that in the correct conditions, particles of inorganic dust can become
organized into helical structures, which can then interact with each other in a manner
very similar to organic chemistry.
This behavior occurs in a state of plasma, the fourth state of matter beyond solid, liquid,
and gas, where electrons are torn from atoms, leaving behind a mass of charged
particles.
Tsytovich’s team found that as electronic charges became separated and the plasma
became polarized, particles in the plasma self-organized into corkscrew-shaped helical
structures electrically charged and attracted to one another. They could also divide to
form copies of the original structure, much like DNA, and induce changes in their
neighbors.
They were interactive, highly persistent patterns.
According to Tsytovich, “These complex, self-organized plasma structures exhibit all the
necessary properties to qualify them as candidates for inorganic living matter. They are
autonomous, they reproduce and they evolve.”
Some are understandably skeptical and believe that the claims that the inorganic
structures represent life are more PR than serious, scientific assertions. While the helical
structures forming in plasma may resemble DNA, resemblance in form doesn’t
necessarily mean resemblance in function.
Furthermore, the fact that the helices self-replicate is also no indication of life potential;
clouds can do that, too.
Most damningly, much of the research was based on computer models rather
than on observation. One of the experiment’s participants claimed that while the results
indeed resembled life, at the end of the day, they were “just a special form of enduring
plasma crystal.”
Tsytovich has replied, on Twitter, “What are humans but a persistent self replicating
carbon crystal.”

Still, if it is possible that inorganic particles in plasma could develop into self-replicating,
evolving life-forms, they may be the most common form of life in the universe, thanks to
the ubiquitous plasma and interstellar dust clouds throughout space.”
Popular Psychology, November 1967
Yogini Devi Lokanathananda, the current designated elder of an ancient lineage of Hindu
priests began her outreach with a tour of New York, San Francisco, Sydney, London and
Hong Kong. It was marketed as the World Tour and Psychic Initiation Festival.
Yogini Devi would typically be offered a space to speak at an expensive home, sometimes
at a hall, always accompanied by her various assistants. However large or small the
venue, she always spoke simply and directly.
She would say, “There is a being, an actual living entity in space that has direct
knowledge of reality. I can put you in contact with that entity.
“People talk about mind and ego. Let’s just drop that whole conversation. Consider
instead: There is no mind. There is no ego. There is only the incandescent reality. At play,
beckoning.
“And there is One, in our reality, accessible to all, who will hold you in that light, who is
already holding you.
“I am not a guru but the guru is beckoning to you right now, here in this place. If you take
the guru’s initiation, I promise you will be changed. Don’t take my word for it- I can show
you the guru and you will make up your own mind about what is true. Only come to me
if you are ready to be transformed.”
After every presentation, the retinue of sect members, would set up an around the clock
cycle of initiations with Yogini Devi at her hotel or wherever she was based, each
lasting generally about half an hour, some a little less. After she had initiated about 30
people, she and her entourage moved on.
She did this twice weekly in that 6 month tour ultimately initiating thousands of people
and then she returned to India to her family compound and the temples of her home.
She left no organization, not even a number to call. No names were taken and no lists
were made of the initiated.
A year later we placed ads in cities where she had spoken in an attempt to contact
individuals who had undergone “initiation.” Receiving a strong response, we followed up
with interviews, mostly by telephone. Every individual we were able to speak with was
happy to have someone to talk with about what seemed to be an experience both very
personal and very similar.

“When I came out of her room I was floating, could actually see myself walking in space,
surrounded by beautiful light. I felt deep calm and a sense of my own life as intricately
woven within a larger fabric.” -Reynaldo Cruz, San Francisco
“It wasn’t a hallucination- it’s like if I just change my perspective a little bit it comes into
view again. And she told me things I could do to help me find the perspective again
when I need it. When I do them I experience the feeling all over again.” -Margaret Joy,
Sydney
“I was utterly filled with a sense of my connection to everything in the universe. It’s
impossible to tell you how profoundly this affected me.” -Maeve Bletchley, London
“The sense of peace it gives me is healing me still. There is no organization and I’ve had
no contact with any of Yogini Devi’s people. Nobody got a list going or anything where I
saw her.” -Christine Corrigan, New York
“First we just sat on the floor together. Then she took my face in her hands and kissed
me on the lips. It wasn’t weird- it felt like I was a child being kissed by a loving parent. I
immediately felt a sensation in my body I can’t describe but it felt like being in an
elevator and everything was going up.” -Jeffery Hill, San Francisco
“I was in a state of such peace- well, I’m still there, really. She told me after the initiationI remember her words exactly- ‘Sitting on a soft chair, or lying on your bed, or even
standing, feel the space below as offering no support. You are simply suspended, floating
in space.
‘Allow the structures of your mind to release, Let the reservoir of habits dissolve. In an
instant, lifetimes of patterns vanish.’ I do this- just thinking the words brings it into focus
every day. It takes me right back to that peace. My whole outlook is completely
changed.” -Joe Shuleeta, Berkley
Theories about the remarkable intensity and ongoing perception of benefit of these
experiences include the use of drugs and some kind of hypnotic trance.
The mysterious Yogini Devi has remained out of the limelight since in her home in the
remote Sunder Dhunga valley of India.
Yogini Devi, in Rolling Stone Magazine May 1970
RS: After your tour in the west a few years ago, you disappeared and left no forwarding
address. Weren't you concerned your followers would want to be in touch?
YG: Who told you I had followers?

RS: I mean the people who attended your talks, even the ones who took initiation, didn't
you think they would need support? Or the many who, like myself, were unable to get an
initiation? People who see you as a spiritual guide?
YG: Whoa, Jack. That is your name, right? Jack. I get that you missed out and you feel
anxious about it. We'll have time after the interview and I can do the initiation bit. You
will feel better, I guarantee it!
I'm not a spiritual guide. I have “something” to share which will give you access to
“something” that you may see as a spiritual guide. The term “something” is a
placeholder for an aspect of our universe that we don't have correct terms for.
I am not here to make supernatural claims. I am telling you about a real thing that you
can confirm yourself and which will soon be confirmed scientifically. After discussions
which I have begun having with scientists I am sure there will be several ways to
demonstrate this within a year or so.
Initiation, which I will continue to do, is just a way to make your own contact with one
who is competent to act as a spiritual guide.
I'm here today to tell you about the Lokanath, but even more importantly, about the
menacing creatures from space that infected our planet a billion years ago.
To begin with, know that we are not remotely alone in this universe.
Surrounding and between the stars is an ocean of electromagnetic energy. Within this
space the solar winds of countless stars, radio emissions from neutron stars, black holes
and magnetars at extremely long wavelengths, mix, diffract and provide a basis for a
cosmic food-chain.
At the very bottom of this chain are countless beings ranging in size from that of Jupiter
to multiples of Sol. I will call them Harvesters, an approximation of their function.
Despite their size, they, like most of the fish swimming that sea, have very low mass. Thin
threads of superconducting filament arranged in webs comprise the bulk of their
physical presence.
Observed in the correct wavelength these are astoundingly beautiful creatures which
produce patterns of varied color. Other beings, also relatively huge and fragile seeming,
feed from the waves that emanate from them.
The largest life forms in the galaxy take shape nearer stars capturing the higher
frequency energies and transforming them into the deeper tones more useful to life.
These are the Lokanath, rulers of the planets.
One day, an expedition beyond the orbit of Pluto will find the strings of charged particles
that indicate the beginning of its physical form. Further out you find more of what

amounts to a loose weave of particles that have formed into intricate patterns which
ride the solar wind, capturing, modifying and conducting magnetic fields.
The strands of the being Lokanath are at most a few hundred molecules in diameter and
widely spaced. Earth’s moon could easily fit between them. They are at their most dense
in the Edgeworth-Kuiper belt and adjacent areas extending past the Kuiper cliff about 70
Astronomical Units (AU).
RS: Can you tell us the origin of the Lokanath? Was it placed by God to look after us?
YG: The Lokanath are natural phenomena. Stop trying to find answers in superstition,
Jack.
When a new sun ignites it attracts a veritable swarm of beings. They begin to build the
scaffolding that will become Lokanath. Over hundreds of millions of years it takes shape
across hundreds of astronomical units of space. As millions pass into billions of years, a
multitude of radio/ magnetic organisms move in to live off of the very long-wave
radiation produced by the Lokanath. It is like a coral reef which creates homes for many
creatures. These tenants in turn provide functions that enhance the “reef” broadly.
The structures that form the Lokanath occurred naturally in the early star systems of the
universe. The outer edges of the structure shed pieces into space which would
sometimes arrive at a new star system and grow.
Complex communities of creatures eventually live in tight cooperation together and with
Lokanath to utilize the energy. Over billions of years of evolution and mutual benefit,
many of the creatures of vast space bring the pieces to new stars and begin the building
of a new reef.
Do you see what I'm describing?
RS: I think so. What does any of this have to do with enlightenment?
YG: Bear with me, Jack. I want you to see this is not some con to get you to believe
something and make you join a cult.
Several kinds of these beings are intelligent and all are highly evolved for what they do.
They all leave community/ solar business to Lokanath and pay little attention to things
outside their own activities.
Lokanath is also intelligent and experiences the entire circumference of the Solar System
and the sun itself as it’s body. The mind of this being is essentially the mind of the Solar
System but is also connected to other Lokanath structures throughout the galaxy.
These creatures are ancient and aware. You could say, wise. The nature of the universe
and of awareness is ultimately to know reality.

The thought processes of all of these creatures, even Lokanath, are, to our perceptions,
extremely slow, although they can become more alert if required. It is energy intensive
for them to operate at anything but a galactic pace and they avoid it. They normally
think so slowly that we would tend to assume them unconscious.
When through initiation we touch the mind of Lokanath that is part of what makes the
connection feel ecstatic. Our mind and thoughts are slowed to a fraction of normal.
RS: You said something earlier about a menacing creature infecting the earth? This is
new to me. Explain, please.
YG: When I came to California before I was not ready to tell this part. I didn't think it was
necessary yet. Now I know there is no time to waste. Everyone must know. The evil is
going to surface.
In the formation of the Lokanath after the very dawn of our sun, it experienced a sort of
cancer, which after it had been ejected led to a cognitive delay, an impairment causing a
slow response when an unexpected issue was arising on the earth.
The tumor involved creatures which functioned as sensitive capacitors in the inner
formations of the charged molecular web. Normally these eventually would enhance the
Lokanath’s awareness of life on the planetary bodies. At an early stage they had begun
growing out of control and had been expelled by the body before it was completely
aware.
Lokanath learned relatively recently that the cancer had not been eliminated. It lurked in
tiny dimensional folds clustered around the third planet. It had subsequently managed
to infect the biological beings, ourselves, and stimulate the development of potentially
dangerous technologies before Lokanath had been able to establish its connection.
The human race is already under the control of these cancerous beings. A monster is
already among us. The more who know, the better we'll be able to stop them when they
make their move.
RS: Where do you fit in?
YG: Playing catch up, Lokanath found that most of the creatures it was trying to contact
on our planet were not quite evolved to the point it could easily speak with them.
Eventually finding someone who could hear faintly, Lokanath spent hundreds of years
speaking with that individual and later their family perfecting the connection.
The family in time became known by the surname Lokanathanada, at least the ones who
stayed in the Sunder Dhunga Valley. This is my family.
I am the emissary of Lokanath to humanity.
RS: Why doesn't Lokanath call us by radio? Speak to us directly?

YG: Since ultra-long wave radio signals are blocked by earth’s ionosphere, earthlings
generally have no idea of the universe that surrounds them. An antenna of sufficient size
in space would immediately find an extraordinary number of sophisticated transmissions
over long time periods but the creatures producing them are of such a size they simply
do not emit much in higher frequencies.
To receive on Lokanath’s highest ordinary wavelength would require an antenna as large
as the continent of Australia.
As I said, I am working with Scientists now to bridge these technical challenges.
But you can hear from Lokanath directly, Jack, as soon as we conclude the interview.
<end>

6. Rafe
Maj
Some bits of this part of the story came from my dad, some came from Aunt Mildred
and some of it came from a lizard man I'll tell you about later. The Jones family also has
journals and bibles with a running commentary on their fortunes. Strictly speaking, some
bits are made up but I think I still got them right.
I'm telling it so it goes the way I say.
Raphael Michael Jones was born at the close of the Great War. His father, Dr. Aloysius
Ebenezer Jones, who had served in the army as a chaplain, was a pastor, chiropractor
and occasional faith healer. His mother had a difficult labor and her husband was in the
room when she gave birth.
Everyone says that Dr. Jones fell into a trance as his wife was seized by powerful
contractions. What I would have thought to be an obvious dodge in this circumstance,
was typically for him a sign that he was having a vision. According to my sources this
time was no different. After a few moments of silent catatonia, with his eyes rolled back
so only the whites showed he began to speak in his low, visionary, vaguely Irish tone:
“Listen up! This is a very important one!”
Simultaneously, Raphael entered the world.
“The angels, holders of light, asked me to tell you to prepare for what you will do. Your
journey will bring them closer to freedom.”
Dr. Jones, in my opinion, was a piece of work.
The midwife did her job. The mother, Agnes Beatrice, felt the waves of relief from finally
giving birth and waves of love for the new creature before her.
The baby cried. Dr. Jones came back to animated awareness, focused his eyes and saw
the child. Then he looked at his wife, drenched in sweat and pale from labor holding the
now swaddled child against her. He sat down and hugged them both.
The new born, inexplicably focused his eyes on his mother with an awareness that
seemed uncanny.
Later Dr. Jones said to his wife, “Darling, this boy is special to the angels. I don't know
why. I believe that if he only wanted to he could fly to heaven.”
Mother and baby spent hours gazing at each other for the next 9 months until the day
Rafe decided he was done breastfeeding. Shortly after that Agnes became sick.
At first she had a cough. The Spanish Flu epidemic was raging through the cities and she

was quarantined. The infant child was sent to stay at his cousin's farm in Corbett,
overlooking the Columbia Gorge, under the loving care of his aunt Katherine. Agnes kept
getting weaker and more frail. Aloysius stayed with her and she died holding his hand.
Driving a horse and buggy, still the best way to get to Corbett from Portland in 1919,
Aloysius went to fetch his son. He pulled up into the front of the house built by his
cousin Benjamin 2 years ago to shelter his large family. He brought his horse into the
shade of the old willow tree that had been there longer than anyone knew.
Dr. Jones walked over to the lot on the west side of the property where Benjamin was
with 2 of his teen-aged sons building framing for a new structure. His cousin stopped
working, took off his gloves and came over. As he walked he gestured to his kids to keep
going.
“Aloysius, dear cousin,” said Benjamin, “I am so sorry to hear of Agnes's passing. They
said she had the spots.”
Aloysius replied, “Yes, it's true. I was somewhat surprised since she's not of our family.
And it happened as soon as she weaned Rafe.”
“Curious. How have you been holding up?”
Aloysius thought. “I feel as though the life has been drained out of me,” he said. “I have a
great sense of being lost. I wake in the morning to a sensation of falling into my body.”
Benjamin was silent for a moment before speaking. This was the way they
communicated, with pauses and silences between minimal words. “Have you seen
Grandfather?”
Pause. “No. Not since before Rafe was born. But as Rafe came into the world I was struck
with a vision and Grandfather's voice came out of me saying Rafe was something special.
Liam mentioned the Light Holders. I think they intend to use him.
“I'm coming to realize I have no idea what their plans really are. We know our family has
been in their care. Prosperity, purpose and health they have given us and taken away at
their will.”
When Benjamin replied he looked his cousin in the eyes. “Grandfather only came to me
once. Told me to stay at the farm. It was always you, Aloysius, that he spoke to. You go
get that boy. I have work I need to get done before sunset. I'm building a store for when
the new road comes out from Springdale.”
Dr. Jones got his boy and took him home that day. He never took the new road back out
to Corbett, never tried to visit his family again. That is known.
It was observed that he was an extraordinarily attentive parent at least until my father
was school aged. He never doubted he was loved and lovable. The time they spent

together was primarily given to educational lessons and by the time he started school
the boy who would be a marine was reading both English and Latin.
Dr. Jones raised my dad in the cottage provided by the New Thought church where he
ministered which was located both near town and adjacent to farmland and dense
woods. During the week Dr. Jones treated the sick and confused in his living room with
herbs and the occasional spinal adjustment. He never spoke to the child about the vision
accompanying his birth. He never spoke of the Light Holders.
The boy had a vivid imagination as well as being a voracious reader and was often
leading the other children in games of pretend adventure that often also held some real
danger- such as climbing trees to retrieve the Lost Sword of Atlantis or jumping fences to
evade the Dark Horsemen of Caruth. These were stories I heard about.
It was a generally true statement to say that no one in Dr. Jones' family ever worried
about money. They just seemed to attract it. With the congregation providing for food
and lodging the good doctor often received donations from his side-job of doctoring. Dr.
Jones never had more than he needed and never had less.
There was also a substantial family trust available to him but he had no requirement and
his faith in the family business was completely broken. He tried to prevent any contact
between them and his son.
When his family tried to drop by, Dr. Jones would pretend to not be home. If he couldn't
avoid them he always had my father stay in his room while they were around.
Rafe came home from school one day to find his father sobbing in a heap at the kitchen
table. It was disturbing. He had never seen his stoic father show strong emotions.
“I have carried such a burden,” his now recognizably stiff father said, “without any
succor. Without comrade or helpmate. Sit down and listen with clarity. What I need to
tell you is hard to understand.”
“Our family- “ Dr. Jones began.
“You hate your family and we never talk of Mother either,” Rafe interrupted.
Interrupting was not something the boy did- respect for Father was a big part of his lifebut he was so distressed to see the man crying.
Dr. Jones glared for 2 beats then said, “You will be silent until I am done. You will have
questions and I may not be able to answer them. This is not easy to understand.
“Our family is unusual. We have unusual gifts and we also carry a curse.
“We may be in league with the devil or heavens but we are in league with something.
And that something is powerful, ancient and has no regard or love for us beyond our
utility.

“They present themselves as angels but if that is so they may be the ones who were cast
out.”
There was a knock at the door. Dr. Jones got up, looked through the peephole. He saw 2
dark haired bearded men holding a woman between them who seemed to be having a
seizure- a patient needing attention. Before he unlocked the door Dr. Jones told his son
to go to the back of the house. My father did what he was told. He didn't like being
around his father's patients.
Dr. Jones opened the door and ushered the trio into the immediate parlor he used as an
office. He noticed that the woman as she entered (he could see now that she was
perhaps in her twenties) seemed to be holding one arm close at her side as though
protecting an injury.
He also caught a resemblance between the woman and her male escorts- a dark, hard
shape to the face. He walked slowly, leading them into the parlor.
“Please, sit down and tell me what's happened,” he began.
The young woman looked up at him, straightened up, showed her face and smiled. Her
eyes were a shock- one bright blue and the other an emerald green.
Dr. Jones thought again, yes, she is young- maybe 25.
The young woman suddenly straightened up and lifted her arm, which held a shotgun.
“Goodnight, Dr. Jones,” she said. “You know how important your boy is to the Light
Holders. You are not needed anymore.”
She shot him with both barrels pressed against the center of his chest, creating a
smoking hole where his heart had been. Dr. Jones fell to the floor with a thud. The 2 men
accompanying the young woman removed revolvers from their coats and each put 2
bullets into the head of the already seriously deceased Aloysius Ebenezer Jones.
The woman said, “Go get the boy.”
The child who would one day be a master of hand-to-hand combat heard all of it. Before
he heard the shotgun, responding to a blaring internal alarm, he had already started
grabbing things- his coat, his hat, Father's straight razor. As the shotgun blast filled the
air, with stealth and clarity that felt innate to him he went out the back and ran into the
night.
At the time he was running he felt little fear; mostly shock and energy. He took a
circuitous route, climbing over walls and hedges, walking beside and in the middle of
streams, staying in the shadows. Entering the edges of the city he took to alleyways and
train tracks.
Rafe found a doorway in the warehouse district that got him out of the rain and cried

himself to sleep. He knew that it was not just his father who had died but his childhood
as well.
As he lay huddled on the step, my father knew he needed a plan in the morning but for
that first night he settled for tears.

7. Rabbit
Being the memoir of Liam O'Riley Jones
My clothing were rags. Much of what I now wore was chewed by animals but I myself
was whole, though almost as skeletal as Conor. Standing, stretching, I rubbed my eyes.
Immediately I could smell water and my limbs, shaky at first, made me walk. Stumbling
but holding myself increasingly well, I soon heard the trickle. I tried to climb down the
steep banks but was too weak- ended up catching my feet in a shrub, falling and landing
in running water about a foot deep. Putting my face into it I sucked in fluid swallowing
hard. I sat up, my stomach wrenching and vomited up the water and some very nasty
other stuff. It looked like I was literally puking up my guts.
I felt no nausea and bent over again and drank more slowly. I sat feeling the coolness of
the water. My vision was preternaturally clear. My senses were exploding but I had
almost no inner dialog about it. The quiet at the heart of the storm, I thought and then
wondered at the thought itself.
Pieces of my pants and vest were snagged on the foliage where I had come down. More
of my apparel seemed to have almost dissolved in the water. Around my waist, hanging
from what remained of my leather belt was my canteen which I filled.
Climbing up the bank I returned to the bones of dear Conor. I determined not to try and
bury him as he looked so exactly correct where he was. I wondered at the thought. And I
have no shovel. I think Conor has a tin cup. Looking about I spied bushes filled with red
berries and thought, I might be a bit hungry. The observation didn't hurt my head.
Instead I felt a clear sense that eating these would be good.
I picked one and ate it. I wondered why I wasn't just grabbing it- I know how I had
responded to starvation getting here. I looked at the skin covering flesh-less bones in my
arm. The berry is sweet, I thought. Surely God would not send me poisoned berries with
a sweet taste. I ate a few more.
While I sat and ate what I later learned to be red huckleberries, I marveled that my mind
was returning slowly in that my thoughts were more frequent and that I seemed to be
striving to find some meaning or understanding related to what had taken place. I
stopped eating and began to take stock of my situation. I tried to mentally make a list of
what I had and resolved to develop a plan.
Thinking didn't feel good- made my head hurt. Let things be, I told myself.
I took off what remained of my wet clothes and casually tried to evaluate the viability of
each item. I took in the air. I could feel its coolness inside my alarmingly scrawny chest.

My skin also felt cool but there was no discomfort. My woolen underwear were gone at
the ankles and chest. In fact the chest of part of everything was gone due to the family
of birds that lived and shit on it for an untold period of time. My boots were fine.
After peeling and sorting I remained naked and looked around at my resources.
Rusted and overgrown with moss my trusty musket would appear to be a loss. That's no
problem I thought, the caps are long gone. I had a small bag of musket balls but they
were useless. My bedroll was lost along the way. The pouch that carried it was gone but
my flint remained.
Around Conor's waist I saw the tools he carried tied to his belt. The tin cup and the
sheathed knife looked viable. His satchel with his journal and writing gear were covered
with mushrooms. I took everything in.
I was edging into a polite accommodation between the part that wanted to think and
the part that didn't. If I only thought around the edges of things it was fine. When I
relaxed into it, my overall mood, taking care not to say too much, was one of calm and
equanimity. I felt as though I was being taken care of and I was disinclined to worry.
There was a new level of regulation in my experience.
Tearing the worst parts off I pulled on what were no longer body length underwear. I tied
on what were now short trousers. I left what had been shirts, vest and jacket and carried
the best of our remaining blankets. I went without emotion through Conor's clothing for
useful bits and combined them with useful bits of my discards. In the end I made slings
and belts to carry my few resources. It took no effort. I found hard salt still mostly
contained in a burlap parcel.
Then I felt the loss of Conor for a hard, present moment. I felt him as my last friend in
the world and I marveled at my own survival. I cried but the moisture didn't come out of
my eyes. As soon as it came, the moment passed.
I filled the canteen again. I walked in the direction the stream was flowing. I had a tin
cup, a knife and a canteen tied over one shoulder and my blanket remnants tied over the
other. I had another sling around my neck with berries, salt and flint.
As I walked in the direction of the water I found fewer of the alpine berries. I drank from
the flowing stream with abandon. The weather was mild and I traveled comfortably.
I had walked an hour or so before it began to get dark. It had never occurred to me to
think what time it was. I found a spot near the river with a bed of soft pine needles just
like it was prepared for me.
Right after that, though, was the most amazing thing. That was when I saw the wolf and
received his gift. Now I had not seen a wolf before but this was the biggest dog I'd ever

seen and my uncle used to keep Irish Wolfhounds. But I get ahead.
It was a lush side channel to the river running at this spot over smooth round rocks. I
took off my burdens and laughable garments and laid in a perfectly sized sized pool,
drank my fill and topped my canteen.
I felt like a dry root soaking it up. Laying in that water I even felt the skin of my body, not
just holding in my gizzard but connecting me to all the places the water had been. I felt
the sun shining on my face and somehow was certain of my connection to heaven.
That was when I was struck by the necessity of a bowel movement. It was the most
urgent necessity to explode I ever experienced in my long life.
I was unable to get out quick enough to avoid fouling my bath. Afterwards I went a little
further up steam to cleanse myself. When I came back and before I got my clothing on I
was surprised to see a gigantic animal- the wolf I mentioned. As I approached I could see
in its mouth was a good sized rabbit.
The wolf dropped the rabbit and walked downstream a ways but where he could still see
me and I her. That was how close we were, you see.
The rabbit got cooked. It was delicious.
At first I was a bit nervous over being watched by a monstrous creature I'd never seen
before. But I slept almost immediately after eating and falling into comfort from the
waning glow of the fire in the darkening cool beside the water. I had wrapped what
excess textiles I had around my shoulders feeling just like a baby.
This next part is hard to describe but even though it was just a dream, it stayed with me
and never lost any clarity in my mind.
My mother held me in her arms. I gazed into her eyes, was content. I told her I had
missed her. She smiled.
“What are ye doin' in America? Not that I'm not very glad to see you,” I said.
“There's nae any time for chit chat. I've a story to tell ye but it's a true one and very
important for the way forward. You've got t' pay attention and y' better believe that yer
life is about to go in directions ye've never thought of before,” she said.
I told her I would listen and she began.
“There was never aught... The world is nae an arrow that began someplace. But all the
same, the stuff ye now see, all of it came in as a blast that couldn't be held back any
longer.
“This story is hard to tell so I'm agoin' t'show ye. I want ye t'close yer eyes, m'sweet.
“Do ye recall the martial fireworks display from the King George the fourth celebration

they had in Dublin?”
In the dream I closed my eyes andAs she spoke my blind dream vision exploded with light and color that resolved into
magnificent shapes, brilliant flames and gargantuan streams of glowing filament. I
thought to myself, This is much better than the martial show at the kings armory in
Dublin. I found myself walking in space among the glowing and flowing shapes as my
mam continued talking..
“The knowin' of yer life,” she narrated, “is not something that crawls up out of the muck.
Knowin' is a part o' everything, as each little thing experiences in it's own way, and takes
livin' forms in more ways than you can shake a stick at.”
I saw swirling forms of light resolving into a flaming orbs well beyond counting. The
space itself grew as the stars gathered into spinning clumps. Between the stars I saw
other forms of geometric complexity that continually changed shape in kaleidoscopic
ways. Some were larger than the stars themselves and seemed to swim in the spaces
between. Others were more narrow but of great length wrapped around the outer
reaches of the stars they orbited. Pulsating with life, they all derived energy from
something I had no name for at the time.
In my dream I opened my dream eyes. “What am I seeing? What is it?”
“Every and all things,” she said.
I closed my eyes again and saw the fantastic shapes.
There were monstrous beings between the big swirling masses of stars. Huge and silent,
feeding off slower, darker energies generated in the wake-less depths of heaven. Moving
slowly but like the many others, changing color, shape and pattern continually.
I sensed an immense passage of time. I sensed the slow and deliberate lives of beings
who lived and thought on the scale of the rotation of galaxies.
My view resolved to a community of celestial creatures gathering around what I knew to
be not just a new star but what my dream awareness knew as our own sun and that my
home was forming from a misty swirl into a ball that flew in circles around it.
At the outer edges, beyond what I now know to be the orbits of planets, an enormous
crystalline web glowed and pulsed in colors never seen by human eyes, changing shape
and incorporating a host of angelic beings that danced slowly through it, glittering on the
junctures of the threads like jewels against the starry background of the milky way.
I see my mothers face in the stars. She is speaking again.
“The weavin' that ye see around the sun, that's what's called the Lokanath. It's a livin'
thing like all the creatures as that fill it's net. Each one has it's own place and job- just like

the folk in Cork, but Cork's nae a good comparison. These are maybe more like schools o'
fish in a reef only they're up in heaven.”
“Fasten your peepers on those beauteous ones- the Light Holders. Here, in the deep
time before there was even a solid earth you would recognize, Light Holders were cast
out o' the Lokanath and lost their place in heaven. That's the story we are going to
watch.”
From my view in space I beheld the many creatures woven within the Lokanath. I saw an
apparent conflict around some of these,
“You see 'em,” my mother said, “they are pushing at their neighbors to fill more o' the
web, and t'other star fishes are holdin' 'em back.”
I saw the Light Holders as intricately embroidered spheres which showed changing
patterns of red and purple. They occupied points at the junctures of the edges of the
web like structure.
“Why?” I asked.
My mother said, “Just trying to get their share o' the fresh new light around the holy sun,
they are, and they know they're more useful to Lokanath than the outdated, weak and
lazy fish which still occupy 'em. The stars make much more than twinkles, my child, and
all life must feed from them.”
I saw the Light Holders moving along the edges, encountering other beings who were
linked into nodes of the web. They would darken for a moment and then flash, forcing
out the other inhabitant and taking occupancy of the node. The other beings seemed
not to resist at first. Some were moved into an adjoining non-nodal area, some were
flung off the web.
Mother said, “The Light Holders did nae take residence from any that were truly aidin'
the Lokanath. The weavers and grazers who occupied those spaces were past their
useful time. The Light Holders enhanced the Lokanath through their action. No right
thinking creature can argue with that.”
At the edges of the inner fringe of the great net where this was occurring there were
waves of green beginning to wash towards the conflict from the larger outer fringe. I
sensed a tension that felt like the air before a thunderstorm. The Light Holders, all of
them at once, became momentarily dark.
I must tell you also that while I watched these events the background to this battle
showed me the sweep of the orbiting planets, their attendant mists and companions.
They swirled like as though I was watching a tornado spin. I had the sense that the things
I observed were happening over immense time periods.

There was then in my vision a bright flash that also created a pulse outward. I felt it as
pain and saw it in bright red and gold. In the crackling discharge I felt a hot area grow
between the creatures, with some damaged, maybe even killed, though I wasn't sure
what that meant for them. I sensed grief.
The Light Holders glowed across the inner edge of Lokanath brightly in their red and
purple against a new dark band. As I watched I felt their exultation in what appeared to
be a claiming of a vast stretch of the inner web. They spread into the darkened spaces.
Simultaneously there were green and blue flashes throughout the large outer sections,
at first seeming random and disconnected but joining in a pattern of pulses that
increased in speed and intensity until it looked like every node was about to light up at
the same time.
In a flash, they did.
Then they all went dark at once. Large portions of the inner net broke free and a tsunami
of green fire pushed it towards the sun along with the Light Holders. The view was like
watching something caught on a strong wind or on a giant tidal wave in the ocean.
Mother finally spoke again.
“The Light Holders and the others live in a very cold place. They aren't built for heat. A
push from the Lokanath hurled the Light Holders towards the sun and certain death. But
the Light Holders were stronger and more clever than the others ever knew. They used
the push to curl themselves up into 'nother world and avoid bein' chewed up by the sun.
They were saved.”
“Where did they go?” I asked her.
My mother said, “The world they entered is right next to the one we live in. It is closer to
all of us than we are to each other. It is very small but looks out on many places at once.”
I looked up into my mothers eyes. “What happened to them next?”
“Their time in that world passes very slowly and they are often asleep,” she said. “They
became caught in the pull of the earth. Over more years than you can count they
became friends to the wee worms which began to grow there.
“They were saved, it was true, but they were also trapped and separated from the life of
the stars. They needed small friends.”
But why, I wondered, would they befriend worms?
“Don't be silly, child, people are the worms. The star fishes refer to all the creatures
which grow on the hot worlds as worms because that's what they are”, she said with a
smile. “They are tubes which feed at one end and shite out t'other.”
She poked me in the tummy. Or at least that's how I felt it.

A view of the earth filled my sight now. As I watched mountains rose and fell on this
world. Oceans filled and emptied. The great star wheels turned in their inexorable circles
in the deep background now. The School of star angels at the edge of the suns rays went
about their business and who knows if they ever thought twice about the Light Holders.
Mother continued. “The Light Holders in their new forms had very little ability to
influence our ordinary world. Their strength could only be exerted over extremely small
things but with these small things they got t'be ver' skilled. The worms, you see, me and
you, were built and modeled by very small bits- so they worked with them by changing
the small bits to make them easier to befriend. One day they hope the worms, us now,
will help free the Light Holders and allow them to take back their place in heaven.”
Watching the earth I saw an array of creatures big and small, many incredible, many
terrifying. New kinds came and went, dominant ones rising and then falling, being
replaced. The landscape changed, sky fell and returned, ice came and went. And all
around it the sky rotated like a clockwork and the deep was full of awareness.
“Mama, what happened next?” I asked.
“Ah, that's the best part, child. Then you were born,” she said.

8. Mystery
Maj
I didn’t attend my father’s funeral. After the incident at the Adventist Hospital I was in
hiding, but eventually I needed to settle in. I had a couple solid weeks to cry; it took me
that long to catch my breath. I was ready to be a kid again.
My aunt, Mildred the Greater, honored my father’s wishes and kept me away from the
rest of the family. She contacted the church community once served by my dad’s father,
Dr. Aloysius Ebenezer Jones. This church, which had dwindled in size to just over two
dozen in number, still revered his memory. The youngest married couple in the group,
Hazel and Dwight Sherwood, were in their forties and had tried to conceive for many
years without success. My new foster parents welcomed me into their home with open
arms.
They knew their church was a bit outdated and never tried to push it. They were kind
and humble. I was living in such relative luxury compared to the various military
bases, that I felt constantly like I was in a movie about someone who was well off.
Mostly those days I was reading science fiction. The Sherwoods, however, bought me a
set of Hardy Boys books because I told them I didn’t want any girly Nancy Drew. I had
read three of them already this week. The books were simple and fast. There was always
an adventure around every corner. It seemed to me that I would be much better at
solving mysteries than Frank and Joe.
I had no dreams with Grandpa Liam. I was glad. Something about the old fart didn't
smell right.
I was enrolled in Mt. Tabor Elementary School and Bob was at Washington High but I had
his phone number. On this bright Saturday morning in the spring I gave him a call. Bob’s
mother answered.
“Hello Mrs.-” I began, but, oh shit I had not asked his last name, “I’m sorry, I meant to
say, please may I speak with Bob?”
I heard her yell through her hand over the telephone, “Bob! I think it’s that girl from the
hospital. (coming back to me) You can call me June. I'm Bob's mother. He'll be right
here.”
He came to the phone and the first thing he said was, “Maj?”
I said, “Man! Are you psychic? Or you never get calls from girls.”
He said, “Jesus, Maj, don’t rub it in.”

He was not too keen on the idea of finding an adventure but he was willing to go
downtown and try to find some fun. We met up on the Belmont bus and got off on
3rd and Stark on the west side and from there went to the corner dominated by
Cameron’s Books.
I told Bob, “I saw this place from the bus the other day. It looks pretty interesting, don’t
you think?”
An older man in a wheelchair sat outside the store playing a guitar, an open case in
front of him on the sidewalk for folks to put some change in. I tossed a nickel in the case
and the man smiled broadly and said, “Thank you! For a quarter I’ll tell a joke.”
I said, “Not today, maybe later,” as we went inside.
In the store the silence was palpable. The smell of books was strong. I closed my eyes a
moment and just breathed in what felt like a thousand stories in the scent.
Bob awkwardly negotiated the dense warren of shelves that got dustier as you went to
the back, maneuvering with his crutches. We both seemed drawn to go further into the
back of the store where a narrow ladder led to a loft full of the most ancient of tomes.
Bob stayed below and in sight of the door- I learned later that he was claustrophobicand I gleefully went into the cobwebs above.
All of the books in the loft were at least from the 1800s and most over 100 years old.
They included dictionaries, medical supply catalogs, illustrated western fiction (some of
these were about the Mountain Men who trapped beaver, and these made me pause)
and there was one that didn’t seem to belong.
It was a book that had a cover claiming it was a collection of Shakespeare published in
1840 and inside all the pages had been bleached out and then used for a very neat
handwritten script. The first page said:
“This is everything I know about the Hobo’s Treasure. The assassins are almost at my
door. This book needs to stay in the hands of the men of the road- Raphael Jones wanted
the poor to inherit his gold.”
Oh my god. It had my father’s name in it. That first page was signed “Sgt. D. W. Pierce,
Retired” and dated 1951. My head was swimming. I scanned the pages and saw dozens
of dated entries all from the late 40s and early 50s.
I brought the book forward and paid a nickel for it- since the contents had been
destroyed- and I dragged Bob back out into the sunlight.
On the sidewalk we looked at it together. The busker with a guitar looked at us from the
corner of his eye and played “Camptown Ladies”.

I showed Bob the book and pointed to my father’s name.
“It could be a coincidence,” he said.
At the bottom of that page was a careful drawing of what looked like the top of the
facade of an old building with a variety of figures carved in relief at the upper edge. They
were a musical note, a harp and a guitar. Bob and I both noticed that the guitar player
nearby had stopped and we turned to see the man in the wheelchair staring at us.
Walking over towards him my eyes were drawn to his open guitar case and I saw two
things: 1 his case contained no money and 2 it did contain a small drawing of a musical
note, a harp and a guitar. Bob came up and saw it too.
I said, “You sticking with that, Bob?”
The man in the chair said, “My name’s Frank. You got the book.”
“I’m Maj and this is Bob. You are connected to the book,” I said.
I thought about saying, “My father was Raphael Jones,” but I thought better.
The man continued, “I couldn’t reach the loft area and if I did I wouldn’t know which
book to get. I’ve got more than the drawing, I know it’s meaning, the answers
to its riddles, and I’ve got a piece of the treasure.”
He put the guitar down into the case and reached a hand into his jacket pocket and
pulled out a gleaming gold coin. I couldn’t tell what it was other than very shiny.
Bob said, “You shouldn’t flash that on the street- but was interrupted by Frank who said,
“I am not unprotected,” while reaching his other hand into his other pocket and
revealing a pistol. He only pulled it out enough to show it.
Bob pulled me backward, I relented. He’s on crutches, after all and it would be mean to
resist.
“This guy is nuts. I’ve never wanted to see another gun again as long as I live after that
shit at the hospital.”
The guy, Frank, was yelling at us, “Hey, I’m not threatening anyone, just showing you that
I won’t get taken advantage of.”
“Bob,” I said, “Let’s go to the Newberry’s and study what we have. I don’t think this assclown is going very far if we want to find him later. How long do you think he’s been
waiting outside this store?”
We went south to Alder St. to the lunch counter at the Newberry’s because it was close
and it was cheap. Bob got a black coffee and I got a coke. We studied the book. This is
what we learned:

Clues to the location of the treasure along with sample coins were given out to several
hoboes and tramps in the Portland Skid Road area of West Burnside by Raphael Jones in
1948. The author of the book, D.W. Pierce, had been a soldier with Raphael, known as
Rafe, in the war but had fallen to hard times due to drink afterwards. He had been one
of the recipients of the information and the coin. He sold the coin for enough money to
stay drunk for 3 months straight and afterward realized he should try to find others that
had been visited by Rafe. By the time he went looking, many people had moved on and
many had spent the coin but he gleaned several points.
The treasure is under the city and contains silver, gold and jewels. No one knew where it
originated but Rafe had come into its possession in the course of his military service. You
must enter the tunnel from the basement of the correct building. The correct building
will have the symbols engraved in the upper facade. You must approach from the correct
direction to see where the signs point.
Rafe had told the author of these notes that because of the many down and outers who
had raised him as a homeless lad on the streets of the city, he wanted “the bums,
miscreants and wanderers” to be the recipients of his good fortune.
The next to the last thing in the book was a crossword puzzle with several clues cut out.
The very last thing described how he, Pierce, had begun seeing strange men and women
following him and staring at him in public. He stole a book from Cameron’s Bookstore old
books section and bleached out the pages with Clorox before writing in it and preparing
to put it back in the bookstore.
Bob said, “I know better than to suggest we stay out of it. But this D.W. Pierce sure went
to some trouble to keep this secret. It sounds like there’s more that want this book than
old Frank back at Cameron’s. I must say, though, it quickens my blood a bit.”
“Let’s go back,” I said, “I wouldn’t suggest we go anywhere with Frank. Something about
him’s not right.”
“Your grammar’s atrocious,” said Bob, “but I agree.”
We went back to Cameron’s and Frank was gone. The wheelchair was still there but
there was no one in it. We walked around randomly through the downtown area looking
up to the top of each building’s facade. They saw that many buildings would incorporate
elements of the adjacent buildings in their middle and upper facade but some buildings
had a unique upper facade that illustrated the original business at the location. One that
had horses and saddles engraved along the top edge was still a western store. We didn’t
see anything like the drawing in the book.
It was getting close to 5 o’clock so we decided to head back to our respective homes
before dinner. I kept the book to work on the crossword. Bob said he’d go checking the

building facades on the bus and maybe get off to check the side streets on his way home
from school.
My Sunday was spent doing chores. The Sherwoods, Hazel especially, liked things to be
clean. I earned extra points by making the kitchen spotless. I enjoy doing things for extra
points because you often get better returns than the effort cost you. The Sherwoods
didn’t know about the points but they would someday soon.
The crossword wasn’t very hard. When I had it completed by 9 pm Sunday night it
formed, with the empty spaces from the missing words, a sort of maze. I felt pretty good
about that. A maze and a treasure. The Hardy Boys would be jealous.
I didn’t call Bob because I wanted to give him time to come through with a clue from his
end. It took him 3 days.
Home alone on Wednesday afternoon (Dwight was at work and Hazel had her Tea Club) I
was thinking about how nice it was to have a whole house to myself when the phone
rang. I picked it up to hear an excited Bob.
“I found the building!” he said. “Not only that but I have a way in.”
“Did you find it from the bus?” I asked.
“Nope. Listen, it was totally weird.”
Then he laid out this story that seemed a bit fantastic to me. He was sitting in the school
library drawing the symbols from the book on a piece of notebook paper. A senior girl
with an armload of books saw it and commented that she just got a part time job at a
place downtown that has those on the front of the building. It’s a religious bookstore,
called Northwest Theological she said, but used to be a musical instrument store. She
asked why he was drawing the picture and Bob told her he was trying to solve a puzzle.
She offered to help him and he tried to just give her a little information.
That was when things went downhill. She told him that the basement was full of old
pianos but it has a door that had once been used to access the tunnels below the streets
of central Portland. She suggested that she would let him into the basement if he let her
in on the secret. Her name was Naomi.
In his defense, he was a hormonal 14 year old boy who was staring at an 18 year old girl
who was giving him all her attention. I tore him a new asshole.
“What in the goddamn fucking hell! You let her in on our treasure without talking to me?
You fucking pussy ass horndog mother fucker!” I inquired gently, asking for clarification.
In the end I realized we had saved a whole lot of trouble by not having to try to break in
to a store in the middle of town.

Then Bob said that she was working tonight and expected to be closing on her own at 6
pm. Was I ready to go and meet her down there with Bob this evening? He knew that I
was ready.
I had a little knapsack in those days that I took with me lots of places because I like to
have books. I took out the Hardy Boys and the Mystery of the Secret Panel and the
Heinlein book I had just started, Farmer in the Sky, and removed the notice sent home
from the school. I left in the transistor radio, pens, pencils, note paper and added the
Shakespeare/ Treasure book. I tossed in my buck knife and a couple flashlights. Naomi
could bring her own goddamn flashlight. I stopped by the kitchen and made some
sandwiches, putting them in as well. I filled a canteen with water and put that in. I went
to the garage where some of my old stuff from my dad is in storage and took a
collapsible spade and affixed it to the back of the knapsack. I went back to my room and
grabbed a map of downtown Portland.
Bob lived closer to town on the same bus line so we met along the way.
“Naomi said to wait until after the manager leaves before coming in the store,” he said,
“It’s across from the Meier and Franks. We can wait at the bus stop there and watch.”
Which we did. Bob set his crutches down on the bench and I brought out the
sandwiches and we ate while he tried to talk his way out of me being mad. I wasn’t mad
anymore but I didn’t tell him that because I was enjoying it too much.
Finally I said, “Look, Bob, you should have talked to me first but what’s done is done. I
don’t do long ledgers and I think you are right that we would never have done it without
her help. Want some water?”
With that I brought out the canteen and we both washed those dry sandwiches down.
Across the street there were some people standing in the doorway at the Northwest
Theological bookstore I doubt if anyone besides me could hear what they were saying
but I had no trouble.
The middle aged man standing outside the door now was saying to the young woman
inside, “You have all the keys. Make sure there are no customers in the store before you
lock everything. Sweep and mop the common areas where there is foot traffic, add up
the receipts like I showed you and leave the report on my desk. Be out by 7; I won’t pay
you a second longer. I will be at the Chamber meeting up at the Benson if anything
comes up, though nothing should.”
Naomi said, “Sure thing, Mr. Sebring. Have a good night!”
Bob also understood the import of the man leaving the store even if he couldn’t hear the
words. He picked his crutches up and said, “Let’s go.”

The door chimed as we went through. It was one of those that you have to really close it
or it doesn’t close- I shut it well. Naomi greeted us, gave Bob a squeeze on the arm,
looked at me and said, “Hi, you must be Maj. I didn’t realize you were so young. Do your
parents know you’re downtown?” She looked at Bob with the grimace of a long suffering
babysitter.
I said, “My parents are dead. I’m trying to give you a chance here so please don’t talk
down to me or I’ll kick your ass so hard you will feel it the rest of your life.”
Bob said, “She can do it, too. I recommend not pissing her off.”
With that business out of the way we got down to what we came for. I fished the book
out of my knapsack and gave it to Bob and I took out the paper I had used to solve the
crossword- our map and put it back over my shoulder. Naomi locked the front door,
flipped the open sign to closed and walked us to the back of the store where there was a
door with a sign that read: Do not Enter. She unlocked that door to reveal the down
stairway. There was an elevator door next to it and when asked, Naomi said she didn’t
think it worked and pointed to the chain across the front. Stepping into the stairwell she
flipped on the lights and we descended into the very dusty space below.
We threaded a path through old boxes and pianos covered with tarps. In the farthest
wall, back again towards the front of the store was a double door with a lever locking
mechanism and a deadbolt at the top.
Naomi said, “There’s an old freight elevator that goes up to the sidewalk. It hasn’t been
used in years but this door is how they would move things in and out.”
She turned the lever to open and unlatched the bolt and revealed a dark, damp and
spider-webbed corridor. I pulled my knapsack open and got out the flashlights, handing
one to Bob. We turned them on. We could see the freight elevator machinery, rusted
and covered in corrosion.
I was trying to figure out which way to hold the crossword/ map to make sense of what I
was seeing. Finally deciding to hold it just as I would read it.
“Go right,” I said. “It then goes that way past what looks like 2 other tunnels and we take
a left on the third.”
We started down the tunnel, but then Naomi said, “I need to go get a flashlight. Wait for
me. There’s one in the office.”
“Fuck sake,” I said. “Hurry up, ok?”
Naomi went back out through the double doors, Bob went and stood by the tunnel
entrance and I went poking ahead a little bit. At what seemed like a block ahead, the
tunnel turned in a way that wasn’t on the map. I looked back toward the bookstore

basement and couldn’t see Bob. As I headed back to the place we entered I could see
Bob was not there. I ran. Once back at the basement I began calling his name but I
already knew where he was. Ever since the events around the Adventist Hospital
incident my senses have not just been more acute; there seem to be new ones all the
time.
I found him unconscious on the floor about halfway to the stairwell.
“Knocked out like a Hardy Boy,” I said to no one.
Bob started groaning and rubbing his head.
“Where’s Naomi? Are you ok?” I said to Bob as he began to appear awake. He gathered
himself and used his crutches to stand back up.
“I don’t know where she is. Somebody hit me pretty hard. I hope she’s alright,” he said,
“It seemed to be taking a long time and I started to walk back to the stairs when I got
ambushed from behind. Whoever it was, took the book. Am I bleeding?”
I used the flashlight to give his head a good examination.
“You have dandruff, and a very small cut, but there’s a bump swelling up that will be a
doozy. We don’t need the book anymore.”
I could hear no one else in the basement. “Whoever attacked you is upstairs,” I said. “I
would know if someone entered the tunnel and I just don’t feel anyone else around.”
Bob yelled up the stairs, calling Naomi but the face that eventually came to the top of
the stairs was the man who we had seen leaving earlier- Naomi’s boss.
He called back, “I sent her home and told her she was fired for bringing her friends into
the store. Don’t worry, I’m not calling the police.”
Then his face changed- I mean it literally transformed before our eyes- into the man
from outside Cameron’s books, minus the wheelchair. He sported the most grotesque
smile I had ever seen.
I slammed the stairwell door and we managed to slide a fair sized crate in front of it and
went as quickly as Bob could go back to the double door to the tunnel.
There was no lock on the inside of the tunnel- the door only kept someone in the tunnel
from getting into the basement. In the tunnel with both our lights on I told him, “We
have a problem with the map. It is wrong.”
“Let me see that,” he said. Bob studied the crossword puzzle. “Do you have a pencil with
an eraser?”

I gave him the pencil from my pack and he began erasing some of the words I had
written. “You put ‘errors’ and it should be ‘sins’ and that means that the other one here
is ‘steam’. And that opens a corridor over here and this one is not really there.”
It worked.
We went left from the double door and the map led us down to where the floor became
mud and then back the other way along a drier but rockier path. At one point the
corridor appeared blocked but a smaller hallway went around the blocked one. At some
points we saw machinery for freight elevators and light coming down from glass blocks
in the sidewalk. I checked my map of downtown with the crossword map and had a
vague idea of where we were.
We were under the area that goes along the edge of Chinatown and the Northwest
warehouse district. For a while I had been hearing a radio playing as though it was in the
tunnel with us.
“We are close,” I said as we turned another corner. Both of our flashlights fell upon it at
the same time.
In pristine condition, like you were seeing it on a billboard, was a 1947 Cadillac
Fleetwood convertible. The car was black with a silver colored soft-top and the smooth
generous lines the car had before fins wrecked it in the 50s. A man was sitting in
the driver’s seat listening to the radio- KISN, 91-derful, playing the hits for you all day
and all night.
It was the Beachboys singing Surfin' USA.

9. Wilderness
Being the memoir of Liam O'Riley Jones
I had been walking for a couple of days when I saw smoke and followed it. I came to
where the smoke originated to find a dark skinned naked man tending a fire on a halved
tree trunk that was lying on the ground. The log was a good 2 and a half foot across and
3 times as long. When he saw me he did not flinch and did not hurry but moved his fire
with a couple of broad stones to a different spot and packed the edges with mud and
then swiftly departed, running down a path I had not seen until he used it.
I had seen Indians when I came across the plains. The ones our wagons encountered
then were a starveling and sickly lot with cadaverous horses barely alive, begging for
food scraps. The man I had just seen was muscled and well fed. I followed along behind
him and had no trouble finding my way to a larger clearing with several people. Three of
the people, who appeared quite old, sat together around an outdoor fire. There were
younger people who were removing strips of bark that made a roof over a very large,
half underground space. It was of course a large community lodge of some kind and
another fire burned at one end of it.
The men I could see wore nothing at all and the women all wore a dark brown skirt.
There were also dogs but unlike any I had seen before. They were large and woolly and
one of the women appeared to be shearing one with a sharp stone.
As I surveyed the scene further I could see habitations and people in all directions. There
were other lodges, not as big but I soon could count over 2 dozen people within my
view.
Next, the man I had previously seen tending his strange fire came out of the end of the
lodge along with an older man wearing elaborate clothing made of animal skins. Along
with them came a girl I judged to be over ten but not yet in puberty. They came straight
to me.
The girl addressed me in English.
“Welcome to the place of sacred waters, traveler. This village serves as a healing place
for people of many tribes.”
She continued, “My name is Mikona. It means Quiet Stream. I can only imagine it was
bestowed on me ironically. I am the translator and emissary of my people, who are
known as the Dagelma, People of the River. I am here at the medicine village with my
grandfather and uncle who are taking the waters.”

“We have been expecting you. The wolves told the dogs and the dogs told the man here
in the fancy clothes. His name is Dakube, Mountain Ghost.”
“I am Liam,” I said.
After an exchange with Dakube, Mikona said, “Hello, Liam. Try to pay attention.”
The man in the fringed buckskins did not crack a smile but spoke as soon as Mikona
finished. There came to be a sort of dialogue.
Dakube said, “You are welcome to stay here for 7 sunsets.”
I said, “Would it be possible to get some food?”
Mikona said, “Don’t ask about food- that would be insulting. You are a guest. Of course
you will be fed. You will eat all day long.”
I asked, “Where will I sleep?”
Mikona said, “Let me know when you have a question worth translating. You will be
taken care of.” She looked away and started humming what sounded like “What a friend
we have in Jesus”.
Dakube was looking a little bored. I thought he might walk away.
I finally asked the thing I really wanted to know. “What am I doing here?”
Mikona immediately spoke to Dakube who smiled broadly and started to speak rapidly
for about half a minute.
Mikona then translated, “I have been having dreams about you. Animals have been
talking about the new man in the woods. You have very powerful medicine. You have
been led here to drink the waters. Something deep in the earth calls to you.
“In my dream you glowed like the moon. I’m a little scared of you but I want to find if I
can get some of this light and see where it goes.
“I feel it is a great risk to have you around but you were brought here by spirits that are
very powerful.
“I also saw in my dream that more white men kept coming into the valley below our
sacred spring and they became a flood that washed away the village.
“After 7 sunsets you will leave and I never want to see you again.”
Mikona added, “The valleys of my people are already becoming over-run with white
men. They are stripping the riverbanks and looking for gold. Everything they touch dies.”
Dakube then spoke again and turned away, walking back to the lodge he came from.
Mikona took my arm and led me to a lodge that had most of its roof removed. It was dug
into the ground about 4 feet deep and had a ceiling support structure held up by cedar

planks giving room for an adult of normal size to stand up. Sheaves of bark were still in
place over the top in some places but most of it was open air.
Three women were inside pounding bark and braiding fibers to make rope. They were
wearing nothing besides their skirts. Another woman arrived carrying a bowl of water
and an assortment of edibles unlike any I’d ever seen.
The water tasted of minerals and had a slight tang. Later on I drank large amounts of it
from the spring where the water came out of the rocks above the creek. It was fizzy like
the Thwaites’ Soda Water I’d had once as a child in Dublin and that I encountered in
adulthood at the old Hand and Shears in Cleveland.
Each day I ate a mix of grubs, snails, fern shoots, the sour shamrocks I mentioned, a
paste made from roots and plenty of fish. All of it was delicious. I grew strong on these
peculiar treats.
In this place I realized that my hearing had become incredibly acute and my vision was
incredibly keen. At night I could see as well as during the day and I noticed new colors
and patterns in the world around me. I also felt a belonging with the things of nature.
The bird songs made perfect sense, the wind spoke of lands it traveled and my senses
bound me into relationship with all creatures.
Over that 7 days I spent a lot of time with Mikona. I learned that she had a facility with
languages that was noticed by her clan early on. She had been sent to the Willamette
Valley when she was 6 to learn the tongue of the white people. She learned it, learned to
read and write and left the Mission at the age of 9, returning to the People of the River.
She regularly spent time with different tribes where she functioned as an ambassador
and news source. She had seen 11 summers.
She was also the primary translator for all the Dagelma bands and most of the others
that were inter-related by marriage and custom. She had been sent as far as the Shasta
to help them with an incursion of white people. It did no good, she complained.
She had begged to come up to the spring with her uncle and grandfather. Her
grandfather was close to death and wanted to die as many do, in the village of the
sacred water. Her uncle was making a canoe for grandfather’s burial. She loved being
away from the valley and it’s white people and her lonely useless job as tribal
ambassador.
Once I felt a twinge of my old thinking. I asked how long she expected to stay.
She said, “For a fully grown man you don’t know much, do you? Death takes its own
time. It is real time. You people are so confused. The time followed by the whites is not
even real time. We stay until death brings the next step.”

In the course of our many talks I learned about the first whites to come to the valley- the
French, who had come as trappers before Mikona was born. One of these had married
into the People of the River and stayed among them. She had learned the French
language before she went north to the mission.
The latest batch of whites involved many more and they all wanted the same thing: gold.
They brought with them a rapacious method for acquiring the gold: the Monster. The
Monster mostly consisted of sections of half pipe that could be used to redirect the flow
of a strong stream which would then be forced through a nozzle to make a water cannon
capable of stripping the immediate vicinity of soil, sand and all living things. This slurry
was then sent down cascading holding troughs to catch out the heavier pieces, the
heaviest of which was gold. It took tons of stream-side earth to give up a flake of gold
but the placer minors didn’t mind- there was tons of it to use.
Mikona said, “The People of the River would go to find the roots that grow by the
stream- they are all gone. They go to fish in their traditional places and they have
disappeared. The fish have no more place to live in the stripped creeks.”
The sun was high and warm the whole of the week. In the lodge I shared with 3 young
women I was treated like an idiot. I think that because I didn’t know their language they
thought I was just too simple to speak. Mikona said that none of them had seen a white
man before. I spent much of my days lying in the water of the creek below the spring. It
was here that Mikona came to me on the 7th day.
She looked angry.
“They said I have to take you down to the valley and give you back to your own people.
And I don’t get to come back because I am needed by the People. I am not to say
anything more about it and must absolutely not tell you how unfair this is.”
She spoke no more for the rest of the day even as she packed food and blankets for us
both, giving one bundle to me, and quietly began walking. She did not speak when we
stopped and slept.
The next morning I found her sitting next to me. “Eat some dried fish and a handful of
the berries. Let’s go.” That was all she said that day.
The third day she woke me up before dawn with a nudge.
“I didn’t want to go back. This business with the miners and their storekeepers and
others is very bad and getting worse. I just wanted to stay on the mountain with my kin
and drink the waters. I know I must do what I can to keep my people safe but I know it
won’t work.
“We’re almost to where I need to take a different trail. You go down along this stream
and you will come to a trail used by the whites. You can’t miss it. It’s ugly.”

With that she went the other way and I began walking along the stream. When the sun
was highest in the sky I found the white man’s trail and soon after found a party of 20
men and wagons moving mining equipment.
By the expressions on their faces I must have looked a sight. No longer emaciated, I was
nonetheless very sparsely dressed in a bark skirt and nothing else. I was given water and
directions to the camp at Sailor’s Diggins.
When the shadows were getting long I came into a large encampment. Clusters of
wagons, tents and fires gave off the sound of people speaking English in tones I found
familiar. Gruff and loud.
A log building stood in the center of the activity. It appeared to be in use as both a store
and drinking establishment. As I walked up the loudest voice came into clarity. It came
from a man facing a group of people who were all paying attention with clear
expressions of curiosity.
The man was saying: “They had crossed the Rogue River. I’m talking about Parsons and
two others I know, who told me. In the evening they encamped, shortly after which four
Indians appeared in their camp, apparently quite friendly.”
Someone in the crowd gestured and pointed at me, causing the man to turn.
“Wait- who are you?” This last he spoke directly to me but I still looked around.
“Pardon me,” I said, “I am named Liam O’Reilly. I come from Cleveland and was
separated from my wagon train.”
“Is that a Cleveland accent then?,” he replied skeptically. He looked at me staring at my
strange attire.
“Somebody get this man some clothing. We’ll wait until I finish with the important local
news to hear your tale.” With that he turned back around.
“As I was saying, Parsons and the others in the advance party gave them supper. The
Indians asked permission to remain with them overnight. This being granted, they all lay
down on their blankets to repose for the night, one of the whites sitting up to keep
guard. Weary with the fatigues of the day, the guard went to sleep. The Indians,
discovering this, rose from their blankets, and seizing the loaded guns of the whites,
discharged two of them, one only, however, taking effect. The two remaining white
persons immediately sprang to their feet, and jumping astride of their horses, tied near
at hand, made their way back to the train and related the horrid tragedy that had
occurred.
“The train arrived at the spot the next day they found two of the horses hitched nearby
the camp, saddled and bridled. Parsons was lying dead– the ball had entered his
forehead and came out above his left ear–he was almost entirely covered over with

flour–the Indians having ransacked the camp, ripping open the bags of flour, some 2500
lbs., and poured it over the body of Parsons, carrying with them the sacks, doubtless to
be converted into shirts to cover their nakedness.”
I listened to this exposition with interest. Even in my small experience of the natives it
was full of holes.
He turned to me again and the whole group moved their eyes with him. A man came up
beside me with pants and a shirt. He said, “Liam, ye look about my size. Ye can have
these. They ain’t clean or nothing but they’ll cover ye up.” His accent was pure Cork
“Countryman?” I asked.
“I’m called Aiden, my family are the Collins’, born and bred on Sheep’s Head, Bantry Bay,”
he replied.
“Lord save us from the Irish!” bellowed the loud man.
The man who was generous with his clothes took my elbow. “Ye can come to my tent
and I’ll get ye set up, Liam.”
Once at his tent he bade me sit on a crate. He put a tin cup in my hand and reached
behind his bedroll to bring up a bottle of Jameson Whiskey. Now Jameson had only been
around for a hundred years or so- not exactly an established whiskey as far as Ireland
goes.
“I sent for it from Oregon City. It arrived with the same wagon train that that Parson’s
fellow came with.”
With that we began drinking, eating and talking for the rest of the evening and the stars
winked down at us from above.
He told me how the original Sailor’s Diggins boys were four men who had been
conscripted sailors that jumped ship at the mouth of the Rogue River and
worked their way inland panning the river and its associated creeks. When they reached
the current location, it was the richest they’d come across, and they decided to dig in.
They had amassed a decent amount of gold on the journey and soon had heavier
equipment. There’s was the largest and most developed operation. The loudmouth I
heard earlier was called Big Tim Chamberlain and he was the ringleader of the group.
There had recently been two rather brazen murders of natives that he knew of. The first
happened when that group I had walked into had gotten into an argument about how
the Indians should be handled. The group, dubbed “the California guys” because some
of them had started out mining in Northern California but were finding it crowded, were
of the opinion that if the natives were treated fairly they would tend to be peaceful. Big
Tim and his pals were just as adamant that the only solution to dealing with the Indians

was their extermination. As the discussion became heated Big Tim decided to
demonstrate his point. He got the crowd to follow him to Colonel Elliott’s claim, the third
largest strike in the area. Elliott was not there but he employed a native who worked the
mine when he was gone. He was moving the sluice gates and straightened up when the
party arrived. The loudmouth took his pistol and shot the Indian where he stood in the
center of the forehead before announcing, “I told Elliott that the Indians are shit miners.”
Big Tim had gone on to say he would pay for scalps if anyone happened to be
inconvenienced by the savages.
The other murder that had occurred was of a woman. One of the mining groups had
claimed that members of the Galice band had stolen their horses and they in turn had
captured a “squaw” to use as a hostage for the return of their property. They brought
the woman back to their camp and began raping her as it was their right “in that their
property had been violated”. The men say that she cut her own throat the minute she
could get a knife but I agreed with Aiden that it was murder.
“Now,” he said, “this Parson’s business will get everybody lit up.”
I gave the briefest version of my story, omitting that I survived the winter in the
mountains lying in the open. It still made a fantastic tale.
Before we turned in I offered my help with his placer claim in the morning.
The week I spent working on Aiden’s claim made me a friend and helped me find my way
back into being a social being. Collecting some hand-me-downs and using my own not
inconsiderable sewing skills I made a set of clothes. I purchased a pair of boots with gold
Aiden let me keep. I began looking for a claim of my own.
Strangely, I felt that I could sense the gold before I saw it. I could seem to feel the weight
of it in the soil; see its gravity. I found 2 rich claims in my first week looking, and
eventually built cabins on both. It took me some time due to the other events that came
about.
Unfortunately by that time a new man in the camp said that the US government was
responding to the miner’s demands for military action against the Indians and 2
companies of soldiers were being sent from Vancouver with Major Kearney. The new
territorial governor, Francis Gaines, would be arriving with the soldiers to negotiate a
treaty with the tribes to stay on a reservation away from the miners already here and the
farmers to come.
The bearer of this news, a young miner just in from Portland, added, “Now, sir, I feel
much inclined to the opinion that prompt measures should be taken to chastise these
Indians. They will have to be punished severely before we can have security or peace in
that quarter. Our people will go to the mines and they must have protection.”

We also learned that a militia of irregulars had been authorized and that General Joseph
Lane, a former governor, and Jeremiah Applegate, the famous explorer and Indian
fighter, were at the large camp near what is now the town of Applegate to raise an army
of miners. I later learned that their call for volunteers brought in a force of 100 wellarmed men.
On one sad day, word came from an upriver encampment that a large wagon train
coming from the south had a number of horses stolen but that the militiamen had
caught two Indians and brought them back. One of the captured was a young girl who
spoke perfect English. The man who conveyed this said the theft had been last night and
the two would be tried and hung today.
When this news reached me I begged Aiden to let me borrow his horse, which was no
trouble, and I headed straight away up the valley. I rode as fast as I could but the horse
could only do so much. I felt bad for the beast and knew it was also an unkindness to
Aiden as I pushed harder than was reasonable.
I reached the crowded clearing of the Applegate camp in time to see Mikona in the midst
of a sea of white men tied by the neck to the branch of a tree, stood on a wagon.
At once: I yelled stop, which was unheard in the crowd. At the same time, the man at the
head of the wagon raised his arm. Mikona saw me. I heard her say “See? There is
nothing to be done about it.” The man’s arm came down and the wagon pulled away
dropping her small weight onto her small neck. I was racing my exhausted horse forward
and reached the tree a moment later but the hangman had done his job well and her
neck was broken.
The man who had commanded the execution came up to me and said, “I’m Jeremiah
Applegate of the Table Rock Militia. This young woman is a casualty of the war that is
being waged upon us by the Rogue River tribes, the Takilma.”
Lord Jesus, I thought, he doesn’t even know how to say their name.
“The other one we captured got away but we know where his people live. We are going
to go after his village.”
I asked the man to borrow a knife and he pulled a Bowie knife off his belt. I cut Mikona
down from that tree and gave him back the knife. I got off Aiden’s horse and asked again,
politely if I could use a shovel, which he went and got.
Her body was very light. I carried her into the woods and found a quiet stream beneath
an ancient cedar and I buried her there by the light of the moon. After returning the
shovel I traveled through the night until I found my way back to Sailor’s Diggins.
At dawn I led Aiden’s horse back to his place and tied it up. Returning to my place I did
not eat, drink or work the rest of the day.

10. Good war
Indopedia Antiquita entry 2030 Edition
“Karun, ancient village in northeast India, Sunderdungha valley, Himalayas
Length of habitation
Archaeologists had confirmed occupation of Karun from at least the late Neolithic period
to recent times, spanning an astounding 3900 years for this small village, including a
period when Mughal rulers believed the town to be in ruins. Ground penetrating radar
suggests it may have been inhabited for thousands of years earlier. It appears that the
oldest structures were hidden beneath the 3 sacred temple complexes and the ancient
bathing plaza at the site, which could not be disturbed while occupied.
Unfortunately, it will be thousands of years before scientists can go near what remains.”
An Illustrated History of the Lokanathananda Family, Chapter One, published 2007
The year would later come to be known as 920 CE. It was autumn. The air was crisp and
dry. Aruna stood in the cold creek and bathed according to the rules of his caste. He was
a Brahmin and occupied the highest tier of his society.
Afterwards he stood facing the sun with his skin still wet and recited the prayer taught by
Krishna to Arjuna:
Pitr perusha byo'namahah
...
I offer this with gratitude to the spirits of those gone before
I offer this with gratitude to the sages and saints who have gone before
God is the offering, God is the offer-er, God is the flame which consumes the offering
and the ashes that remain
The one who remembers God in all that they do
Will return to God when the work is done
That done, he turned his thoughts to the task at hand. He was giving a discourse before
the village elders and visiting respected priests who were approving or disapproving his
ascension to become the temple priest for Lokanath in his aspect as ruler of the planets.

The topic of his exposition was to be on the subject of warfare, which was of great
interest to the priests who came all the way from Kannauj.
More about them later. Let's get to know Aruna's town, its people and its cottage
industry.
Karun, had 120 year round residents, give or take a dozen. It was in the Sundardhunga,
the “valley of beautiful stones”. Through it ran a stream fed at its upper end by
Himalayan glaciers.
Additionally, population-wise, there were up to a few hundred sadhus, naked and
bedraggled, who would come and go. They were transients, though a few were long
term residents. They lived in the surrounding hills but came into town to seek alms when
the getting was good. In the cold months they dwindled, but a surprising number stayed.
There was a Hindu monastery a half days ride up into the hills which housed a few dozen
monks. Occupying a sheltered canyon with good soil, they were mostly self-reliant. They
were Kshatriya (warrior caste) and they attracted visitors that rarely came down to the
village.
They did come into town for festivals and weekly alms.
The alms visits seemed to be just for show. It took them so long to get there they always
sent only a few men. It was a way of reminding the village that they were there.
At festivals, though, like everyone else, they made bank and were an essential part of the
community. Here they became, along with their cult and caste brethren, a military unit
acting as the police force. At these massive events they got kickbacks from everyone and
they rarely had a problem they couldn't handle.
Finally, add to the village demographic the thousands who came annually and the tens of
thousands who came for the major bathing festivals. From all over the known world they
came to bathe in the stream and go to at least one of the 3 major temples surrounding
the plaza.
In Aruna's time there was a Buddhist monastery and a gold covered stupa with a relic
finger bone. The adjacent white-stone building surrounded and climbed a sharp
outcropping of mountain rock that began a procession of huge geological formations
colloquially known the Buddha’s Stairs. It was the second biggest draw in town but the
third biggest revenue generator.
The Buddha's adherents, when they came, stayed in the large monastery and just didn't
spend enough money.
The Jain temple was glorious. Gold and jewels adorned statues depicting their gurus and
elephants. The Jains didn't bring in the crowds of people and most who came, the

Digambara, were “sky-clad” and did not even wear clothing to avoid having property.
Though they were religiously opposed to possessions, there was always money around
them.
They were sticklers about bugs. The fortune they spent on keeping arthropods out of
their way, out of their food and swept off the street before them was a treasure in itself.
The Lokanath Temple, however, was the star of the show. At least a thousand years old at
the time of Aruna, it was the oldest above ground structure in the valley. It had never
been looted even though it had passed between the hands of the Palas and the
Pratiharas and numerous petty kings and princes for hundreds of years. It was the policy
of the temple to pay invaders enough to leave them alone.
That and the principles of Dharmayuddha, good conduct in war, had kept them inviolate
so far.
The big draw of the town were bathing festivals.
The stream was steady throughout the year but diminished at the height of the dry
season. In the village center, in front of the temple, a wide flood-able plaza minimized
the effect of high waters on the town and lower farms. The plaza also created, at the
right times of the year (and in the right constellations), a large mildly-stepped wading
area of moving water accommodating many devout people seeking to wash away sin at
the place where Shiva stopped Kali from destroying the world.
Having flooded from time beyond counting, the stream had also created downstream a
wide fertile valley. Generations of farmers used this and the generous climate to grow
beans and lentils but these days traders and pilgrims brought the majority of food into
the town from their home kingdoms.
Karun consequently had a food cart culture that would stun any modern foodie.
Spices and incense were now the main crops grown by farmers in the valley. They could
be traded for anything your heart desired in and around the village.
These ancient farming families had been inhaling money for a thousand years and they
became something like royalty. They had long ago ceased to do actual farming
themselves but had serfs and slaves do the physical labor. They gave plenty to the
Lokanath Temple. One of them would be on the panel of elders on this day.
Like any boomtown- and Karun had been booming for hundreds of years- the real money
wasn't so much in the supposed resource of the location, in this case “salvation”, but in
the servicing of the people who are getting the resource. Hence an army of traders
followed the pilgrims.
Think about the westward expansion of whites in America, the gold rush, the uranium

boom in the southwestern US. The people who got the richest were the merchants who
sold the other people their wagons, tents, shovels, food and supplies.
In Karun nobody came without giving something for what they got. It was a merchant's
wet dream year after year with the temples taking a substantial share of every
transaction, eventually. Like Amazon with religion.
Even the stinking sadhus served a purpose in the festival culture of Karun, though they
demonstrably siphoned off too much money from pilgrims. During the big festivals that
came every 12 years when both the water and the stars were best, they took on the aura
of holy men. Many of them even refrained from alcohol and hashish in public during
these festivals. The result was an enhanced spiritual experience for the visitors and even
more interest in coming back during less crowded years.
Don't think that washing away your sins and offering them to Shiva was cheap. I pity the
soul who thought he had got away without paying an amount that hurts a little. And who
can afford to buy away their sins except the rich?
As referenced, the temple to Shiva was held by tradition to be built over the exact place
where Kali had danced upon the body of Lord Shiva after destroying the blood demons
and much of the world. When this happened she realized what she was about to kill God
and stopped. The world was saved, Shiva was never really in danger (being, in truth, the
One Ultimate Reality) and all the gods learned to never ask Kali for a favor again. A grand
temple is required when your town has this kind of reputation.
Rings of exquisite stone sculptures adorned the outer (70 meters across) and inner (50
meters across) walls leading to the central pillars illustrating the ancient story. They were
covered in gold. A roof of stone arches allowed strategic light inside.
The interior held a towering sculpture of the most famous traditional motif: Shiva lies on
the ground with Kali dancing in a wild pose upon his chest. He has a golden erection
(pure gold); she has many arms. She has fangs, a long tongue. Kali holds weapons, a
severed head, a bowl catching the blood dripping from the severed head- your basic
motherly image. She is adorned in gold, rubies, emeralds and diamonds as is Shiva. They
sparkle brightly and effectively at the right times due to brilliant engineering by the
builders. Shafts of light would rain down onto the statue at exactly the time that the
inside of the temple was in shadow.
It was always an inspirational sight and the Lokanath Temple always put on a show that
would never be forgotten by the devout.
To say that the Karun Lokanath Temple was extremely wealthy was the grossest
understatement. Aruna had been in the top 2 lower levels of the temple where the
most recent acquisitions were kept. These levels contained caskets and piles of gold and

jewels. There were sacks of incense and spices to be used in trade for items needed by
the temple. These levels contained the temple library as well where he spent much of
his time. He didn't know how many levels there were.
There were 12. There was a whole other much older temple extending 100 feet beneath
the temple. It was carved into solid rock. This secret temple beneath the temple was
known to very few of the elders and its existence was not necessarily shared with the
temple priests until they had a gray beard.
At 19 years old, Aruna was some distance from that status.
The temple, because of its wealth and importance in the region, had some political clout
and hence there was wide interest in the selection of the new priest.
The times were treacherous.
Mahipala had just overthrown the dynasty of Bhoja II. Then the city of Kannauj, the
central seat of the Pratihara dynasty, was sacked by the Rashtrakuta when the central
Indian empire saw their advantage in the chaos. Muslims from Turkey and Iran were
nipping at the borders and even gaining converts who became zealously anti-Hindu
warriors.
It had now been 11 days since the full moon after the death of the old priest, his uncle
Bhakti Ananda, who had been beloved due to his stirring recitations of the ancient
prayers. The stars and the moon dictated urgency in filling this important role.
Aruna's father was the next in line for the job, and would have been preferred by
everyone, but he had been conscripted into advising the royal house of Mahipala and
was residing with him in Gwalior far to the south. The temple had offered to buy him
from the emperor but they refused to meet Mahipala's price.
This was also a fasting day and Aruna's stomach growled loudly enough to interrupt his
thoughts. At least he would not vomit in front of the elders.
He had been studying.
This is the big time, he told himself- you can't just parrot back what your teacher told
you, when the stakes were this high. You have to find a new approach. This was a time of
war: there were many who were moving to take advantage. How could we do something
different?
He was desperately afraid of not impressing the assembled elders enough with his
erudition. He didn't want to just hang around in service to whoever got the top job.
He had strong competitors. They were his older brothers and they had been doing this
longer than he.
In his favor, they were also lazier. He though his chances were not bad.

Aruna's name meant rising sun. It was bestowed because his face was always red from
crying when he was an infant. He preferred to think of it as a reference to the dawning of
God consciousness.
These thoughts swam in his mind as he walked up to the temple from his bath. As he
approached the steps he briefly closed his eyes. This ceremonial test had attracted a
number of spectators who lined the street that served as a courtyard to the ancient
stone building. The crowd was spilling out of the huge temple. This would be a disaster,
he thought.
To himself he said, Sarvam Kalvitam Brahma, there is only God, and he stepped into the
crowd of onlookers and through the temple doors. His mind went blank.
Without knowing how he got there he found himself sitting on a cushion, on a platform,
beneath a row of 12 seated religious judges representing the major cults within the
empire. They in turn were beneath the temple's central statue. The crowd was behind
him but he felt them on the back of his neck.
There would be no questions. The topic was chosen ahead of time. There would be no
comments until his talk was completed.
He spoke and managed at first to keep his tone even and without stress.
“One need not list the traditional elements of Dharmayuddah to see its effects on our
current situation.”
The judges, silent, all at once each slightly raised one eyebrow.
“However, I will note that the enemy should never be attacked when in a
disadvantageous position. One should never use fraudulent means, trickery or surprise
attacks against a foe. It is a grave sin to strike one who has surrendered, one who is
fleeing or any kind of non-combatant.”
A very slight smile began to touch the faces of a couple of the judges. Eyebrows came
down immediately.
“The lives of women are sacred. Women are never to be spoils of war. Farmers are
sacred. Pillaging of the land is prohibited.
“You must never attack if you see two evenly matched people fighting. Never gang up on
an outnumbered foe. Prisoners are to be treated respectfully.”
Was that more smiles? It was very subtle but Aruna felt the warmth of their approval.
“Battles must never start before sunrise and must end after sunset. The evening hours
are not for fighting. After dark it is following dharma to visit the camp of your enemy,
salute the honor of the fallen and join in mourning for those killed on both sides.”

“In the Ramayana we see that when Ravana was injured in his very first encounter with
Rama, the God let him return to his place, saying:
“Go to your place of healing and come back when you have recovered for another round
and it will go better, let's enjoy our contest as it is our dharma.”
“In Mahabharata we see that many of the rules are broken but the heroes are always
brave and follow the rules of honor.”
Aruna could tell he was on a roll. He began to relax.
“Throughout history and now within the kingdoms east of the Sindh, the Pratiharas, the
Palas, the Rashtrakuta have fought by similar rules for honorable behavior in war. The
rules of conduct are aspired to even when circumstances are difficult.
“We are beset now by those who behave dishonorably. The new invaders don't believe
in any rules for just conduct or cause.”
Eyebrows were going up but Aruna was in the zone, he couldn't stop.
“We need to do two things:
“Change the way we approach our conduct to fit the conduct of the invader and look at
and change the failings of our system before they cripple us. If he fights in the dark, we
must also be prepared to fight.”
Mouths were beginning to hang open. Aruna didn't see it. He kept going.
“Our caste system, given to us by the gods, has become too rigid and it is making us
vulnerable. Since the laws no longer allow anyone to marry outside their caste, there is
no mobility and no hope for lower castes to rise above squalor. Who would remain
Hindu when the new religion makes them free men?
“Time and again we have seen the lower castes voluntarily converting to Islam and
joining their armies. This will be our undoing.”
Aruna finally saw what was in front of his eyes- the judges were restraining themselves
but only just barely. An array of expressions played out on the dais above him: disgust,
shock, a sort of sneer. He thought it best to complete the argument because he was in
too deep to pull out.
“The size of our armies and the superiority of our weapons have kept the armies of
Mohammed from sweeping across all of the Hindu lands so far but they inflict
tremendous damage even against our superior forces. We are wealthy but we are losing
a little at a time and getting weaker. If these northern empires fall, the whole land will be
lost.”
“We must let go of this caste business. We must let go of our traditions of military

conduct- the new enemy does not follow them. We must be- “
Aruna stopped abruptly. Frozen in position he could be seen to glow with a shifting silver
and white light by those around him. Simultaneously, the rest of the temple grew darknot what it was supposed to do at that time of day. The glow, the darkness and the
frozen body lasted most of an hour. When the glow switched off, Aruna went limp at
once like a marionette with cut strings. He was carried back to his home and tended to
by healers.
Everyone was impressed. It was miraculous. Nobody could remember anything like this
happening before. Though he didn't speak for 4 more days, Aruna got the priest job.
The Lokanath had made contact with its first human.
After he came to his senses, he was questioned, respectfully, about what had happened.
“I was in the darshan, the audience, of God,” he said.
“What did the god say to you? You were in samadhi for hours.”
“He said, 'hi'.”
By the time he had recovered from the first visitation, Aruna was struck by another. It
seemed as though he only had to think something that reminded him of the contact
with Lokanath and the experience would be back, including the glow and the ring of
shadow around it.
People began to flock to the town even in the off season just to see Aruna do this trick in
the temple. When he wasn't absorbed into communication with Lokanath, he was
speaking about his experience. He became a star.
It wasn't long before people began waiting in line to touch him, hoping that the light
would come. Often, it did. When that happened, those who were touching Aruna at the
time the light descended were filled with a sense of peace and the sense that they were
in the presence of something gargantuan. Beyond that they took little away. They missed
most of the conversation.
The thoughts that Lokanath conveyed to Aruna took a very long time to say. Aruna's
body could only stand a couple hours of the connection at a time which was just long
enough for about one word of conversation. The Lokanath was talking as quickly as it
could. Aruna gave a sermon each week on the words of God.
“In heaven there are many demigods. Some are almost realized beings who have
Ultimate Consciousness. In perfect harmony with Parama Perusha, Lokanath rules and
protects the creatures of heaven and earth. We are in his care.” He heard and preached
this particular conversation over a span of 10 years.
Overall, the message he preached tended to be very mundane, not a ground-breaker for

Hindu prophets. His appeal lay in the testimonies of what ended up being thousands of
temple visitors: the personal sense of being in the presence of a god in some shape or
form and the wearing away of their worries.
In fact, many of those who had been in the presence of the Light but especially those
who had been touching Aruna during a visitation experienced a huge boon to their
personal wealth that was unexpected. At the same time, some of the Lokanath
contactees gave away their fortunes and lived as hermits. Wealth or not they became
successful in their endeavors. They experienced the heavenly state spontaneously
throughout their lives and became known as saints.
Things were not so great for what remained of the kingdom claimed by Mahipala. Turkic
armies swarmed over the north and his own feudatories began fighting against him. The
areas around Karun were over-run and most citizens were either slaughtered or
enslaved. The town had been defended during this period primarily by the men from the
mountain monastery but their numbers were just enough to make Karun less of a
priority to the Muslims.
Eventually, invaders were at the door and Aruna implemented a daring plan that would
have made David Copperfield jealous. He turned the town into a ruin. The village
disappeared from the maps of men.

11. Golden years
Being the memoir of Liam O'Riley Jones
After Mikona's murder I took leave of the miners' camp at Sailor's Diggins. Before leaving
I spoke at length with Aiden. First, I apologized for my mistreatment of his horse and
then wrote him out a legal contract assigning him 50% of the value of the gold produced
for managing the claims I had already staked. It was the first time in the west that my
previous life as a banker and the skills I had learned there proved useful.
I had this uncanny ability also for finding gold: It was as though I could feel it's presence.
I pointed out to Aiden several spots where he should look to find more. It was the least I
could do.
As with the gold, I had an instinctive internal nudge as to where to find Mikona's people
and I followed it. Sleeping in the woods while traveling on foot was not any problem for
me- I felt vigorous to an extent that would seem beyond natural. In 2 days I stood at the
edge of a clearing 100 yards from a village. Without thinking I walked forward, my hands
raised and open in a gesture I hoped would convey my innocence.
After I had walked 6 feet into the clearing I was hit by an arrow in my right side and
immediately after that another in my right bicep. I had the sense to fall to the ground. In
a few moments there was first a pair of naked children and then 3 naked young men
with bows. One of them must have missed.
After speaking among themselves, one of them said, “You name.”
I said, looking up and trying not to cry from the pain, “Liam. I knew Mikona.”
They spoke among themselves again and the one who had spoken previously said, “Me,
name Migani. Hello, Liam,” and he stuck out his hand to shake. “Migani brother Mikona.”
Since my right arm had an arrow all the way through it I was reluctant to move my hand
but realizing the need for good manners, I gritted my teeth and shook hands with him.
He was gentle in that greeting, at least.
He then took me firmly by my left arm and not bothering too much to avoid bumping
the arrow that was in my side, dragged me to my feet. They and the crowd of a half
dozen or so children and others who had gathered at the periphery, examined me and
several shouted out a variety of opinions I could not understand.
With some suddenness, 2 of the young men held my arm while Migani pulled the arrow
all the way through my arm leaving a ragged hole belching blood. While I shrieked like a
child, an actual child came forward and gave Migani a leather strap which he tied roughly
around the wound. I began to control my weeping.

Migani held the bloody arrow up to his friends and said something that made everyone
laugh. I made a mental note to find out what the punchline was one day but mostly I
concentrated on not being overwhelmed by pain. I could see that Migani and his chums
were 16 or 17 years old at most.
Proceeding to give me firm support they all walked me, with one arrow still ensconced in
my rib-cage, to the small group of lodge houses. These buildings were half underground
and the roofs were off due to it being summer. Few people were inside of the lodges but
seemed busy outdoors with a variety of tasks, all of which stopped when I came into
view.
We came to a lodge that was occupied by the first fully clothed person I had seen in the
village. Around a fire with 3 women wearing only skirts was an obviously non-native man
with a bushy white beard and red curly hair. He stood up as we climbed down into the
lodge. He spoke with Migani and I heard my name. Words were exchanged with others
who were now gathered outside the lodge, looking in through the non-roof.
The bushy bearded man turned to me and spoke.
“I am called Pete. Not my name but, eh, plus personne ne s'en soucie. My English not
great but too bad, Mikona better but dead, dieu repose son âme, God rest her soul.
You, étaient ses amies, are friend, Liam, but you are crazy come here. I live here 25
years- they kill me if I show up at the wrong camp now, putain de fou.”
I said, “I have come to help any way I can. Mikona helped me. She was my friend.”
Pete said, “Lay down. Look at that arrow, flèche dans votre cœur, almost in your heart.”
I laid down. I said, “I am most grateful for your help.”
Examining me he said, “Deep. Point enfoui dans l'os, buried in bone.” He broke the arrow
off a few inches from where it entered using a stone knife. Bending over me he grabbed
the stump of arrow in his teeth and pulled, pushing off the floor of the lodge with his
arms, lifting me up in the process. It remained where it was. He called one of the women
over and she did the same thing, the arrow stayed.
Migani came over and tried his luck. He took the stone knife Pete had used, held it with
one hand against where the shaft of the arrow entered my flesh. He then hit the other
end of the knife with a stone. The arrow came flying free of the head but the stone point
remained in my ribs. He shrugged.
Pete shrugged and everyone else present went on nodding and shrugging as if to say, oh
well, so it goes, sometimes you have to learn to live with the arrowhead.
“Lucky you, men gone to council, les hommes sont allés convoquer une fête de
guerre so ambushed by kids,” said Pete. “Inch more, hit heart, bonsoir Liam”

“You're leaving it in there?” I asked not really surprised.
Pete was not even looking at me but was talking to another, older naked man who had
come into the lodge. Ultimately Pete said, “We kill you digging out. Not bad idea- vous
êtes un problème, not my decide to make.”
A bed was prepared for me in Pete's lodge and I was given water and some food. It was a
root similar to something I had eaten at the medicine camp. The man who had been
consulting with Pete, untied the leather thong on my injured arm which immediately
caused it to throb and he began spreading a sticky paste on the now seeping holes. He
packed these in leaves. I felt the pain pulsating in my whole body. He continued the
process at the hole under my left arm where a stone arrowhead lay buried.
The throbbing of the pain rocked me to sleep.
I slept for a full 3 days. When I woke I found my right arm swollen and sore but usable.
My left side was similarly distressed but not really so bad. Pete was gone.
I filled my time trying to learn the language, using some of what I picked up from
Mikona. My initial attempts were often met with laughter, most especially by the women
who lived in the lodge of and may have been wives of the old Frenchman, Pete. I walked
around and visited with other villagers as well but they were too polite to laugh. I fell
into a comfortable ritual of dropping in on the various families, joining them in their
labors and having food, carrying on blunted, grunting (on my part) conversations.
The soreness eased and my strength returned. Over the course of a week, it was getting
so I could understand something here and there that others were saying.
By the end of that week most of the men had returned to the village and so had Pete. In
long talks with Pete, I learned that the warriors and elders of this clan, the Illahe and
others of the River People were preparing for war. Women and children were to be taken
to the place of spring flowers. One of the chiefs of the River People had already raided
the Applegate ranch and gained many horses.
Pete said, “They will all die. I hope I die soon, too.”
I understood. These people had no concept of the numbers of white men and women
that would soon be swarming into their land, no idea of the level of greed that would
ride in on their wake. I understood but I couldn't just stand and watch it. I joined in
mostly because I wanted to be loyal to Mikona.
In the course of the war that followed I was able to secure better weapons than the
Indians had at the time- I even helped capture a supply wagon loaded with ammunition
for the newer cartridge loaded rifles. It was all utterly for naught.

The resistance of the natives of the Rogue Valley, the Dagelma, the People of the River,
fell rather swiftly under the onslaught of US army troops under the command of Major
Kearny. The soldiers managed to capture the villages of women and children early on,
holding them hostage. The few heavy skirmishes left many Indians dead and minimal
injuries among the white soldiers.
All the surviving peoples who had called this land their home for thousands of seasons
were moved to a reservation at what is now called Table Rock. At least that place was a
holy place for the River People, though it did not have enough game and all the good
roots were in the lower valley.
The one piece of this debacle, the Rogue River Indian War of 1851, that still gives me a
warm feeling somewhere, is when a detachment of troops under the provisional
leadership of Captain Jeremiah Applegate of the Table Rock Militia, after having
participated in the slaughter of a group of 11 young warriors at what's now called Graves
Creek, came upon a canoe that seemed to be left for him by providence itself.
Captain Applegate thought that the canoe would be useful in getting supplies and men
back to the camp. It was this large canoe that had recently brought me and a number of
the Illahe band to this spot, including Migani. Applegate and two of his men had just
pulled it from the brush where we had hidden it, but they hadn't seen us just a few yards
away. Only one of them had his hands free when I spoke up. I had a revolver trained on
that man's head. “That's our canoe, eh?”
Captain Applegate said, “I am seizing it for use by the army, citizen. Are you the owner?”
“I could be,” I said. “But it sure ain't yours.”
Migani had an arrow notched and pointed at Applegate's chest.
“We are in a war, sir,” Applegate said. Migani pulled his bowstring back. Less than 25
yards away 50 men of that regiment were organizing their gear following the recent
battle.
I said to the man who still had a free hand to pull his revolver, “Don't think I won't.”
Migani pulled the string back just a bit more.
Applegate recognized me. “You are the one who tried to stop me hanging that Indian
girl.”
As he said it, Migani let the arrow loose and it flew right into the heart of Jeremiah
Applegate. The other man grabbed for his gun and I fired with my revolver, winged him
probably, certainly didn't hit the head I was aiming at. After that the whole place got
really busy and we barely got out. I did hear that Applegate died from his wounds and is
considered to have been the only white soldier killed in the 1851 war, though they don't
say it happened when he was stealing a canoe.

I stayed on with the Dagelma after the people were moved to the Table Rock
reservation. I married one of Mikona's cousins, De-She. It just seemed like the right thing
to do and I felt a debt to the Dagelma for the brutality of my white brethren. I loved DeShe in a non-romantic way but it felt completely right in a symbolic way.
The Table Rock reservation was a disaster. Though it was a holy place, which was good, it
was not a place that could sustain all the river tribes. Starvation killed about a quarter of
the people kept there. Building materials were not available beyond the tents supplied
by the army.
The tribes of the region were forced to sign treaties ceding tens of millions of acres and
agreeing to be confined to a relatively tiny tract of rocky land. They were to be paid
$60,000 but the miners and settlers who lost property in the war were paid out of that
first and the rest came in the form of wheat flour, that arrived spoiled the first winter at
Table Rock, and in farming tools they didn't know how to use.
I farmed on the reservation while homesteading a good valley adjacent. My land
spanned an area which gave the River People access to better fishing. I grew potatoes
which were the main source of calories for many on the reservation that first winter.
I had a child, a baby girl named Shekona and enjoyed good relations with my neighbors,
the closest ones being members of Mikona's clan, which I had married into.
I was utterly unprepared for the thing that happened when my daughter, was born.
Nobody had ever mentioned it as far as I know. When I held the little thing in my arms I
was overcome with love. It was like my heart had only been a small replica of what it
could be- it was so much deeper and bigger than I realized.
A year or two later I headed downstream to see Aiden back at Sailor's Diggins and found
out things had changed. To start with there appeared to be an actual town where the
mining camp had been. Aiden himself wasn't living in a tent anymore but in a house, one
of the finest to be seen of the total of a dozen or so wooden structures. Tents continued
to house the majority of the residents but there were many more of them.
My mines and the ones Aiden worked based on my information had turned out to be
insanely wealthy. He said nonchalantly that he owed me $250,000 after expenses and he
had already set up a bank account for me in Oregon City. He had gold coins and nuggets
by the bag-full to give me, which he did before I left.
“I'm not coming back, Aiden. You can keep it all if you want, from here on out,” I said.
“Nah, Liam,” he said, “I got this contract and I'll keep to it. None of my claims ever
panned out. Only what I got from you has worked. And boyo it has worked!”

We drank his whiskey and told each other some stories. I told him about my little family.
He told me about it being rough that he's the second richest man in town and there's
hardly any women.
He said that with the Indians confined there had been a huge wave of settlers and
prospectors- thousands had moved into the area but they were 90% men and the rest
worked in the bars.
Aiden told me that Big Tim was still paying a bounty for Indian scalps and my blood
began to boil. He had seen recently when a miner had come in with 5 black haired scalps
in one day at his hardware store. He said that he had caught them trying to steal his
provisions and Big Tim gave him $25.
Big Tim was the richest man in town but not because of his mines- he was, as I recall, a
half-assed miner and terrible boss- but he had a near monopoly in goods coming from
the Willamette Valley up north. He owned 80% of the wagons that brought the supplies
needed by miners and homesteaders and business had been great. He owned the
hardware, feed and general store as well as operating the post office.
I asked Aiden and he agreed to charter a wagon load of provisions for the people in my
extended family. Taking my leave, I spent the better part of the day buying some things
for home (including picks, shovels, guns, wheat and a pack horse to carry it all) and,
having ascertained that Big Tim was indeed in his store, I spent some time at his empty
home.
It was not locked in any way and once inside I opened a good sized bag I had brought
with me it held chopped leaves of a noxious local herb hated by the Indians and called by
whites Poison Oak. I scattered some in his bedding. I put more in his clothing and
dumped the rest in his stove.
It was a childish trick but I hadn't yet thought of a more permanent solution.
I went back to Table Rock with a lot of useful stuff and an extra horse, not to mention the
bag of gold on one hip and on the other the very latest revolver by Samuel Colt, the
1851 Navy. It had percussion caps that you used with ordinary balls but you could load
all six cylinders without putting anything down the muzzle.
The times were worse than hard. While I was able to help what were essentially my
family members in the immediate proximity of my farm, many of the people thrown
together at Table Rock didn't even speak each other's language.
On a trip into town I found I had a letter from Aiden, addressed to me care of general
delivery, Table Rock. Since the reservation had no post office and people in town rarely
saw me, it stayed there. It told how Big Tim had come down with the most horrible sores
all over his body, even in his mouth and nose. He was so covered in the weeping and

bleeding pustules that the people of the town had quit going to his store. Oliver Lane,
that miner from Klamath Falls had started selling supplies he had delivered from
California, right off the ships in Crescent City.
I had the best if not the only laugh of that year.
To stay on the reservation was to die of hunger, so many quietly tried to find food in the
places they used to occupy. Some ranged into the mountains where the whites had not
yet filled every space. Encounters between natives and the increasingly large number of
settlers often became heated, violent, and tragic.
Down river from my farm was the settlement now called Jacksonville. It is the same
settlement that kidnapped and murdered Mikona. I don't like going there but it is a lot
closer than Sailor's Diggins for regular supplies. Even so, it was my first visit since the
winter of 1855 when I saw the crowd talking loudly outside the bar.
One man said that with so many miners moved into the area there was little gold to go
around. Another allowed that the army folks had money, and back when everybody was
fighting the Indians they all got paid well by the government. Someone else said the
Indians were killing their cattle that grazed up near the reservation.
I walked towards them and asked a fellow who was not engaged in the discussion if
something was up to do with the Indians.
He said, “The good news is that General Lane is going to authorize a regiment of
volunteers based in Jacksonville. Good wages for every man who can hold a rifle. We're
gonna punish those redskins for runnin' around like they own the place! Their
depredations will cease.”
I thanked the man and got out of there pretty quick. I had a bad feeling things were
about to get ugly. On my way home I stopped and tried to speak with the natives who
were camped at a lake below the reservation. It was a good spot for roots, game and fish
but was definitely in the area claimed by whites. The folks here were Galice tribe and
couldn't understand the Dagelma words I knew. I tried to tell them to clear out, that the
white men would come. They probably thought I was crazy. I got home and had my wife
and little girl go up higher into the reservation, thinking they would be safer.
I worked on my fences, especially along the draft where people would come up to get to
my farm from deeper in the valley.
One day a couple of weeks later the sound of gunfire carried up the river to my farm and
I got on my horse and rode down until I came upon a group of a few dozen wellarmed men. They told me they had just come from a battle with a group of Indians
camped at the lake. The Indians weren't well armed and “killing them was easy as can
be” according to general consensus. However, they had now been told in no uncertain

terms to “secure non-combatants as hostages against armed hostiles”, so, no more
wanton extermination.
The man who acted as leader of the group said that his men were just a splinter from
the forces riding to secure the reservation. They were looking for Indians that got away
from the earlier encounter and hoping they were combatants.
Many of these men carried scalps. One bragged he had 20 pieces to sell to that guy up in
Sailor's Diggins and he was getting paid by the army to do it too. I almost pulled out my
Colt and put one between his eyes. Instead I turned and rode my horse back up toward
the reservation.
The main force of the volunteers had arrived on the reservation ahead of me. Most of
the native men of fighting age took their weapons and regrouped at the high ground of
Table Rock. They thought the women and children left back in their home camps would
just be left alone- there was no reason to fight them, after all. Over the course of the
next couple of days the volunteers and regular army rounded up all the women, children
and old people they could find and the survivors of the roundup were kept in pens and
guarded with rifles. A few were sent with word to their people that everyone should
surrender if they wanted to see their families again.
It took me 2 days to find my wife and child. I stood at the perimeter of the hostage pen
and was soon met by a man with a rifle pointed at me. He allowed me to visit with my
wife over the fence. The guard said I had to get General Lane to give word before any of
these hostile non-combatant enemy could be released.
When I showed up on General Lane's doorstep I was clapped in irons. It turned out that
the man I winged when Migani killed Applegate was now Lane's secretary and had
identified me as complicit in the only white fatality in the war of 1853. I was held in the
stockade, a primitive affair, and treated with contempt.
I got minimal information. The forces directly under General Lane were restrained in
their actions- focused on the capture of women and children as hostages. The volunteers
were another matter and were reprimanded often by the military commanders for the
wholesale massacre of “non-combatants”.
Lane's secretary, the one who had ratted me out to the authorities, came by and wanted
me to know that one of the tribes, the Illahe, had gone all the way down the Rogue River
to the coast killing every settler and miner they found.
“We have it more thought out for this war. Not going to stop until they're all gone. The
General is out there right now rounding up savages that are still livin'. Joinin' him today
to begin marching the 2000 who have already surrendered from Table Rock, 'cludin' your
squaw.”

“Then,” he said, “we'll come back and get you sorted. Have a trial, maybe hang you.”
The army removed all natives under their control to new reservations being set up in
Siletz on the coast. For most of those captured this meant walking several hundreds of
miles in the cold winter of 1855-56. Hundreds perished on the trip from starvation or
exhaustion.
Hostile bands that didn't surrender were hunted down. The brief rebellion of the second
Rogue River Indian war was thus soon expedited and the entire watershed of the Rogue
and Illinois Rivers was uninhabited except for the increasing numbers of miners and
farmers.
Lane took some time to get back to the fort as he oversaw the pacification
(extermination) of the remaining combatants, removal of all other native
populations and then driving them hundreds of miles on foot in different directions. It
was a big job; an enormous accomplishment, and he earned some medals from the
army. Since I was a civilian it was determined that I should go to trial up north in relative
civilization.
I got in touch with Aiden who secured an attorney from San Francisco. It took 6 months
before the case could be heard in Oregon City and my attorney immediately filed to
dismiss the case using the prosecutions own assertions as to the facts of the situation- I
did not kill anyone but only protected a man whose property was being confiscated.
In the end I didn't get hanged- they let me go. There was value to being rich.
I went to find my family.

12. Underground
Maj
The weathered old man listening to the Beatles in the front seat of a Cadillac Fleetwood
gave us a big grin. “Hey Maj, hi Bob,” he said. “I hope you'll forgive all the conniving it took
to get you here. My name is Drakko.”
Drakko then opened the door of the car and stepped out. He appeared tall and slender. “I'm
sorry but I can't shake your hands. We are extremely susceptible to human diseases.”
Bob's eyes got big. “What do you mean? You look human to me.”
Drakko said, “Ah, yeah, just a moment. Let me relax a bit.”
Then as we stood there he began to tremble; his skin began shrinking and hardening into
scales. His face elongated and became narrower until his head was unmistakably that of a
giant lizard. I could also hear sounds of movement all around us. Even Bob heard it.
We turned our flashlights to scan the darkness that surrounded us and saw about a dozen
lizard people, their eyes bright with reflected light, closing a circle with us at the center.
“Oh god Maj!” Bob wailed. “What have you gotten us into this time?” I thought he was

going to shit his pants.
Drakko said, “Don't be afraid. We won't hurt you.
“We are called the Anunnaki and we existed on earth long before the age of humans. A few

thousand years ago we might've had you for a snack but those times are long gone. The
ones you know as Lightholders filled you with microbes that are toxic to our species. We
won't hurt you. I'm here to give you information and a warning.”
I was intrigued. “What do you know about the Lightholders?” I asked.
Drakko said, “That's why we brought you down here, so we could talk without interruption.
We knew them by another name long before humanity emerged on this planet.
“They can see through your eyes so there's no way we keep this secret but you are not

under their direct control. Many humans in the above-ground world are completely under
their control.”
“The treasure?” I asked.
“A ruse,” he explained. “It got you here. But you must admit that the car is pretty cool. Your

father is responsible for that. He brought it down here piece by piece and assembled it in
this spot.”

“You actually knew my dad?” I asked.

At this point the small crowd was gathered intimately around us and the car.
“Your pop was a friend to our people. He was a personal friend to me as well. He was afraid

of what the Lightholders were up to.”
The story Drakko then told was very strange but wasn't especially more-so than what I had
already been through in the past year.
“The ones you know as Lightholders have been tinkering with organisms on earth for a

billion years,” he said. “The Anunnaki were once tree dwelling reptiles, similar to primate
mammals. A cataclysmic meteor impact and planet-wide volcanic eruptions darkened the
sky and froze most of the surface of the world for hundreds of years. We had the capacity
for hibernation and it was in our long dreams we were taught to dig for shelter, to find food
and survive the long night.
“We ate the insects that lived in the soil or under the rocks and we ate the small tunneling

mammals that also hung on in the dark. We survived.
“As the sky gradually cleared and vegetation returned, we found ourselves in a unique

position. Our cousins, the ones you call dinosaurs, were mostly gone. All of the large
creatures that once dominated the earth were gone. In the long ages that followed, the
Anunnaki held on, driven by their long dreams to survive.
“There was eventually an explosion of new life, mostly deriving from the little burrowing

rodents.
“We were the kings of the world, the largest surviving predators of the time. It was our

golden age. An unseen presence nurtured our intelligence from within and gave us
increasing dominion over the web of life. We called them the Preservers.
“Life evolved and so did we. A slow explosion of new animals covered the earth. Our ability

to change colors had helped us when we lived in the trees and over many millions of years
these kinds of adaptations were enhanced.
“The Preservers gave us the ability to inflate and reshape our scales as well as making other

morphological changes allowing us to effectively imitate any creatures of similar mass.
Vocally we can reproduce other animal sounds with ease. We can even copy the scent of
another even if we have not been exposed to it before.
“The Annunnaki continued to make our homes under the ground but we also made above-

ground cathedrals dedicated to our benefactors. We remained at the top of the expanding
food chain. We lived in harmony and there was nothing, no animal, that could threaten us.

“But we were slow to develop certain technologies that the Preservers needed. We just

didn't experience enough frustration in our lives to drive us to invent metallurgy, for
example. The Anunnaki don't fight one another and never needed weapons, as such. We
had claws and teeth for hunting. We eventually learned to work with copper, gold and silver
to make decorations and jewelry after millions of years. This was not good enough for the
Preservers.
“We were aware in the long course of time that other species were being influenced and

shaped on earth to become servants of the unseen Preservers. Among these were the
primates that eventually produced humanity. Some 5 million years ago we began eating as
many of these competitors as we could.
“The hominids were aggressive and while they lacked the teeth and claws of a real predator,

they used rocks, sticks and anything else at their disposal to defend themselves. Anunnaki
would infiltrate a band of hominids, killing the mothers and their children at night.
“Even after the Preservers changed the gut microbes of the creatures to make them

poisonous to us, we kept killing them. That was when they sent the Plague, hordes of flying
demons that would find us wherever we were above the ground. These creatures could
track us even when we changed our scent.
“They laid their eggs on us wherever they found us. Worms then grew and proliferated

through our bodies and developed into more demons until our skins would burst, releasing
another horde. As horrible as this was, the demons had an acute sense of where to find our
eggs and the worms would eat our young before they were even born. Our mothers would
not know their babies were gone until the egg hatched and released a swarm of monsters.”
I interrupted: “Couldn't you just hide? Or stay in your tunnels?”
“The Anunnaki spend much of their time underground but our birthing nests have always

been on the surface in forested spaces. The process of ovulation is triggered by summer
light and only in temperate regions. During ice ages and climate changes we have always
followed the sun. The eggs need fresh, moving air, and about 3 years to hatch.
“The last Anunnaki child was born around the time that humans built Stonehenge and she

was the first hatch-ling in a millennium. We were once as numerous as humans are now and
lived in all the temperate zones of earth. Today we number less than a thousand aging
souls. None of our kind has ovulated since that birth.”
“How old are you?” I inquired.
“Our typical lifespan is between 8000 to 10,000 years,” answered Drakko, “I am 5,227 years

old as of last August. I was the last one born. No one has ovulated since then.”
“So you are female?” Bob asked. “You said 'she' had been the last one.”

“All the Anunnaki are female. We procreate by parthenogenesis. The ones we call

Preservers had some difficulty at first managing all the variables in sexual reproduction.
Sperm cells are so numerous and their genetic load so diverse we were designed this way
because it was more controllable.
“However, that doesn't mean we don't enjoy sexual-like activity. In fact, physical intimacy

has always been part of the process of egg-making. It just doesn't require or use any
exchange of genetic material.”
“What about the flying demons?” asked Bob. “Are they still around? I've never seen them.”
“They are certainly still around,” said Drakko, suddenly shaking with fear. “When they can't

find any Anunnaki, they eat and lay eggs in foliage. They are adaptable and vicious! They are
everywhere during our reproductive season.
“You call them 'butterflies'. A harmless sounding name for a creature built for torture and

genocide!”
“This is all very interesting,” I said. “I mean, it really is fascinating, but what do you want

with me?”
“The ones you call Lightholders,” she replied, “are never what they seem. They are using

you as part of their plan to use humanity. Their only goal is to free themselves from their
dimensional prison. When they are finished, when they have their freedom, they will
discard humans. Anything else they tell you about their plans is just a manipulation.
“For their own reasons they have allowed you and your family members a certain amount of

autonomy. It isn't for you or for humans in general- they are always and only about
achieving their own goals.”
We were all quiet for a few minutes. Our flashlights were beginning to fade out. Drakko
turned on the headlights of the car and we were blinded for a moment and then we turned
off our torches to save battery power.
“We run the car once a week to keep the battery up,” she said.
“What am I supposed to do with this information?” I asked. “You said that they can see from

my eyes- I can't hide that we've talked.”
Drakko was silent for a beat. “All I can say is, just don't trust them,” she said. “They have
been working on this for a very long time. It may not be possible to stop them. The
Anunnaki are goners. We served the Preservers for millions of years and they ultimately
marked us for destruction. It may still be possible to save the human race.”
I thought about Liam. He hadn't been in contact since the events at the hospital on

Columbus Day. Even if I take him at his word, how can I trust him? He said himself that he
was 'preserved' by the Lightholders to possibly communicate with people in our family. He
saved my life, but why? I understood at that moment that I would need to remain alert and
suspicious.
“I'm pretty tough but I'm only 10 years old,” I said, hardly believing it myself. “Are you really

asking me to save the human race?”
Drakko said, “I'm not asking you or telling you to do anything. Just try to see through their
schemes. It may already be too late.
“Speaking of 'late', you should both get back home before folks come looking for you. I'm

sure Naomi will tell people where you are if she's asked. She may have told someone
already. One of our people is up in the store and they'll let you out.”
“One minute,” said Bob. “Why did you hit me over the head?”
“Sorry about that,” said one of the lizard people behind me. “We thought we might have to

remove you. Maj was the one we had to talk to. Our time is very limited- the Preservers or
their servants will find this place soon.
“We need to all get back to our hidey holes now,” she said.

Maj said, “Really? Hidey holes? Are you people in kindergarten?”
Drakko frowned and said, “Don't patronize me. I'm your elder. Yes. We've given them too
much time already. Find your own way out, Maj, I think that's one of your superpowers.”
With that, Drakko turned off the car and its headlights. Immediate darkness made Bob and I
both turn on our flashlights.

We were alone.
Bob said, “Let's do something normal next time. Do you play chess?”
“Do I ever,” I said.

13. Landing
Drakko
I sat next to the boy on the steps. He gradually awoke to a chill.
Soon enough he became aware of my presence. Only last night, his father had been
murdered before his eyes and here was a strange man waiting for him to wake up.
Then it hit him, he was in the doorway of some business that probably needed him to
move.
“I'm sorry, sir. I'll get off the steps right away,” he said.
“I'm not here to roust you off the steps, lad,” I said. “Though it's a good idea to get off
before they tell you to rather than after. Times are hard and hard men get meaner.
“My name is Drakko. You are Rafe.”
The boy backed up against the stone wall adjacent to the doorway where he had spent
the night. He looked around and instinctively scanned for threats. He was trying to
decide to run but he wasn't quite ready to make his move. I saw that he was curious.
I continued, “I also know what happened last night. My sister was watching but was
unable to stop the assassins. My family have been watching your family and we knew
your father.
“I know you are set to run. I won't chase after you if that is a concern. You can leave any
time. I'm a friend.”
At the word “friend” the boy stiffened. His long muscles were clenched.
He was breathing deeply, his voice sharp as a razor when he said, “I don't have any
friends. Why should I trust you that you knew my father? Why should I trust anyone?”
I said, “You are right to be very skeptical of anyone who says they are your friend. We will
get to be friends. How about that?
“Let's start by breaking bread together. I bet you are hungry. If you have the time this
morning, I would like to show you around to the churches where they serve free food.
The first one on the list is open right now and probably serving biscuits and hot cereal.”
My people have really good sensory equipment for observing humans and knowing what
is going on with them. It goes well beyond the infra-red vision thing you might expect
from a reptilian. We taste all the chemicals your body is emitting.
So I felt the drop in his tension when something in his deep brain latched onto the
thought of biscuits and porridge. His mouth suddenly filled with saliva I could smell, his

stomach growled.
“Don't try to trust me. Stay alert. Until you get to know me better, I'll keep enough
distance that you don't feel trapped.
“My people know what it is like to be hunted and trapped.”
I believe Rafe remembered that as the best porridge he had ever eaten for the rest of his
days. It was ladled out by the nice sisters at the Saint Francis church. It is amazing how
much appetite you get by sleeping on stone steps without a blanket.
I showed him the other places where meals could be had if you got there at the right
time. I showed him some of the access points where you could enter the network of
tunnels that lay beneath the city.
I encouraged him to wait to go underground until he was ready. It can be claustrophobic
for a traumatized young boy. I was doing my best not to scare him more.
Say what you will about reptillians, we are not really mean. Cold blooded is fair, but not
mean. That's a mammal thing.
We sat on a wall near the Stark Street docks.
I said, “It's getting to be spring and I can't spend too much time above the ground when
it warms up. We have less than a month that I can really show you much of the city.”
I could tell Rafe caught the oddness of the statement. I could taste his alertness. Good, I
thought. We didn't have a lot of time to spend before summer.
“Portland is having a boom-time now. Prohibition and corruption have made some
people rich and some people dead. Keep your eyes peeled for mean and hungry men.
Included in that, I say, watch out for the cops, which will usually have that look.
“I don't think you have to worry too much about the assassins who murdered your
father. They don't want you dead, though they'd love to hurt you some.
“I think you have to worry about anyone who claims to be family.
“Mostly you need to watch out for the ones your father called the Light Holders. Or
sometimes he called them Star Angels. They will try to come to you in your dreams.”
The boy's eyes shifted as he remembered his father's words. Then he looked me in the
eyes and said,
“They present themselves as angels but they may be the Devil.”
For the next few weeks I taught him everything about the limited charity meals scene,
the best places to sleep without getting wet and eventually he learned the tunnel system
under the city. I always kept a respectable distance and mostly avoided odd comments.

In the middle of the 4th week, in a candlelit room under the SW Third Ave I showed Rafe
my real form.
I said, “Look, Rafe, I gotta tell you something about myself but you won't believe it unless
I show you. I'm not really the guy you see before you.”
I think maybe he thought I was going to tell him I was a gangster. He said, “Drakko, I
don't care how you make your money. I'm grateful for your help.”
The transformation doesn't take long and within a minute, instead of a person, there
before him was a man-shaped lizard wearing a second hand suit.
He was terrified. He was frozen in fear for only a half second and then he sprang faster
than a cricket. He ran to the nearest place he could get out of the tunnel at a butcher
shop basement. I could see him but didn't follow.
I didn't see him the rest of that day. The following afternoon he came and found me in
the tunnels. I was in human form to do some errands for my tribe.
“Okay,” he said. “Tell me everything you know about me and my pa. And tell how it is
that you are a lizard and can take the shape of a man. Tell me what my place is in the
whole business.”
“This will take a while,” I said. “Mind if I relax?”
With that I shifted from the shape of a man to that of a humanoid reptile. Rafe shivered.
I shrugged and said,
“Look, its who I am. I don't do this just to creep you out.”
I explained about the Preservers and how they had manipulated the evolution of the
Anunnaki. I described how my race had been used and discarded. I said that the
Anunnaki were just one of the creatures brought into existence through intervention by
the Preservers.
My neck frills turned greenish yellow with shame.
Softly and sincerely, I said, “I am sorry to say that my people used to eat humans. Please
accept my apology and be assured that I will never try to eat you. Even if I get really
hungry.”
Rafe said, “Deal.”
We stayed in the tunnel while I talked and he asked questions until it was too late to get
a free meal. I became a man again and we went topside where I bought him a turkey
sandwich at Hubers.
In first weeks of April, I introduced Rafe to a number of people who had sporadic or part
time employment. By mid-month he was busy working fruit stands and unloading trucks.

When he had nothing else going on, Rafe offered his services outside the city's
downtown hotels carrying luggage for tips. This sometimes got him chased off by the
regular bellhops but business overall was great and he made more friends than enemies.
I was pleased at how well he was getting along. That boy was a natural hustler and he
was the smartest mammal I ever saw.
I didn't see the boy after mid May. All of my people were preparing to hide. In June the
city was ramping up it's big urban celebration, the Rose Festival.
I knew he'd be okay. The hotels were packed. The regular porters stopped chasing him
away and he was even given a uniform (much too large) by the Sapphire Hotel. Hotel
customers liked that he knew so much about the city and how to get anything they
wanted.
My people found their deepest holes and only came back to the tunnels in September. In
October I went above-ground and bought an Oregon Journal. I clipped this story out. It
was part of a summer retrospective.
“On the morning of June 3rd a dense swarm of insects filled the sky, darkening the streets
at mid-day. Visitors and natives alike were amazed as the colorful creatures descended
onto the city. The agriculture college in Corvallis declared it to be the largest urban
concentration of butterflies ever recorded. Monarchs and Tiger Swallow-tails created a
spectacle that lasted long enough that naturalists from all over the west came to observe
it. No one could explain how so many of the insects ended up there.
“Even more bizarre was the behavior of the butterflies. Instead of seeking flowers for
nectar or plants for their eggs, they would wait at ground level near the delivery
elevators that led below the street. As soon as the loading doors opened, they would
swarm into the opening and enter the tunnel system beneath the city.
“Inside the tunnels they were everywhere. For a couple weeks the downtown area
remained covered with them, making it a Rose Festival to be remembered. Then, as
suddenly as they had appeared, the insects began to die off. The Portland “Butterfly
Bloom” as it was called, went into the history books.”
When I saw Rafe again he was doing well. Rafe had made enough money that summer to
live pretty comfortably. His days of eating church handouts and wearing charity handme-downs seemed to recede into the past. He didn't come to see me much but I didn't
follow him around either Rafe was a busy lad.
Portland in summer was awash in money in those days.
Of course, the butterfly bloom had brought a lot of tourists but there was a more
predictable reason which had to do with the center of town in summertime being one
gigantic party. Booze, gambling and prostitution mixed with a large fraction of the

population having more money than they needed to create a perfect storm of excessive
consumption. It was the last summer of the Roaring Twenties in a wide open town.
Multiple criminal gangs operated in the city. One of these gangs was the Portland Police
Department, which was well known to be the main player in the distribution of liquor. All
of the establishments where alcohol was served either got their product from the police
or they paid a tax in the form of raids. These raids were not actual police actions but
consisted of the cops taking possession of all the booze and cash on the premises at the
time. The booze would then be re-sold (often to the people who they just stole it from)
and the cash divided up among the officers. Police captains got a 15% cut of all sales,
kickbacks and seizures. They, in turn, paid the department leadership and city council
members.
For the City of Portland, it was a system that worked and made many wealthy both in the
private sector as well as the corrupt public sector. My people were at that time involved
in some smuggling so we had connections with local crimelords.
Rafe came to see me when he met Alice.
Alice Schrunk was married to the head of the downtown merchants association. In this
role, she was frequently seen on the society pages of the Oregon Journal overseeing
lavish parties or raising money to help the poor. She was also a listed Confidential
Informant for the police due to the fact that many of the downtown businesses were
either partnered with or controlled by criminal gangs.
Rafe met her initially in the course of joining a catering crew serving dinner for a charity
ball at the Benson Hotel. Subsequently, he had the occasion to provide some services to
friends of the Schrunks who were staying at the Sapphire. The out of towners had been
impressed by his knowledge of the city and its resources as they were steered to the
most honest gambling halls and the least rapacious Speakeasies. After that, Alice would
often send business associates to hotels where Rafe worked.
It came to pass that she asked Rafe to help her sneak the chief of detectives of the
Portland Police Bureau into her private apartments at the Skidmore Hotel. Often. He got
a buck from her before each assignation and tipped a quarter by him after.
For Rafe, if the summer had been rich, October was a gravy train.
The whole ball of wax was about to go south. Portland, the country and the world were
about to be hit by the great stock market collapse and subsequent economic depression.

14.

Quest

Being the memoir of Liam O'Riley Jones
I sold my mines to Aiden with a handshake. He would deposit the money in the account
in San Francisco. He helped me buy a fine horse and provisions for my journey. I hoped it
would not be a long one.
The President of the United States, James Buchanon, created the Siletz Reservation to
put the defeated tribes of the Rogue River Valley after the war. This had happened
before I was incarcerated. If I was lucky I would find De-she and She-kona there.
I went north over the Siskiyou Pass and worked my way northwest to the lands of the Kokwel.
I had met people from these tribes before. I could not speak their language but there
would likely be someone among them who spoke the language of the People of the
River. There was said to be a village at the river mouth. I would rest there and learn what
I could before heading up to the reservation.
I was feeling disinclined to socialize with white men after my recent experiences, I
steered toward the coastal and low mountain lands of these, the last free tribes between
me and the Reservation at Siletz.
It was very disturbing to me that I ran swiftly into miners and mining camps. I steered
clear of them until I had chosen a moment to try and find out what was going on.
Almost every stream and valley I crossed had been affected by mining, the soil gone, the
water a dark red brown. Nothing was living in those streams anymore. Coming down to
the river that would be named after the tribe when they were gone, the Coquille, I saw
that it too was dank and polluted.
I made it most of the way to the coast and when the river began to spread out I knew I
must be near the village I had heard of before. I needed directions.
I saw the man with a donkey who was carrying equipment- metal pipes used to reroute a
stream for strip mining- I continued forward on the trail and greeted him.
“Ahoy sir!” I said. “My name is Liam. I'm up from the Rogue River. I thought these were
the lands of the Indians they call Ko-kwel. When did they start mining here? I'm a miner
myself.”
He said, “Hello stranger. I'm Ed.
“It started when they found gold in the sand at Whiskey Creek. Before that there wasn't
hardly no white men here except those passin' through. Certainly weren't no miners.”
“Where'd they all come from,” I asked.
He replied, “People came from California, came up from Klamath, Gold Beach- in 3
months there was a thousand men. Now we got a little town up this trail about 14 miles.
It's called Randolph. There's a ferry operating there and it's our main center of

commerce. Go get you some food and drink, maybe a bath and a bed by the looks of
you.”
“Thank you kindly,” I said, “Do you know the whereabouts of the large native village
that's somewhere near this place? I think it's Nasomah.”
“Ah, ya don't want to go there. Nothin' but scrawny injuns what don't have no food to
share. The only bath you'll get is in the river. Your bed will be a level spot. Eatin' rushes
and crickers!”
The man began laughing at his joke.
I thought about the people of this land who I had met. They were proud of the wealth of
fish that swam in their streams, the multitudes of oysters and mussels from the shore
and the plentiful camas growing in the deep black earth of their valleys. The Ko-kwel
were a wealthy tribe with resources.
In my mind I saw the giant mining machines turning those streams into muddy stinking
cesspools. The dark and lush soil stripped from the valleys and sent through sluice gates
and washed down to the sea. The miners, coming by the thousands to destroy their
land, take their bounty.
The Ko-kwel had signed no treaties. Their homeland was still sovereign territory.
The man stopped laughing and frowned. “If you really got business in Nasomah, it's less
than a mile down from the Randolph Ferry. Not much to it. I hear'd most of them people
have died off. Maybe 15 of those ranchero buildings left, some corrals.”
The Spanish had noted the villages of the Ko-kwel and others all along this part of the
coast. Seeing the plank long houses it reminded them of rural settlements in Europe and
they called them Rancherias. The village of Nasomah was the ancient heart of the tribe
near the mouth of what would be called the Coquille River. I had a very bad feeling.
I thanked him and went on down the trail.
I came to the town of Randolph. I walked through tent encampments that looked
deserted. Trails gave way to dirt streets bordered by wooden sidewalks and there were
least 12 commercial buildings and few houses. I saw few people until I got to the center
of town and there, clustered around someone yelling himself hoarse, there was about
200 men armed with rifles, pistols, swords and pulaskis.
Feeling some fair trepidation, I tied my horse on a rail and, leaving all my gear including
my gun, worked my way through the crowd to see what was up. I had seen this kind of
thing before.
As I got closer I recognized the strained voice of the fellow in the center of the crowd
and soon came to where I could see his face clearly.
It was Big Tim. That murderous fellow from Sailor's Diggins was like a bad penny that
kept coming back.
He was yelling, “Are we gonna let them get away with this? Hell no! We have homes and
businesses to protect and we won't let these savages come and kill us in our beds!”

I turned to a fellow in the crowd.
I said, “I'm new in town. What is going on here?”
He replied, “Tim there owns the Ferry and has some mines upriver. The injuns have been
cutting the rope for the ferry perty regularly since it went in. Yesterday he said some of
them shot at him when he was re-tying the ferry. Most ever'body is sayin' that's the last
straw. The guv'ment won't help. They say that this is injun land and we should try to get
along. Well, we're done with that. We have formed the Coos County Volunteers to
manage the threat and Tim there is our captain.”
Big Tim continued to shout.
“I sent a list of our issues to Port Orford. You all know what's been going on. They
interfere with the ferry and trash our mining camps. They refuse to meet with our
representatives. They ride their horses all over the county like they own the place. Agent
Smith says that our complaints are trivial. Trivial!
“Now they're shootin' at us. It's just a matter of time before they murder us all.
“We ain't gonna let that happen!”
The shouts and murmurs of assent were accompanied by sounds of a hundred rifles
being loaded followed by a cacophony of blasts.
I rushed to the center and climbed up on a wagon. I yelled, “Wait! What are you doing?
This isn't even your land!”
Tim saw me immediately and gave me a stare that could melt lead. He turned and spoke
to some fellows at his side, his lieutenants I suppose. They came towards me.
Tim addressed the crowd:
“That man is an injun lover. He even fought against us in the Rogue River War. I thought
the army had hanged him. Let's fix that mistake.”
People nearby moved to assist the men in my capture. I could see my way out through
the sparser crowd next to the riverbank. I jumped down and made a run for it. Splashing
as I ran into the water I made for the main river channel and swam for my life. No one
tried to follow but splashes of bullets hitting the water around me told me they weren't
giving up. When I reached the other side of the channel and could stand up in the
shallows I looked back. Most were just watching me with angry faces. Some were still
shooting but accuracy at this distance was problematic- I felt safe as long as they were
aiming at me.
Walking out of the water I saw a bleeding hole in my lower pant leg where a rifle ball had
gone through. Must have happened on the other side of the river. I hadn't even felt it.
Most of my gear was across the river with my horse but I had a knife which I used to cut
away the fabric exposing the wound. It was almost a half inch across where the slug had
exited and it was seeping with dark blood.

I limped downriver quite slowly and painfully under the watchful gaze of the men on the
other side. I could also see men and horses loading onto the ferry boat at the end of
town. Coming to get me.
I left the immediate area of the river for the trees and the hills. A giant ancient tree lay
toppled in my path. Climbing around the enormous root ball I found a crater that had
been left when the giant had fallen. It was more than enough space for me and was
surrounded by spiky shrubs. I climbed down into it just as the men on horseback reached
the place where I had been walking minutes before.
It began to rain. The sound of it filled the air. There was a thunderclap.
I was overcome with exhaustion. I fell asleep curled up in my protected spot. When I
woke, the rain had stopped, the forest was quiet and it was night. A weak moonlight
struggled through the overcast sky but even without it I could see clearly. I walked back
to the edge of the river and listened.
I could hear the sound of horses and clanking metal down where the ferry was outlined
against the black of the ocean. I could see torches being lit. My leg was better but I still
fairly hobbled down to where I hoped to find the Ko-kwel village and warn them.
Dawn was just showing a sliver of light behind the mountains to the east. Coming around
a bend in the river I lost sight of the ferry but could clearly hear dozens of horses
galloping.
My heart breaks remembering the events of that morning. I can barely write the words.
I had just reached the boundary of Nasomah on the far side of where the horseback
Volunteers rode with torches, guns and swords. Big Tim was in front with an army cutlass
raised over his head like a general ordering a charge. But there was no enemy army- just
a sleeping village.
While I yelled ineffectually to try and rouse the sleeping tribe I was drowned out by the
men, their shouts and bullets. And the screams of the people who as their homes
burned around them were then shot as they tried to flee.
A young ko-kwel man was waving his arms and shouting at the horsemen. It was a
diversion to allow his woman and child to escape into the woods. Big Tim rode up and
cut him down with the sword.
The woman stood frozen in shock with eyes wide holding her baby in her arms. I ran
toward her and tried to pull her away. She resisted. I spoke the only word I knew in her
language, a greeting, and that seemed to unlock her legs and she allowed me to guide
her to the protected root hole I had hidden in last night. I stayed with them there
through that day.
By the time the sun was all the way up, there was nothing left of Nasomah and the
whole population was dead or hidden in the forest. The Indian Agency down at Port
Orford later said that 21 people were killed including 10 men, 6 women and 5 children.
No Coos County Volunteers were injured.

There was nothing for me to do but avoid being killed myself. The next night I snuck into
town, got my horse and gear and went north to where I hoped to find my family. I was
lucky that the people of the town had been so busy celebrating the defeat of a peaceful
village that nobody molested her or my saddlebags. We stopped as soon as we could so
she could eat and drink. I did the same, opening the provisions I had brought with me.
It is worth noting that when the Agency sent FM Smith to investigate the massacre he
reported the following to his superior, Joel Palmer, he Superintendent of Indian Affairs
for the Oregon Territory:
“Miners at the town of Randolph staged a most horrid massacre, a mass murder
perpetrated upon a portion of the Nasomah band of the Coquille Indians.
“On January 27, the vigilante miners registered numerous trivial complaints against the
Nasomah, which included riding a horse without permission, cutting the ferry rope, and
refusing to meet with the Volunteers.
“At dawn on the next day, the Volunteers formed three detachments, marched upon the
Indian ranches and consummated a most inhuman slaughter, which the attackers termed
a fight. The Indians were aroused from sleep to meet their deaths with but a feeble
show of resistance; shot down as they were attempting to escape from their houses.”
The Coos County Volunteers responded to the report by calling for Agent Smith to be
tied to a tree, whipped and flayed.
Smith resigned from the agency and moved to San Francisco.
Smith's boss, Joel Palmer came down to negotiate with the remaining bands of the KoKwel, telling them they'd better sign treaties or the agency couldn't guarantee their
safety. The various bands all knew had happened to the Nasomah. They all signed
treaties and accepted relocation in less than 3 months, giving away over 700,000 acres
of their ancestral homeland in exchange for not being murdered.
What a deal, eh?
Two days after the slaughter I was riding up to the Siletz Reservation where I
encountered army troops at the gate who asked me my business.
“My name is Liam O'Riley,” I said. “I'm a miner and rancher from down in the Rogue River
valley. I was separated from my family in the war. I'm married to a native woman who
was sent here with my child.”
The soldier replied, “We still have some Dagelma from that one. A bunch got moved on
up to Grand Ronde to the fort. Some likely were sent on to Warm Springs over the
mountains to the east.”
How many are here?” I asked.
“Right now we have some 200 families here from 4 different tribes,” he said. “Klamath,
Galice, Siskiyou and Dagelma. We're working on a list by name but lots of times even the
same tribe speaks different languages and hardly any of 'em speak English.
“Of course, a lot of 'em didn't make it this far. You're welcome to look around.”

I spent 2 days talking to everyone I could find at Siletz. I found some who even spoke the
Dagelma language of the People of the River but no one knew of De-she or She-kona. I
found one young woman who knew the names of some of De-she's clan.
“They sent them north,” she said. “Maybe you'll find them at Grand Ronde or Warm
Springs if they still live.”
I searched the Grand Ronde, spending days talking with everyone I could to no avail. The
next leg of the journey was much longer and involved crossing a substantial mountain
range, the Cascades.
I needed to get fresh supplies for the trip east to Warm Springs and that took me into
Corvallis. It was the most established city I had been in since leaving Ohio. They even had
a couple stone and masonry buildings- not like southern Oregon where essentially
everything was made of timber.
The city wasn't what impressed me, though. The natives of the Willamette Valley had
created a wide parklike grassland that went as far as the eye can see. As a man raised to
be a farmer, I was in a reverie. I thought of my clan, back in Ireland, eking out a marginal
life on a tiny parcel of rocky overgrazed, over tilled soil and looked upon the most
beautiful thing I had ever seen.
Much more beautiful and less horrible than the gold I was originally driven to extract
when I came to Oregon.
I lodged my horse, purchased a room, got some food at a sit down restaurant and went
looking for a bar with Irish whiskey.
Finding just such a bar I sat down with a glass and a bottle of Kilbeggan. I happened to
hear the nearby table of men discussing politics. They were loud and I could not help but
hear them.
“On the plus side,” said one man, “we were able to complete one legislative session here
in Corvallis.”
“Yes,” said another, “but they've moved it back to Salem for this year. A permanent
capital will need to be established before we apply for statehood. That's better than
Oregon City. A days ride instead of 2. I'd like to find a way to get the legislature back in
Corvallis.”
“We've had a lot of gains,” said the first man, “especially in last year's session. We
outlawed selling booze and weapons to Indians. We made it illegal for anyone but white
people to testify against white people.”
A third man piped in, “There's already too many negroes and mulattos here.
Slaveowners brought them in to work the mines and to work homestead farms. Some of
the mulattos are freemen. Before statehood we need to resolve this. We know we don't
want to be a slave state.”
“We've got a draft for the exclusion provision,” the second man said, “in the constitution
sub committee. Want to hear it? It's quick and direct.”

The others nodded their assent. The man who spoke continued.
“Here it is. 'No negroe or mulatto may reside in Oregon.' That's it.”
The third speaker spoke again, “What do we do about the ones already here? Deport
them? How do we execute this provision?”
“There are several ways we can address that. We have some legislative ideas. Frank
Baker out of Yamhill said we could make anyone who stays after the exclusion be subject
to a monthly whipping.”
I could hold my tongue no longer. I turned to them and spoke up.
“I've been in this country for 10 years and in Oregon more than 4. I've met whites,
Indians and Negroes. I can tell you that the whites are the most savage. I can't help but
think that white skin makes men into beasts.”
“Are you Irish?” asked the first man, “That's what's wrong with you. I think we'll need to
exclude your kind as well.”
Other people in the bar began looking my way.
“You need to leave this place, friend,” said the third speaker, with no friendliness in his
voice. “An Irish who loves Indians and hates whites is not welcome here.”
Several people in the bar got up to enforce the unwelcoming. I left a gold piece on the
table and left with my bottle of whiskey. I drank in my room until I was unconscious. I
spent the next couple days getting the things I'd need for the journey across the
mountains. I may have had services from the women at the brothel by the bar.
I took the route over the Santiam Pass and traveled a week and a half until I reached the
land that had been set up to contain deported tribes from the west. On the way I passed
a group of natives who were in the custody of an army regiment taking them to Warm
Springs. None of them were my family and no one had heard the names of my wife and
child.
At Warm Springs, there were about a hundred people, mostly older people, several
children up to about 16 years old and several women. The group had only 6 full grown
men who had all their teeth and weren't bent with age. All were skin and bones, some of
the younger ones with distended bellies.
None there spoke Dagelma. The tribes I saw there, Sahaptin, Kiksht and Paiute were
linguistically unrelated to the tribes of southwest Oregon Country and didn't understand
a word I said.
I spent the next day traveling up to the Columbia River and Fort Dalles. I checked in with
the officers in charge and asked about where my family might be. They couldn't give me
an answer but they said many Indians had died on the march to their reservations.
I camped by a river flowing down from the big mountain the English call Hood. It was a
clear night, the stars were like brightly colored jewels. I lay on my back, top of my
bedroll, and cried.
The tears flowed in the direction of the earth but evaporated into space before they fell.

15.

Perspectives

Maj
One of my dad's most repeated sayings was “Even the rectum has a valid point of view.”
He always encouraged me to not take my opinions too seriously, that opinions change
with perspective and even “bad” people might have a legitimate point.
I find it tough to take into account the opinions of people who are obviously idiots but I
make an effort. Even so, I sometimes forget to take other's opinions into account when
there is so much bullshit flying around.
Like at my school- Mt. Tabor Elementary: Mr. Ventnor asked the class about the
philosophy of Manifest Destiny and it's role in the “conquest of the western wilderness”.
I raised my hand.
“Yes, Maj?” said Mr. Ventnor.
“Manifest Destiny was what they called their racist excuse for committing genocide while
brutally taking land out from under people who had lived in the west for thousands of
years.”
“Where did you get that idea,” he asked.
“I learned how to read and I know how to spot fallacies,” I replied. “The book you gave
us to read is full of shit, but, thankfully, I've been studying American History since I was 6
years old. The Democratic party came up with the term Manifest Destiny to justify the
Mexican-American war in the 1840s and later to rally support in the contested Oregon
Territory. It was based on this ridiculous idea that Americans were special and had an
irresistible god-given imperative to conquer...”
Mr. Ventnor interrupted me, “That's enough. Are you a communist, Maj? I thought you
were a service kid. Do you hate America?
“Students, please read chapter 11 of your history book, American Glory.
“Maj, we are going to the principal's office.”
That scene repeated itself regularly at Mt. Tabor.
My foster parents, the Sherwoods, initially got a little upset by the notes that sometimes
came from school about my behavior and unpatriotic views. Eventually they came to
realize that it wasn't going to change and they ignored the issue. In truth, they had
gotten so used to me that they paid little attention overall. It was the sixties after all. We
were on our own.
During that time I saw Bob pretty often- at least once a week or two during the school
year; more in summer. For a time after what I like to think of as the Mystery of Hobo's
Treasure, Bob's friend Naomi would hang out with us. I think she was interested in him
at first but he was too shy to respond and she ended up getting distracted somewhere
else.

For a long time I used to go to Bob's to play chess after school. There wasn't anybody at
my school worth playing.
Or maybe it was because he got less and less mobile. Sometimes he could walk with
canes but more and more he was getting around in a wheelchair.
I found another entrance to the tunnels. I would sometimes go down there by the old
Cadillac to be alone. Once in a while I'd see Drakko if it was the right time of year. I
mostly tried to just go to see him in the late fall and winter when the danger of butterfly
attacks was low.
I had the beginnings of dreams with Grandpa Liam and I got in the knack of shutting him
out. Seemed that way, anyhow. I supposed he might still be able to monitor me but I had
no conscious contact.
When I started high school Bob had lost all use of his legs and couldn't use his arms well
enough for crutches. He got tired supporting himself in a wheelchair and so would prop
himself with straps. He was often uncomfortable. He didn't attend school that year.
Don't get me wrong. He was, in many ways, my best friend. It just got so that when I
went to see him all he did was complain or get me to help adjust his position. In those
days when I was a new freshman in high school, I managed to find other things to do
than visit whiny Bob for a while.
At first it was just a weekend here or there that I failed to drop by. Over a few months it
became the visits that were once in a while. I stopped visiting. Bob never called and I
quit going over.
I mentioned being a high school freshman. It was a big step up for me in many ways but
mostly socially. While Bob and I were very close, I did not find kids my age that really
wanted to hang out with me in those days. The kids I was around were the other
outcasts, which was fine, but even among them I was way too weird.
It could have been much worse than it was. I never grew taller after my first near death
experience. I did not enter puberty, though I muscled up in some non-testosterone way
that made me look strong but not quite freakish, really.
My bones got heavy and dense so I gained weight. I looked too young and too dangerous
to be in high school. I also had a presence and a look of toughness that made people
think twice before they said something.
It's my bone structure.
That first day I was very nervous. I had caught the Rose City Transit bus on East Burnside
at 60th. There were a lot of students on the bus but also a lot of older people. Not just
people over 18, I'm talking about elderly. There must have been 4 of them in a group
sitting right next to where I had to stand.
They gave me the “eye. Here I was dressed nicely, not wearing makeup but I'm dressed
like a normal kid, in jeans. They were all squinting and frowning.
“Little girl? Are you old enough to ride the bus by yourself?” asked the head old woman.

“I am 14 and on my way to school,” I said with a little strain. I try to be polite.
One of the assistant old ladies said, “You look like a very nice girl.”
Instantly they all went from a sneer to a artificial smile that was nonetheless blinding in
intensity. I shivered as I turned away and I tried not to look at them.
I recognized the Catholic school and knew it was my time to ring but I needn't have
worried at all. The bell rang several times but when we got there over half the bus got
off at Southeast 14th and Stark. I got off to find a crowd of people I had never met
standing around the entry doors, on the steps or across the street. Further down the
block the hard kids were smoking.
I eventually learned they weren't that hard. There weren't many grade school kids
smoking but a couple and they thought they were hard. I thought they looked poor. I
stayed away from them mostly because I was avoiding conflict.
These, all of them, were just the kids who were waiting for the bell to go in, taking their
last breaths of freedom before entering the halls of knowledge. I walked through them
into the building. I wanted to find where my home room was, where my locker was and
where the bathrooms were. I needed an edge on this day.
Many people gave me looks but, like I said, they didn't share their thoughts. I went to the
2nd floor on the stairway next to the front door. The first door I saw to my left was 265 so
I went right. It didn't matter, it was just on the other side of the building. I walked
through the hall checking out the kids who wanted in early. Most of them gave me looks
I was familiar with.
That's when I walked by the Theater Arts door where a group of really cool looking kids
were gathered. There was this group of girls- I mean, they had what I can only described
as the most interesting clothes I had seen. They had vibrant colors. They wore beads.
They did not “do” their hair. One of them was black.
My senses picked up, giving me a feeling of slow motion. I saw them notice me as I
walked toward them. First one looked my way, then another, then the two were poking
the 3rd one to look. Expressionless, at first.
I feel very exposed but then begin to feel admired, attractive, even confident. Their blank
faces grow smiles, their eyes twinkle.
As I come into proximity one of them says, “Hello little girl. Do you need help finding
someone?”
I said, “I'm actually starting school here today. I have a condition that makes me look
really young.” In my mind I was giving them props for being straight forward and saying
what they thought. Then I added, “I'm not offended. I appreciate you said something.
Most people just look at me like I'm a weirdo.”
A second one spoke, “Now that we can see you better you definitely don't look like a
typical little girl.”

The first girl said, “Don't pay attention to her. But she's right, up close you are something
special. My name is Mary. My dick-head buddy here is Patty.” She was pointing to the
second girl who waved at me with one hand and flipped off Mary with the other. I
thought, Talented people, these.
“And this unequaled paragon of beauty and love, is Venus,” she said while giving a
flourishing presentation with her hands toward the tall and gorgeous African American
girl who bowed.
I held out my hand and said, “I'm Maj. It's real nice to meet you.”
They all shook my hand.
“I'm on my way to find my home room. First day of school and all. I dreamed I forgot to
put on my pants every night for a week.”
Then I put on a frightened look and checked to see that I was wearing pants.
They laughed.
Oh my god! The first day of school and the cool kids already think I'm a riot! Wait until
they get to know me!
My heart beat like wild but I kept my cool.
I said, “Mary, tell me about that amazing shawl. It makes my eyeballs explode. What is
it?”
Mary said, “This is a batik dye. I actually made it at school. I can show you how to do it.
Where's your home room? We'll walk you there.”
Patty and Venus nodded, amazingly.
I said, “211.”
Venus said, “You're headed the right way. But it is a circle so it doesn't matter.”
Her voice was like honey. We walked along.
I thought, Watch yourself, Maj.
Patty said, “If you're into arts, like painting or fabric, Mary is our girl. She's also into
astrology big time. She can do your chart. But we're all really involved in art. Venus does
ceramics and science and I'm more into cartoons but if arts your things we can really
hook you up.”
Venus said, “But the main thing we all do together is Drama. If you've never thought
about acting or performing, you should give it a try.”
Patty said, “Yeah! You have this little body but a big voice! That's hugely helpful.”
We came to 211.
Before we parted that time Patty said, “Which lunch period do you have?”
I froze for a second. I didn't know which lunch period I had. I had filled out a
questionnaire about what classes I wanted from a list but I had no idea what they
assigned me.
I knew that art and drama had not been ones I picked.
I recovered and said, “I don't know yet. I'll probably find out soon, I hope.”

Mary asked me to hold out my hand. I did. She wrote her name and phone number on it.
Goodbyes, see you laters. I stepped into the door.
There were 6 kids in there before first bell. They all looked a little scraggly and afraid.
Kind of like how I felt before I just became part of the coolest gang I could ever imagine. I
thought, Maj, don't blow it. Try not to be so strange.
The teacher greeted me and picked up a clipboard.
She said, “Hi. I'm Mrs. Van Zandt. What is your name.”
I thought, Nice, not too weirded out by my appearance, kind eyes.
I said, “I'm Maj. Mildred Agnes Jones, but please, don't use that when speaking with me
because I won't know who you're talking to.”
She accepted that with a sort combination shrug and approval. “OK. I can live with that
Maj. Where do you want to sit? As you can see, you are among the first.”
I chose a window seat.
The morning was spent finalizing our schedules, getting our locker assignments and
combinations and finally watching a film about good citizenship. It wasn't too bad.
It turned out that they wouldn't let me take wood shop or auto mechanics and left me
with two holes in my weekly schedule. There were 2 things that could fit into those slots
(there were more but these were The Two): Beginners Art and Drama.
OK, I said to myself, I am a Wave and I can only flow into whatever space is available to
me. For some reason, those spaces are aligning very well with what I want right now.
The thing about the Wave- this is something my dad would talk about. Everyone knows
about Einstein and that matter and Energy are the same. So, there's this experiment
they did that shows that energy is both particles and waves at the same time. See, we
are all waves. My dad would say, there are no “things” or solid objects. These are just a
way we have of navigating the space of energy and waves that we are really part of.
When all of these things came together like that it gave me chills. It made me feel in the
middle of a landscape for which I had no comprehension.
But which seemed to favor me. I relaxed.
Later that morning the guy next to me asked if I wanted to sit with him at lunch. He said I
looked young but he'd seen me talking to the cool kids in the hall. I told him it would
depend on whether or not the cool kids had the same lunch as me. He took it like a man.
I bonded with Mary, Patty and Venus. Mary taught me how to batik and tie dye. Patty
shared comics she had made about her life. They were hilarious.
Venus and I talked about physics. Science was gaining popularity at the time but she was
somebody who had been into it for a while. She knew all kinds of stuff and I loved talking
to her because then I got to know all that stuff.
We conspired to hold a protest about being denied admittance to auto maintenance and
wood shop, which we ultimately had but with a total of 6 people joining our protest

during lunch hour. It was worth it in the end because we took the day off from school
and didn't really get in trouble because we were good at school. That was in the fall.
I found out that Venus had been the new girl the previous year. They were choosing, not
just the girls that were outsiders but the outsiders who stood out too much to be part of
the mainstream.
Patty was the oldest, though she deferred leadership to Mary. Venus was the heart of
the group, though, especially that year. She never spoke first and often didn't speak.
When she did, it was as if immediately and all at once we all saw she had summed up
exactly what needed saying.
And me? Shit, I'm funny as hell, interested in cool things and way too smart. I fit in like I
belonged.
School itself was deliriously easy. I took Latin because my dad never got around to
teaching me. I took lots of art and used my “study halls” to either skip school or hang
with my girls.
I tried out for the school play and got a part along with the other 3- it was the most fun I
had experienced up to that time. I played a child who mostly sat on the floor and didn't
speak (You Can't Take it With You) but it was in the door with all the drama kids.
Patty had a boyfriend who was in college- Greg- who had a car. A lot of times on
weekends we'd take drives to the beach, the 5 of us in Greg's Plymouth. Mary and Venus
didn't have boyfriends that year. I was part of a gang. Not only that, I was getting an
identity as an artist and a performer. Holy shit!
The only thing I had ever belonged to before was the army.
I was flying. It felt almost normal.
So maybe you'll understand if I didn't go see Bob until after the school year. I wish I'd
been different but that's how it was and that was the space that was open for my wave
to flow into. That's how I explain it to myself.
So in mid June, after I'd gone to the Rose Festival with my girlfriends, I got a call from
Bob's mother, June. I apologize; that is her name.
“Maj,” she said, “You need to come see Bob. He has told me not to call you so I apologize
for not getting in touch sooner. Thing is, he can't stop me or tell me what to do or not.
So, I'm telling you come see Bob.”
“When's a good time, June” I asked stupidly, adding the personal touch.
“Just get over here, Maj. Jesus.” She hung up.
My stomach sank. I went over. She opened the door as soon as I knocked.
“I'm sorry to be so pushy,” she said. “I know you care about Bob and you'd want to know
how bad he's gotten.”
She showed me into the space that had been the dining room where there was a
hospital bed, an IV drip stand and my friend Bob, strapped to a much more medical
looking chair. He was so frail I automatically gasped to see him and recovered valiantly.

“Hi Bob!” I said cheerfully.
“He can't talk,” said June. “He can't move anything but his head a little bit. He can barely
breathe. He's fed by a tube.”
Bob's face was red and turning redder.
His mother turned to him and said, “I know you said not to call her. She's your best
friend and she deserves to know. And try to calm yourself. It doesn't help your
breathing.”
I saw a flash of fear in his eyes. I remembered immediately that my friend Bob was
terrified of suffocating, which he said was the ultimate progression of his illness. Along
with the flash, I saw him shed a tear.
I was speechless, tears filling my own eyes, my mouth hanging open.
That day I spent the afternoon learning how to communicate with Bob, who could at this
time nod his head a little bit. His mom taught me to ask questions he could answer yes
or no, how to use the word boards, and that day we also learned to play chess with
nods.
That week I went to Bob's house every day for several hours at a time but I always had to
leave before dinner. I talked with him using the boards. It was difficult at first but became
natural. It was harder on Bob. His oxygen would often go too low. He would sometimes
fall asleep right in the middle of trying to say something.
My cool friends called a couple times. I didn't call back. I felt like a fraud. I had
abandoned my closest friend, the only person except family who knew how really odd I
was. Shit, he'd watched me cut off someone's head. I was no kind of friend, boo hoo.
I knew it was a dodge, that it was self-pity. I also just didn't have the energy for them.
My friend Bob needed me now and I was going to be there. My girlfriends would still be
there. Maybe when Bob gets through this crisis. He's been through those before.
Like I said, a dodge.
He wouldn't let me stay when his mother fed him. He had a feeding tube port and June
would, after liquefying whatever the family meal was, would pour it into the tube where
it would go into Bob's stomach. She told me about it but said that Bob would never want
me to see.
One day I asked him about it. He flushed at first but I got out the word boards. He
spelled what he wanted to say to me, using the words on the boards and the alphabet
board, “Ashamed”
I said, “I understand, I'll respect that,” and it pains me to say that I felt relief, that I sure
didn't want to see my best friends mother put food paste into his tube.
He shook his head as violently as he could, not much. I got out the word boards.
“Okay,” I said, “Settle down. We'll take our time.”
We went through a long process with the boards. He was trying to be precise.

“No,” he spelled. “Mother is the only one who sees all of me you are my best friend stay
for dinner”
And I did.
Afterwards and after the other intimate services being performed, he began crying. I
tried the yes or no questions first because the word boards could take forever.
“Are you in pain?”
He responded with the “No” nod.
“Are you embarrassed?”
Bob gave the “No” nod. And gave me a look that I knew was pure love.
I got out the boards.
With much effort Bob told me,“I need you to see me before I am dead.” He was so
exhausted he fell asleep sitting strapped up in the chair.
His oxygen monitor was beeping.
When his mother put him to bed, put him on the oxygen, she asked me to wait on the
porch.
She told me, “Bob will be gone soon.”
I reflected on that word, “gone”. She means Dead I thought and I waited for more.
“Maybe days. Maybe tonight.
That night when I went home, in the privacy of my room I reached out to Liam before I
went to bed. Through tears I said out loud, It's not fair. Nothing can kill me and I'm not
nearly as nice as Bob. You say I'm special. Is there anything I can do?
That night in my sleep I had this conversation with Liam in the white formless space
where we had spoken before.
He started out defensive.
“I know,” he said, “You have been trying to keep me out and I have respected your
wishes. You got me all wrong if you think I'm trying to get you to do anything particular
to help the Light Holders. You don't have to do anything. It's not what you do but what
you are that is important.”
I said, “You spy on me for aliens. You would use me to hurt the lizard people.”
“I know you talked to Drakko,” Liam replied, “and he blames me for what has happened
to his people but that was not my doing. Much of the Light-Holders' business is beyond
my comprehension. I believe they have enormous gifts for humanity and you and I are
part of the delivery of those gifts. Especially you.”
“But,” I said, “You say I don't have to do anything.”
“Correct,” he said.
I was quiet for a beat to disengage from that icky bit of banter. It somehow made me
nauseated. I changed the subject.
“Can I help him? You say you don't spy on me but I bet you know all about it.”
Liam just said, “Yes.”

“Well, how?”
“Kiss him,” Liam said. “A good hard, french kiss with tongue. Don't hold back. If you want
to grope him a little it won't help but it sure won't hurt.””
“Are you shitting me?” I asked. “I never kissed anybody. I'm almost 15 and I haven't
grown since I was 11.
“You are making this shit up. You just want to watch. Oh, my god, you old pervert.”
Liam put on his most serious expression.
“My dear,” he began. “I shit you not. I know how you feel about that boy and I know it's
not sexual. You are unlikely to ever feel that way about anyone. Your kiss can save that
boy's life. Your body will give him a cure.”
“Wait,” I said, “What was that about “unlikely to ever feel that way et cetera.? What are
you saying? Am I going to be a complete freak? And can I cure anyone?”
He said, “You are done growing for good. You are not likely to ever enter puberty. It will
be socially difficult. I'm pleased you have found friends. And, regarding curing anyone
the answer is “you bet your sweet Bippy”. Your ability is limited for now, but you, Maj,
will change humanity forever. You will cure everything.”
I said, “Number 1, that is fucked up and I did not sign up for it. Number 2, Socially
difficult? Fuck you, Grampa Liam. And number 3, was that a Laugh-In reference? You've
been watching television through my eyes. Jesus what do I have to do to get rid of you?”
Liam just said, “You're welcome. Go see Bob first thing in the morning. I just check in to
see if you are safe. I don't want anything bad to happen to you.”
With that he blinked out from the white space leaving me alone. I stayed a while to look
around but there was literally nothing there. I was standing on nothing- there were no
edges or objects. I left.
When I woke up I went to Bob's house. When I got him alone I yelled, “I don't want you
to die and if this works you won't die but if it doesn't, at least you will have kissed a girl. I
won't be going any further than that but if it was necessary to save your life I would.
That's how much you mean to me and don't ever forget it even if I get distracted for a
while sometimes god dammit!”
With that I went to Bob and held him, felt his scrawny arms and chest, closed my eyes
and kissed him full on the mouth. I opened his lips with my tongue and burrowed in. I
felt a rising in my core. We exchanged fluids. It took a couple minutes. I liked it.
I let go and stood back to look at him. I didn't know what to expect. Surely it wouldn't
have any immediate effect.
He looked at me with an expression of wonder. Or was he falling asleep. I wasn't sure.
“Bob?” I said. “Are you ok? I'm sorry I didn't give you more warning, I will try to explain
better, oh shit, are you okay, Bob?”
After almost 2 minutes he gave a nod.
Then he smiled slowly. I watched with amazement.

He closed his eyes and nodded several times. After another minute he spoke.
“Did you just throw up in my mouth a little?”
I said, “Yes, I sure did. Sorry. Pretty gross for a kiss. I'm new at this.”
He took a moment to reply.
“Oh, Maj. You were great. It is probably the best kiss of my life.”
It took Bob another week to recover use of his arms. He went in and had the feeding
tube removed that week as well. Getting completely mobile took all summer.
In the meantime I introduced him to my girlfriends and he started going places with us
even before he could walk. In August we went to the beach without a wheelchair, just
Bob, me and my gang crammed tight as can be into Mary's brother's Karmann Ghia.
We were a sight at Seaside. We all took off our shoes. Bob's hair was fairly long- he
hadn't been to a barber since before he lost mobility- and us four girls were all wearing
bright colors of tie-dye and batik. The five of us skipped, ran and splashed in the surf
together.
I had never seen Bob move like that. He was in better shape than when we had met. The
energy created by the joy he felt filled all of us and we celebrated.
Some older people walked by, frowning, giving us a wide berth, muttering about
“Hippies on LSD”.
We all looked at each other and I said, loud enough to hear, “Well, every asshole has an
opinion.”
We danced, laughed and cried and watched the sun go down in red glory over the
ocean, smiles plastered on our faces. Seagulls shrieked in the sky.
We walked sedately now, arm in arm, hand in hand back to the car.
On the way home the gas gauge showed we were on fumes as we crested the summit of
the Coast Range in Western Oregon. Rolling into Forest Grove we were able to buy
enough gas to get us back to Portland with the change Mary's brother, David, had lost
between and under the cushions and on the floor (about 86 cents). In those days that
bought us almost 2 gallons and we had plenty to get back to town.
It was an emotional roller coaster of a year and it had all seemingly come out right. I had
the closest friends of my life, school was somewhat stupid but I was thriving in it. I had
never had an interest in the arts and now I was engaged in multiple artful activities. Bob
had almost died and I had saved his life.
I paid no thought whatsoever to Grandpa Liam or the alien beings he served. It was a day
that still stands out for me. I'd say it was a high point for me.

